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1 Executive Overview
The Oracle E-Business Suite is a comprehensive suite of integrated, global business applications
spanning enterprise resource planning, customer relationship management, human resource
management, financial management, service management, project portfolio management, value chain
planning and execution, procurement and supply chain planning. It utilizes the core software
technology stack of Oracle Database, Oracle Fusion Middleware (JAVA/JSP, Oracle Containers for
Java (OC4J), Oracle Application Development Framework (ADF), Business Intelligence (BI) Publisher,
Forms and Reports) and the respective clients used to access the application.
The Oracle Maximum Availability Architecture (MAA) is Oracle's best practices blueprint based on
Oracle high availability (HA) technologies, extensive validation performed by the Oracle MAA
development team, and the accumulated production experience of customers who have successfully
deployed business critical applications on Oracle.
This paper describes:
•

The Oracle E-Business Suite 12.1.3 MAA architecture along with installation, configuration
and operational best practices. Unless explicitly noted as pertaining to Oracle Engineered
Systems, the MAA best practices described are relevant to all platforms that support Oracle
E-Business Suite 12.1.3.

•

A case study of Oracle E-Business Suite 12.1.3 MAA implemented on Oracle Exalogic and
Exadata machines. The Oracle family of Engineered Systems, which includes Exadata and
Exalogic, incorporate pre-optimized, pre-configured, integrated systems of software, servers
and storage that implement MAA configuration best practices.

The tests performed to validate best practices and measure downtime in various outage scenarios,
along with the results obtained, are detailed in a separate paper.
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2 Introduction
Oracle E-Business Suite customers represent a very broad spectrum of industry and application focus.
The continued growth of Oracle’s E-Business Suite applications, around the world and across
industries, presents ever-growing solutions that enable businesses to centralize global operations to
reduce operating costs and increase competitiveness and performance.
Disaster recovery can be a challenge both from a business and technical perspective for customers
managing the complexities of global business environments whether the organization is small, medium
or large in size.
This paper describes the architecture and configuration of the Oracle E-Business Suite deployed in a
highly available topology using MAA best practices. The example presented in the paper utilizes an
Exadata Database Machine (database tier) and Exalogic (middle tier), with an identical configuration at
a standby site. In addition to the incorporation of the previously published MAA best practices [1],[2]
and My Oracle Support deployment notes [3], this paper includes a case study focused on best
practices and configuration of the use of Oracle Exalogic’s ZFS Storage Appliance to provide a highly
available Oracle E-Business Suite middle tier. The architecture used makes scaling simple both at the
database and application tiers; the process flows that enable the scaling are also described in some
detail.
This paper is organized into the following sections:
•

A high-level introduction to Oracle Exalogic and Oracle Exadata Database Machine

•

Oracle E-Business Suite MAA – a high level description of the architecture and key
technology components

•

Oracle E-Business Suite MAA Case Study on Exalogic and Exadata – how the MAA
architecture was established on the target system
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An Appendix with details on how to implement Oracle E-Business Suite on Exalogic and
Exadata

2.1

Oracle Engineered Systems

Oracle’s Engineered Systems combine best-of-breed hardware and software components with gamechanging technical innovations. Designed, engineered, and tested to work best together, Oracle’s
Engineered Systems can power the cloud or streamline data center operations to make traditional
deployments even more efficient. The components of Oracle’s Engineered Systems are preassembled
for targeted functionality, and then the entire system is optimized for extreme performance. By taking
the guesswork out of these highly available, purpose-built solutions, Oracle delivers a solution that is
integrated across every layer of the technology stack, a simplicity that translates into less risk and lower
costs for business. Only Oracle can innovate and optimize at every layer of the stack to simplify data
center operations, drive down costs, and accelerate business innovation.
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Figure 1 : Key Components of Exalogic

2.1.1

Oracle Exalogic

Oracle Exalogic is an engineered system on which enterprises deploy Oracle business applications,
Oracle Fusion Middleware or third-party software products. Exalogic comes pre-built with compute
nodes, memory and centralized storage; all connected using Infiniband in a highly available architecture
with fault tolerance and near zero-down-time maintenance.
An in-depth overview of Exalogic is provided in Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud: System Overview.
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Oracle Exadata Database Machine

Oracle’s Exadata Database Machine is Oracle’s database platform delivering extreme performance for
database applications including Online Transaction Processing, Data Warehousing, Reporting, Batch
Processing, or Consolidation of mixed database workloads. Exadata is a pre-configured, pre-tuned, and
pre-tested integrated system of servers, networking and storage all optimized around the Oracle
database.
An in-depth overview of the Exadata Database Machine and the Exadata Storage Server is provided in
A Technical Overview of the Oracle Exadata Database Machine and Exadata Storage Server.

Figure 2: Key Components of Exadata
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3 Oracle E-Business Suite MAA
Oracle E-Business Suite MAA is an Oracle E-Business Suite high availability architecture layered on
top of the Oracle Database MAA, including a secondary site to provide business continuity in the
event of a primary site failure. In this section the Oracle Database MAA is presented first, followed by
a description of how to layer the Oracle E-Business Suite application on top of that foundation,
resulting in a full Oracle E-Business Suite MAA implementation.

Figure 3: Oracle E-Business Suite MAA on Exalogic and Exadata Database Machine [[16]]
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Oracle Database MAA

To achieve maximum Oracle E-Business Suite application availability, Oracle recommends deploying
Oracle E-Business Suite on an Oracle Database MAA foundation that includes the following
technologies:
•

Oracle Real Application Clusters and Oracle Clusterware

•

Oracle Data Guard

•

Oracle Flashback 1

•

Oracle Automatic Storage Management

•

Oracle Recovery Manager and Oracle Secure Backup

We briefly describe each of these technologies in this section. Refer to Oracle® Database High
Availability Overview for a thorough introduction to Oracle Database high availability products, features
and best practices.
Figure 4 illustrates the above technologies and their interaction.

1

It’s important to note that there can be performance implications when LOBs are in use. The
technology is used however in a Snapshot Standby Database and for database re-instantiation and is
discussed in this context.
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Figure 4: Oracle Database MAA Features

3.1.1

Oracle Real Application Clusters and Oracle Clusterware

Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) enables the Oracle database to run any packaged or custom
application unchanged across a set of clustered nodes. This capability provides the highest levels of
availability and the most flexible scalability. If a clustered node fails, the Oracle database will continue
running on the surviving nodes. When more processing power is needed, another node can be added
without interrupting user access to data. For more information see Oracle Real Application Clusters
Administration and Deployment Guide.
Oracle Clusterware is a cluster manager that is designed specifically for the Oracle database. In an
Oracle RAC environment, Oracle Clusterware monitors all Oracle resources (such as database
instances and listeners). If a failure occurs, Oracle Clusterware automatically attempts to restart the
failed resource. During outages, Oracle Clusterware relocates the processing performed by the
inoperative resource to a backup resource. For example, if a node fails, Oracle Clusterware relocates
database services being used by the application onto a surviving node in the cluster. For more
information see Oracle Clusterware Administration and Deployment Guide.

3.1.2

Oracle Data Guard

Oracle Data Guard provides a comprehensive set of services that create, maintain, manage, and
monitor one or more standby databases to enable production Oracle databases to survive failures,
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disasters, user errors, and data corruption. Data Guard maintains these standby databases as
transactionally consistent copies of the production database. If the production database becomes
unavailable due to a planned or an unplanned outage, Data Guard can switch any standby database to
the production role, thus greatly reducing the application downtime that would have been caused by
the outage. Data Guard can be used with traditional backup, restore, and clustering solutions to
provide a high level of data protection and data availability. For more information see Oracle Data
Guard Concepts and Administration.
Oracle E-Business Suite supports physical standby databases. A physical standby database provides a
physically identical copy of the primary database, with on-disk database structures that are identical to
the primary database on a block-for-block basis. A physical standby database is kept synchronized with
the primary database through real time apply, which recovers the redo data received from the primary
database and applies the redo to the physical standby database.
With Oracle Active Data Guard, a physical standby database can receive and apply redo while it is open
for read-only access and so may be used for disaster recovery and other purposes. The Oracle EBusiness Suite supports Oracle Active Data Guard for a limited set of functionality, as well as
automatic block repair and fast incremental backups. For more information see My Oracle Support
Knowledge Document “Using Active Data Guard Reporting with Oracle E-Business Suite Release
12.1 and Oracle Database 11g.”
With a single command, a physical standby database can be converted into a Snapshot Standby and
become an independent database open read-write, ideal for QA and other testing. The Snapshot
Standby continues to receive and archive redo data from the primary database while it is open readwrite, thus protecting primary data at all times. When testing is complete, a single command will
convert the snapshot back into a standby database, and automatically resynchronize it with the primary.

3.1.3

Oracle Flashback and Snapshot Standby Database

Oracle Flashback quickly rewinds an Oracle database, table or transaction to a previous time, to correct
any problems caused by logical data corruption or user error. It is like a “rewind button” for the
database. Oracle Flashback can also be used to quickly return the former primary database to standby
operation after a Data Guard failover, thus eliminating the need to recopy or re-instantiate the entire
database from a backup.
The use of Large Objects (LOBs) with Oracle Flashback can result in performance overhead. Because
certain modules of the Oracle E-Business Suite use LOBs, it is recommended that the performance of
Oracle Flashback Database is tested with expected LOB maintenance to be sure the solution will
perform optimally. The use of Flashback Database is recommended when testing the disaster recovery
site using Snapshot Standby.
See Oracle Flashback Technology and Oracle Snapshot Standby Database for more information. For
flashback database best practices see My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Flashback Database
Best Practices & Performance (Doc ID 565535.1)”.
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Oracle Automatic Storage Management

Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) provides a vertically integrated file system and volume
manager directly in the Oracle kernel, resulting in:
•

Significantly less work to provision database storage

•

Higher levels of availability

•

Elimination of the expense, installation, and maintenance of specialized storage products

•

Unique capabilities for database applications

ASM distributes data across physical disks to eliminate hot spots and to provide uniform and optimal
performance. In addition, ASM automatically rebalances—that is, it re-distributes the data—when the
configuration of a disk group changes. To protect against data loss, ASM extends the concept of
SAME (stripe and mirror everything) and adds more flexibility in that it can mirror at the database file
level rather than the entire disk level. For more information see Automatic Storage Management.
3.1.5

Oracle Recovery Manager and Oracle Secure Backup

Recovery Manager (RMAN) is an Oracle Database utility that can back up, restore, and recover
database files. It is a feature of the Oracle database and does not require separate installation. RMAN
integrates with sessions running on an Oracle database to perform a range of backup and recovery
activities, including maintaining a repository of historical data about backups. For more information
see Oracle Recovery Manager.
Oracle Secure Backup (OSB) is a centralized tape backup management solution providing performance
optimized heterogeneous data protection in distributed UNIX, Linux, Windows, and Network
Attached Storage (NAS) environments. By protecting file system and Oracle Database data, OSB
provides a complete tape backup solution for your IT environment. OSB is tightly integrated with
RMAN to provide the media management layer for RMAN. For more information see Oracle Secure
Backup.
3.1.6

Database Configuration Best Practices

The configuration of the Oracle E-Business Suite Database is subject to specific business, availability
and performance requirements. There are a number of best practice configurations that are either
mandated or highly recommended; these are outlined in the following paragraphs.
3.1.6.1

Configure HugePages

The configuration of hugepages is a Linux 64-bit recommended best practice and for the Exadata
platform hugepages is configured by default, but only for the default database and ASM. As Oracle EBusiness Suite typically runs with many database connections and a large SGA, configuring hugepages
for the database instances is essential. It is necessary to manually configure sufficient hugepages for
the ASM instance and all database instances on each Linux database server node. This will result in
more efficient page table memory usage, which is critically important with a large SGA or when there
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are high numbers of concurrent database connections. Hugepages can only be used for SGA memory
space so do not configure more than is required.
MOS ID 361468.1, “HugePages on Oracle Linux 64-bit” describes how to configure hugepages.
Automatic Shared Memory Management (ASMM) can be used with hugepages so use the
SGA_MAX_SIZE parameter to set the SGA size for each instance.
Automatic Memory Management (AMM) cannot be used in conjunction with hugepages and so the
MEMORY_TARGET and MEMORY_MAX_TARGET parameters should be unset for each database
instance. See MOS ID 749851.1 “HugePages and Oracle Database 11g Automatic Memory
Management (AMM) on Linux” for details.
Set the parameter USE_LARGE_PAGES=’only’ for each instance so that the instance will only start if
sufficient hugepages are available. See “MOS ID 1392497.1 “USE_LARGE_PAGES To Enable
HugePages” for details.
It may be necessary to reboot the database server to bring the new hugepages system configuration
into effect. Check to make sure that sufficient hugepages exist by starting all the database instances at
the same time.
Starting with Oracle Database 11g Release 2 (11.2.0.2), a message is logged to the database alert log
when hugepages are being used, for example:
****************** Huge Pages Information *****************
Huge Pages memory pool detected (total: 18482 free: 17994)
DFLT Huge Pages allocation successful (allocated: 4609)
***********************************************************

In this case, 4609 hugepages were used.
Note that there is no need to allow for a large Linux file system cache (page cache) on the Oracle
Exadata Database Machine, as this file system cache is not used for database file access.
3.1.6.2

Back Up File System

Take regular backups of the database Oracle home.
To be fully prepared to restore the backup to another environment if necessary, run adpreclone.pl
before backing it up:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/scripts/[context_name]
$ perl adpreclone.pl dbTier

In a multi-node Oracle RAC environment with separate Oracle homes, a minimum of one node’s
Oracle home should be backed up.
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Handle Database Password Expiration

The default behavior of Oracle Database 11g has changed such that database user passwords expire
after 180 days. While it is important to regularly change passwords, if the Oracle E-Business Suite
schema passwords are allowed to expire a system outage could occur. The Oracle E-Business Suite
recommendations for password management are:
•

•

•

Create two profiles: one for the Oracle E-Business Suite schemas and one for administrators
accessing the database. Assign the Oracle E-Business Suite schemas to the application profile
and administrators to the administrator profile.
Administrator Profile
5
90
180

Password Parameters
FAILED_LOGIN_ATTEMPTS
PASSWORD_LIFE_TIME
PASSWORD_REUSE_TIME
PASSWORD_REUSE_MAX
PASSWORD_LOCK_TIME
PASSWORD_GRACE_TIME

Application Profile
UNLIMITED
UNLIMITED
UNLIMITED
UNLIMITED
UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

PASSWORD_VERIFY_FUNCTION

Recommended

Recommended

180

7
14

Assign a long (e.g., 12 characters), secure password to APPS and related schemas. Change
these passwords regularly, but manage changing them manually. The My Oracle Support
Knowledge Document “How to Change Applications Passwords using Applications Schema
Password Change Utility (FNDCPASS or AFPASSWD) (Doc ID 437260.1)” provides details
about how this can be accomplished.
Give administrators their own accounts. Do not have them log in as APPS.

For more information refer to My Oracle Support Knowledge Document MOS ID 403537.1 “Secure
Configuration Guide for Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12”.
3.1.6.4

Configure Dead Connection Detection

When an Oracle E-Business Suite application server node fails suddenly there may not be time for the
operating system to reset the TCP connections. As a result, the connections on the database server will
remain open. In an environment where parallel concurrent processing is in effect this can have
implications in terms of the time taken to fail over to the secondary application concurrent manager.
To clean up the “dead” connections it is recommended that Dead Connection Detection is
configured. Refer to My Oracle Support Knowledge Document MOS ID 151972.1 “Dead Connection
Detection (DCD) Explained” for details.
Note: Making configuration changes, such as those in My Oracle Support Knowledge Document
151972.1, may have an adverse effect on network utilization. All such changes should be tested and
monitored.
3.1.6.5

Reduce Timeout on Oracle RAC Node Failure (Exadata Only)

On Exadata it is possible to fail over more quickly in the event of an Oracle RAC node failure by
reducing the misscount parameter. The parameter defines how long to wait after a node becomes
unresponsive before evicting the node from the cluster. The parameter has a default value of 60
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(seconds) on Exadata; it can be reduced to 30 if desired, but it should not be set to less than 30.
Reducing the misscount parameter will increase the risk that a node is evicted unnecessarily, so it
should only be changed if absolutely necessary.
To update the CSS misscount setting, log in as the root user on one of the database servers and run
the command:
$GRID_HOME/bin/crsctl set css misscount 30
3.1.6.6

Exadata Smart Flash Cache (Exadata Only)

It is recommended that customers start with the automatic caching policy at the start; Oracle Database
will automatically decide which objects should be placed in flash cache. Tuning by “keeping” specific
tables in the flash cache if and when necessary can be accomplished using the following SQL
command syntax:
ALTER TABLE table_name STORAGE(CELL_FLASH_CACHE KEEP);
3.1.6.7

Memory Management (Exadata Only)

Make sure vm.min_free_kbytes is set to 524288 on Exadata X2-2, X3-2, and X4-2 machines, and is
set to 4194304 on X2-8 and X3-8 machines.
Some Oracle E-Business Suite customers will need to NFS-mount file systems from the Exalogic ZFS
to the Exadata Database Machine, to back up Exadata file systems, for custom Concurrent Manager
job access, or (on shared DR/test systems) to mount Oracle homes for test environments. Where
there may be memory pressure it is recommended to reduce the MTU setting to 7000.
As this could affect throughput, it should be tested to be sure that performance will be adequate. For
further information refer to My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “[Linux OS] System Hung with
Large Numbers of Page Allocation Failures with "order:5" on Exadata Environments (Doc ID
1546861.1)”.
3.1.6.8

Oracle Advanced Compression

Advanced Compression saves space and improves performance for most Oracle E-Business Suite
workloads. Further details on Oracle E-Business Suite compression tests can be found in the My
Oracle Support Knowledge Document “MOS ID 1110648.1: Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1
with Oracle Database 11g Advanced Compression.” An approximate 3:1 compression ratio was
obtained overall in the benchmark, online performance improvements varied from slightly slower to
around 30% faster with a small increase in CPU usage (1-6%), and batch performance was generally
faster with exceptions seen from workloads that were I/O intensive and/or were already high in CPU
usage. Overall database size was reduced by over 23%.
Advanced Compression also enables the use of RMAN binary compression, which can significantly
reduce backup size and can be achieved with only a marginal increase in backup elapsed time. Oracle
internal testing has established that with a setting of RMAN MEDIUM or LOW compression,
compression ratios of 2x up to 4x the uncompressed backup size can be obtained with less than a 1%
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increase in elapsed time; in some cases an actual reduction in elapsed time can be observed due to the
reduction in backup size. A setting of HIGH is recommended when the backup constraint is the
network; this setting provides the best compression ratio at the expense of high CPU consumption.
The MEDIUM setting provides a good balance of CPU usage and compression ratio while the LOW
setting provides the fastest elapsed times, best suited to when CPU resources are the backup constraint.
Optimal RMAN binary compression (HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW) is only available with the licensed
Advanced Compression option. Without this option RMAN BASIC compression is available, but it
creates high overhead.
3.1.6.9

Log Writer Tuning (Exadata Only)

Implement these Exadata best practices to improve performance:
•

The large Oracle Exadata Database Machine memory can accommodate a large redo log
buffer (log_buffer); the best practice is a minimum of 128 MB.

•

Ensure flash logs are configured so that Exadata smart flash logging can provide consistent
low latency commits.

•

Unset the log_checkpoint_interval parameter, and instead use
fast_start_mttr_target to control checkpoint frequency. The MTTR Advisor can be

used to determine an appropriate value for a given redo log size; the Exa Health check will
report an error if set to a value less than 300 (default is 60). This is an Exadata best practice
and has been tested to show that a number of E-Business Suite batch programs see
performance improvements with the log_checkpoint_interval parameter unset.
3.1.6.10

Fixed Object Statistics

The performance of queries against fixed objects can be suboptimal during high load conditions. The
performance is improved considerably by gathering fixed object statistics using the following SQL
statement:
exec dbms_stats.gather_fixed_objects_stats(’ALL’);

Note that gather_fixed_object_stats must be done during non-peak hours, but should be done
after the instance has been warmed up or running for some time, so the “static” data is relatively fixed.
It is recommended that fixed object statistics be re-gathered following a major database or application
upgrade, after a new module is implemented, or changes are made to the database configuration. For
example, an increase in the SGA size may result in significant changes to the x$ tables that contain
information about the buffer cache and shared pool, such as x$ tables used in v$buffer_pool or
v$shared_pool_advice. Gathering statistics for fixed objects is normally recommended if poor
performance is encountered while querying dynamic views, for example, v$ views.
Because of the transient nature of the x$ tables it is important that fixed object statistics are gathered
when there is a representative workload on the system. For more information refer to My Oracle
Support Knowledge Document “Fixed Objects Statistics Considerations [Doc ID 798257.1]”. Also
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refer to My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Best Practices for Gathering Statistics with Oracle
E-Business Suite (Doc ID 1586374.1)”.
3.1.6.11

IORM Objective (Exadata Only)

For Oracle E-Business Suite workloads, optimal performance is observed when the IORM Objective
plan setting is “balanced”. This setting balances low disk latency and high throughput. The setting
limits large I/Os to 90% of disk capacity, then if there is any queuing of I/Os on a disk it puts any
small I/Os at the head of the queue. This provides good performance for OLTP work while allowing
excess capacity to serve DSS activity/smart scans. On Exadata cells on versions 11.2.3.2 and later,
IORM is enabled by default to guard against excessively high latencies for small I/Os, using the "basic"
objective. User-defined resource manager plans are not enforced in this mode. To enable IORM for
user-defined resource manager plans, the objective must be set to "auto" (or any setting other than
"basic"). The following CellCLI command is used to change the objective to "balanced":
alter iormplan objective=balanced

See My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Configuring Exadata I/O Resource Manager for
Common Scenarios (Doc ID 1363188.1)” for more information.
3.1.6.12

Oracle Database Machine Best Practices and Health Check (Exadata Only)

The white paper “Oracle E-Business Suite on Exadata Database Machine” provides best practice
recommendations for the Oracle E-Business Suite database on Exadata and should be reviewed along
with the My Oracle Support Knowledge Documents referred to below.
Review the Oracle Exadata Database Machine best practices My Oracle Support Knowledge
Documents including Oracle Sun Database Machine Performance Best Practices (Doc ID 1067520.1),
“Best Practices for OLTP on the Sun Oracle Database Machine (Doc ID 1269706.1),” and “Oracle
Sun Database Machine Setup/Configuration Best Practices (Doc ID 1274318.1)”. Note that there may
be some conflicts with initialization parameters being recommended versus what is needed and/or
recommended for Oracle E-Business Suite. For further information on initialization parameters for
Oracle E-Business Suite refer to My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Database Initialization
Parameters for Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 (Doc ID 396009.1).”
Follow the My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Oracle Exadata Database Machine exachk or
HealthCheck [Doc ID 1070954.1]” to run the Oracle Exadata Database Machine exachk utility. Any
failures should be rectified based on whether or not the recommended values exceed the values set.
Examples include but are not limited to the following:
processes
Exachk will report a FAIL if the value is set to anything other than 1024. For the Oracle EBusiness Suite database this value must be set to a minimum of 2000 as a best practice. For the
case study detailed in this paper the value was 6000.
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Oracle E-Business Suite High Availability Architecture

The Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.0 and 12.1 MAA best practices are a set of application best
practices layered on a foundation of Oracle Database MAA best practices.
The distribution of Oracle E-Business Suite services across multiple applications nodes enables Oracle
E-Business Suite MAA. It is also possible to add further nodes to scale up the applications tier.
Typically the additional Oracle E-Business Suite instances are located on dedicated machines to
increase the availability and flexibility of the system.
Oracle E-Business Suite Unified APPL_TOPs contain all the different APPL_TOP components (such
as Concurrent Processing, Forms, and Web). These components are typically shared across each of the
application nodes, or could be implemented on each of the nodes individually. Essentially, the same
files are present on every applications node containing an APPL_TOP. Specific service groups
however are activated on each node depending on the configured topology.

Table 2 describes the Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.0 and 12.1 service groups.

Table 1: Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.0 and 12.1 Service Groups

This Service Group:

Supports:

Root Services

Oracle Process Manager (OPMN)

Web Entry Point Services

HTTP Server

Web Application Services

OACORE OC4J
Forms OC4J
OAFM OC4J

Batch Processing Services

Applications TNS Listener
Concurrent Managers
Fulfillment Server

Other Service Group

Oracle Forms Services
Oracle MWA Service
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Figure 5: An Example of Application Service Distribution in the Oracle E-Business Suite

The Oracle E-Business Suite availability features include:
•

Multiple load balanced application tier services

•

Parallel Concurrent Processing

3.2.1

Middle Tier Configuration Best Practices

The use of NFS mounts from the ZFS Storage Appliance on the Exalogic servers for the application
tier file systems mandates certain NFS related best practices on the Exalogic platform.
While most files on the application tier may reside on NFS, the Apache lock files used by the HTTP
Server should be stored locally. Where NFS mounts are used for the application tier file systems, the
configuration must ensure that Apache lock files reside on the local disk. This is done using the
LockFile directive in the httpd.conf file located at $ORACLE_HOME/Apache/Apache/conf/ to point at a
local drive. See My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “HTTP Server Is Either Slow Or Stops
Responding When Installed On A NFS Mounted Drive [Doc ID 560853.1].”
3.2.1.1

Take Regular Backups

Take regular backups of the Oracle E-Business Suite file systems: the APPL_TOP, COMMON_TOP,
the Oracle Fusion Middleware homes, and the instance homes.
To be fully prepared to restore the backup to another environment if necessary, run adpreclone.pl before
backing it up:
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$ cd $INST_TOP/admin/scripts/
$ perl adpreclone.pl appsTier

For specific information on backing up file systems on Exalogic ZFSSA, refer to “Exalogic Backup
and Recovery Best Practices”.
3.2.1.2

Use NFSv4 (Exalogic Only)

The use of NFSv4 is a best practice recommendation when the ZFS Storage Appliance on the
Exalogic servers is in use. Do not use NFS mount options actime=0 or noacc for file systems.
Similarly, if using NFSv3 be sure noattr is not set. While those options are recommended for Oracle
RAC databases using NFS mounted storage, they are inappropriate for normal file system mounts and
will result in poor performance if used.
3.2.1.3

Configure NIS (Exalogic Only)

The configuration of NIS is a pre-requisite for implementing NFSv4. See My Oracle Support
Knowledge Document MOS ID 1516025.1 “How To Configure NIS Master, Slave And Client
Configuration In Exalogic Virtual Environment” for details regarding the configuration of NIS on the
Exalogic platform.
3.2.1.4

Disable NFS Delegation (Exalogic Only)

Under certain workloads when concurrent writes happen on the same file across multiple clients, a race
condition can be induced that can cause NFSv4 mount points to hang. To avoid this hang issue NFSv4
delegation must be disabled on both active and passive ZFS Storage Appliance heads through the ZFS
Browser User Interface as follows:
1.

Log in as root.

2.

Navigate to Configuration -> SERVICES -> NFS.

3.

Uncheck the Enable NFSv4 delegation checkbox.

For detailed information about symptoms of this known issue and configuration steps with
screenshots for disabling NFSv4 delegation using BUI mode and using the command-line interface
(CLI) mode, refer to My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “NFSv4 mount directories hang on
Exalogic Machine[Article ID 1481713.1].”
3.2.1.5

Disable Failback for IPMP Setting (Exalogic Only)

In an Exalogic environment, when the active link of the ZFS Storage Appliance fails, the standby link
takes over the active role. With failback enabled, when the original link comes back up, it takes over the
active role again. If this happens within a short period of time, the application may be in recovery
mode due to the first failure, and failback could make everything fail again.
To prevent the issue from occurring, the default IPMP parameters on the ZFS Storage Appliance need
to be modified as follows:
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•

Failure Detection Latency: Change from 10000 to 5000 ms

•

Failback: Change from true to false

The procedure for making the above changes to the IPMP parameters is as follows:
Using the ILOM:
1.

Login to the ILOM of the storage head as root, start the SP console and login if required.

2. Navigate to configuration services ipmp.
zfssn01:> configuration services ipmp

3.

Establish what values have been configured by issuing the command:
zfssn01:configuration services ipmp> ls
Properties:
<status> = online
interval = 10000
failback = true

4.

Check the configured value for interval. If the configured value is not 5000, set it to 5000.
zfssn01:configuration services ipmp> set interval=5000
interval = 5000 (uncommitted)

5. Check the configured value of failback. If it is true, set it to false.
zfssn01:configuration services ipmp> set failback=false
failback = false (uncommitted)

6.

Commit the changes as shown here.
zfssn01:configuration services ipmp> commit

7. The above changes can be verified using following command:
zfssn01:configuration services ipmp> ls
Properties:
<status> = online
interval = 5000
failback = false
zfssn01:configuration services ipmp>

The IPMP configuration changes can also be made through the browser UI of the storage head.
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Ensure that the above configuration changes are made to both storage heads. These configuration
changes can be made to the active head without requiring a takeover or a switch reboot.
3.2.1.6

Mount ZFS Shares Using IPoIB (Exalogic Only)

For the best performance, it is recommended that the ZFS shares be mounted using IPoIB. The
network configuration performed by the Exalogic Configuration Utility (ECU) when it configures the
Exalogic machine creates the system network partitions listed in Table 1. These are defaults and should
not be modified:

Table 2: Exalogic Networks

Name of the Network

Default
Partition
Key

Device and Default IP
Address

IPoIB-default

Default

192.168.10.1/24
bond1 for compute nodes
ipmp1 for storage appliance

IPoIB-admin

0x8001

192.168.20.0/24
bond2 for compute nodes
ipmp2 for storage appliance

65520

This partition is used for all interconnections
among the different components of Exalogic
Control.

IPoIB-storage

0x8002

192.168.21.0/24
bond3 for compute nodes
ipmp3 for storage appliance

65220

This partition is used internally to access shares on
the storage appliance. It is different from the IPoIBvserver-shared-storage network.

IPoIB-virt-admin

0x8003

bond4
172.16.0.0/16

65220

This partition is used by Exalogic Control for all
virtualization management.

IPoIB-ovm-mgmt

0x8004

bond5
192.168.23.0/24

65220

This partition is used for all Oracle VM
management. This includes heartbeat, migration,
and virtualization control.

IPoIB-vservershared-storage

0x8005

bond6 for compute node,
and ipmp4 for the storage
appliance
172.17.0.0/16

65220

This partition is used to provide access to Sun ZFS
Storage Appliance for customer or application
vServers.

0x8006

bond7
VLAN ID, Ethernet
device/connector (Ethernet
port on the Sun Network
QDR InfiniBand Gateway
Switch), and network
IP/subnet mask defined by
the user

1500

This partition is used to provide external access to
the vServer that hosts the Enterprise Controller
component of Exalogic Control.

EoIB-external-mgmt

MTU

65520

Description

Default InfiniBand partition.
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The IP address corresponding to the IPoIB-storage network should be used to mount the exported
shares on the compute nodes and the IP address corresponding to the IPoIB-vserver-shared-storage
for the vServer nodes using the ZFS Storage Appliance.

3.2.2

Multiple Load Balanced Application Tier Services

The Oracle E-Business Suite application tier service components include the following:
•

JAVA/JVM – Web Application Services Group

•

Concurrent Processing – Batch Processing Services Group

•

ADF Framework – Web Application Services Group

•

BI Publisher – Other Service Groups

•

Forms and Reports – Other Service Groups

These components can each be deployed in a highly available manner, using one of three options,
depending on the requirements and constraints of the component being deployed. The options
include:
•

Active/active load balanced
Core Oracle E-Business Suite components (e.g., HTTP Server, OACORE OC4J, Forms
OC4J, OAFM OC4J) are installed and deployed on multiple servers, and run in an
“active/active” configuration for high availability and scalability purposes

•

Distributed services deployed across multiple servers
Multiple web servers (HTTP Server) are distributed across physically separate servers running
in active / active configuration front ending distributed services for the BI Publisher, Forms
and Reports

•

Active/passive
Multiple servers configured for one or more active/passive configuration for distributed
services front-ended by a load balancer that is routed to only one active set of servers for each
distinct service

In all cases it is recommended that more than one instance of each component be deployed on
separate physical servers so a server outage does not affect availability. Where more than one instance
of a component can serve users at a time, it is recommended that the servers have adequate capacity to
run peak load even when one server is down, typically in an n+1 configuration.
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Figure 6: Oracle E-Business Suite Availability Features

3.2.3

Parallel Concurrent Processing

Parallel concurrent processing allows the distribution of concurrent managers, the core component of
the batch processing application services, across multiple application nodes in a cluster, massively
parallel, or networked environment. Instead of operating concurrent processing on a single node while
other nodes are idle, the concurrent processing is spread across all available nodes, fully utilizing
hardware resources.
Parallel concurrent processing provides the following availability and performance benefits for the
Oracle E-Business Suite:
•
•
•
•

High performance –the ability to run concurrent processes on multiple application nodes to
improve concurrent processing throughput and make concurrent processing highly scalable.
Fault Tolerance - the ability to continue running concurrent processes on available nodes even
when one or more application nodes fail.
Adaptability - the ability to integrate with platform-specific batch queue and load-balancing
systems to maximize concurrent processing performance on a particular platform.
Single Point of Control - the ability to administer concurrent managers running on multiple
application nodes from any node in a cluster, massively parallel, or networked environment.

Some Concurrent Programs benefit from running on a specific database instance rather than spreading
them across all the available instances in an Oracle RAC environment. The amount of benefit depends
on the program's specific product access profile in terms of the scope of Oracle E-Business Suite
tables being updated. While there are clearly some tradeoffs such as additional CM planning, grouping
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programs by product can reduce the latency incurred by contention and block shipping across the RAC
interconnect.
An SMTP server must be configured on every node, in conjunction with Parallel Concurrent
Processing. After the SMTP service configurations are confirmed, set the SMTP Server parameter to
localhost then execute AutoConfig.
For further information please refer to My Oracle Support Knowledge Documents “Concurrent
Processing - Best Practices for Performance for Concurrent Managers in E-Business Suite (Doc ID
1057802.1)” and “Concurrent Processing - Product Information Center (PIC) (Doc ID 1304305.1).”

3.2.4

Workflow Mailer High Availability

For high availability configuration of the Oracle E-Business Suite Workflow Mailer, define a primary
and secondary node for the Workflow Mailer Service Manager using the WFLMLRSVC form:
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Site State Model and State Transitions

Figure 7 depicts the states that a deployment goes through as it progresses from the initial single site
implementation through the setup, testing and an eventual dual site MAA deployment. The systems
have a specific configuration in each state and there is a set of steps that must be performed to move
from one state to the next. Table 3 contains internal document links in the Transition column that link
to the detailed steps for each transition with examples from the “Oracle E-Business Suite MAA Case
Study on Exalogic and Exadata” section in this paper.

Table 3: State Transition Descriptions
TRANSITION

DESCRIPTION

Primary Site
Setup

Establish primary site

Secondary Site
Setup

Establish the secondary site.

Site Test

Prepare the standby site for a site test.

Site Test to
Standby

Convert the standby site performing a site test back to standby mode.

Switchover

Switch the roles so that the current standby becomes the primary and the current primary
becomes the standby.

Failover

Switch the current standby to primary mode. The current primary is deemed to be down or
unavailable.

Reinstate

Reinstate the old primary as a standby after failover.

3.3.2

Data Stores

Table 4 summarizes how the system data stores are configured in each state.

Table 4: Site State Data Stores
SITE STATE

ORACLE E-BUSINESS SUITE DATABASE -

ORACLE E-BUSINESS SUITE FILE SYSTEM - REPLICATION

DATA GUARD

Site 1 Primary and
No Site 2

Not configured

Not configured

Site 1 Primary and
Site 2 Set Up

Site 1 primary and site 2 physical
standby. Snapshot standby during
setup.

Site 1 primary with continuous replication to site 2.
Site 2 snapshot during setup.

Site 1 Primary and
Site 2 Test

Site 1 primary and site 2 snapshot
standby.

Site 1 primary with continuous replication to site 2.
Site 2 snapshot created for test.

Site 1 Primary and
Site 2 Standby

Site 1 primary and site 2 physical
standby.

Site 1 primary with continuous replication to site 2.

Site 2 Primary and
Site 1 Down

Site 2 primary through failover, and
site 1 down.

Site 2 primary established from replica, and site 1
down.
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Site 2 Primary and
Site 1 Standby

Site 2 primary and site 1 physical
standby.

Site 2 primary and continuous replication to site 1.

Site 1Primary and
Site 2 Down

Site 1 primary through failover and
site 2 down.

Site 1 primary established from replica and site 2
down.

Site 2 Primary and
Site 1 Test

Site 2 primary and site 1 snapshot
standby.

Site 2 primary with continuous replication to site 1.
Site 1 snapshot created for test.

Primary
Site Setup

Site 1 Primary
and
No Site 2

Secondary
Site Setup

Site 1 Primary
and
Site 2 Set Up
Site Test

Site Test

Site 1 Primary
and
Site 2 Test
Site Test to
Standby

Failover

Site 1 Primary
and
Site 2 Standby

Site 2 Primary
and
Site 1 Down

Reinstate

Reinstate

Site 1 Primary
and
Site 2 Down

Switchover
Site 2 Primary
and
Site 1 Standby

Failover

Site Test to
Standby
Site 2 Primary
and
Site 1 Test

Site Test

Figure 7: Oracle E-Business Suite MAA Site State Model and State Transitions
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4 Summary of Best Practices
We conclude with a summary of the best practices presented in this paper, providing a checklist for an
Oracle E-Business Suite MAA implementation.

4.1

Oracle E-Business Suite Database High Availability

These best practices should be applied to the primary and secondary sites to achieve highest
availability:
•

Deploy the Oracle E-Business Suite against an Oracle RAC database for the highest
availability and scalability.
• Enable Oracle Flashback Database to provide the ability to “rewind” the database in the event
of serious user errors, if you have determined performance in production will be acceptable
for LOB maintenance.
• Use Automatic Storage Management to simplify the provisioning and management of
database storage.
• Use Oracle Recovery Manager to regularly back up the Oracle E-Business Suite database.
• Take regular backups of the Oracle E-Business Suite database home. Run adpreclone
before taking the backups.
• Always use HugePages for Oracle E-Business Suite databases on Linux. Set the database
parameter USE_LARGE_PAGES=’ONLY’ to utilize HugePages exclusively.
• Configure database user passwords so that the seeded passwords do not expire automatically,
but configure those assigned to administrators to expire automatically. Regularly change all
passwords (including seeded ones). The password expiration should be in compliance with
corporate security policies.
• Monitor memory usage and adjust the workload and parameters accordingly.
• Configure database Dead Connection Detection to actively remove dead connections in the
event of application tier node failure.
• Gather fixed object statistics for better performance.
For Exadata deployments:
•
•

•

•
•

Set the IORM objective to “balanced,” so OLTP workload has good performance while
allowing smart scans to be performed.
Review My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Exadata Database Machine and Exadata
Storage Server Supported Versions (Doc ID 888828.1)” and those that it references for
recommended database patches on the Exadata platform.
If you require a faster Oracle RAC node failover, change the CSS_MISSCOUNT from the
default value of 60 to 30 seconds. It is not recommended to set this parameter lower than 30
seconds.
Adjust vm.min_free_kbytes. If using NFS on the database server, adjust the MTU
setting if needed.
Set your init.ora parameters as described in Exadata and Oracle E-Business Suite best practices.
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Revalidate the configuration regularly, and especially after changes are made. Exachk can be
used to assist in the validation process when deployed on Exadata. See My Oracle Support
Knowledge Document “Oracle Exadata Database Machine exachk or HealthCheck (Doc ID
1070954.1)” for the latest version of exachk.

Application HA (Primary and Secondary)

These best practices should be applied to the primary and secondary sites to achieve highest
availability:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Deploy multiple application tier servers. Spread the load across the middle tiers in a loadbalanced configuration, so work can continue in the event of an application tier node failure.
Deploy the Oracle E-Business Suite file systems on a fault tolerant filer.
Make sure the Apache lock files are on local disk.
Take regular backups of the application tier file systems. Run adpreclone before taking
Oracle E-Business Suite backups.
If using NFSv3, do not set the mount option noattr. For NFSv3, the mount option
actime=0 should not be set either. If NFSv4 is used, do not specify the mount options
actime=0 or noac. These options, for both NFSv3 and NFSv4, have performance impact
implications.
Adjust the TCP keepalive parameters to reduce reaction time on network failure.
Share APPL_TOP and Oracle Fusion Middleware homes to reduce the time needed to deploy
the secondary site and for performing out-of-place patching, which also should reduce
maintenance time.
Configure the concurrent managers using Parallel Concurrent Processing, and balance the
work across all Oracle RAC instances. Configure SMTP servers on all Parallel Concurrent
Processing nodes. Where the load cannot be balanced across multiple nodes, configure
primary and secondary nodes for the concurrent manager work.
Configure Concurrent Manager log and out directories for best performance. For more
information see My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Managing Concurrent Manager
Log and Out Directories (Doc ID 1616827.1)”

For Exalogic deployments:

4.3

•

NFSv4 is recommended when connecting to the ZFS Storage Appliance. Configuration of
NIS is a prerequisite to implementing NFSv4.

•

Disable NFSv4 delegation.

•

Disable failback for the ZFS IPMP settings.

•

Mount your ZFS shares using IPoIB.

Oracle E-Business Suite Application HA (Standby)

Follow these best practices for deploying a secondary site and for switchover in readiness for a site
outage:
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Deploy a second geographically-separated site that can run the Oracle E-Business Suite
workload in the event the primary site is down.
Configure the DR site to handle the CPU, memory, and IOPS requirements of at least the
mission-critical production load.
Ensure the network between the primary and secondary sites to handle the required redo
transmission.
Use Data Guard to replicate all database changes to a standby database located on the
secondary site.
Take advantage of Oracle Active Data Guard to offload a portion of the Oracle E-Business
Suite reports to the standby database; for further information refer to “Offloading (Some)
EBS 12 Reporting to Active Data Guard Instances”. Also use Oracle Active Data Guard for
faster incremental backups and for automatic block repair.
Enable Oracle Flashback Database on the standby and the primary database, so that the old
primary database can be quickly re-instantiated in the event of site failover, if you have
determined that performance in production will be acceptable for LOB maintenance.
Configure database Dead Connection Detection to actively remove dead connections in the
event of application node failure.
Continuously replicate the Oracle E-Business Suite file system to the secondary site with
minimal lag. Develop procedures for how to reverse the direction of replication in the event
of failover or switchover, and procedures to clone the replica for site testing.
Conduct periodic switchover testing between the primary and DR sites to validate processes
and procedures.
Develop and document operational procedures in line with the Oracle E-Business Suite MAA
state model and state transitions.
Use Data Guard Broker to simplify Data Guard administration.
Use snapshot standby to provide an updatable replica of the primary database for
configuration and temporary site testing.

For Exadata and Exalogic deployments:
• Use ZFS snapshot clones to provide an updateable replica of the primary application and
middle tier file system, for configuration and temporary site testing.
• Use ZFS continuous replication to replicate concurrent manager log and out files to the
standby site.
• Use ZFS replication to replicate other Oracle E-Business Suite application tier file systems to
the standby site.
.
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5 MAA Case Study on Exalogic and Exadata
Oracle E-Business Suite R12.1.3 was deployed in a full MAA configuration on X3-2 Exalogic and X3-2
Exadata machines. Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate the primary and secondary site. Each site is
configured such that each can assume the primary or standby role whether the switch was planned or
unplanned. At each site, the web, application and batch servers, and middle tier file system reside in
the Exalogic machine; the database servers and storage reside in the Exadata machine.
The architecture and processes described in My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Business
Continuity for Oracle E-Business Release 12 Using Oracle 11g Release 2 and later Physical Standby
Database (Doc ID 1070033.1)” is further extended in this white paper. The inclusions are the
incorporation of ZFS mounted file systems and ZFS replication for the middle tier; and using the
“RMAN duplicate from active database” capabilities in 11g R2 to build and deploy the standby
database with minimal impact to the primary.

5.1

Case Study Architecture and Software

5.1.2

Oracle E-Business Suite MAA Components

Table 5: Hardware Components Primary Site

PRIMARY SITE
Database Tier

Quarter Rack X3-2 Exadata Database Machine

•
•
Application and Web
Tier

Two Compute nodes – scam02db07, scam02db08
32 cores, 128GB RAM each
Three Exadata storage cells
24 cores, 1.48TB flash cache, high performance disks each

X3-2 Exalogic (virtualized and bare metal)

•

•
Middle Tier File System
Storage

Four compute nodes – scan03vm0034-eoib1, scan03vm0050eoib1(virtualized)
8 cores, 8GB RAM each
scan03cn26, scan03cn28 (bare metal)
32 cores, 256 GB RAM each
Hosting Oracle E-Business Suite Web and Application Service
Groups

Sun ZFS Storage 7320 Appliance for application and web server storage -- scan03sn-fe
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Table 6: Hardware Components Secondary Site

SECONDARY SITE
Quarter Rack X3-2 Exadata Database Machine

•
Database Tier

•

Two Compute nodes – scam08db03, scam08db04
32 cores, 128GB RAM each
Three Exadata storage cells
24 cores, 1.48TB flash cache, high performance disks each

X3-2 Exalogic bare metal (non-virtualized)

•
Application and Web Tier

•

Middle Tier File System
Storage

5.1.3

Two compute nodes -- scan04cn23, scan04cn24
32 cores, 256 GB RAM each
Hosting Oracle E-Business Suite Web and Application Service
Groups

Sun ZFS Storage 7320 Appliance for application and web server storage – scan04snfe

Software and Versions

The following software and versions were used for the case study:
Table 7: Software and Versions

SOFTWARE
Exalogic

VERSION
ECC 2.0.3.0.0 (primary)
ECC 2.0.4.0.0 (secondary)
Oracle E-Business Suite
R 12.1.3
Database
11.2.0.3 BP12
Exadata Storage Software
11.2.3.2.1
Database Client
11.2.0.3
Oracle Clusterware Grid Infrastructure 11.2.0.3 BP20
ZFS 7320 Storage Appliance
2011.04.24.5.0,1-1.33 (primary)
2011.04.24.6.0,1-1.36 (secondary)

5.2

Application Tier – High Availability Architecture

Multiple mid-tier servers were configured at both the primary and standby sites for a redundant, highly
available architecture. In the configuration tested, the Oracle E-Business Suite middle tier components
of Forms, OC4J (multiple instances) and Oracle HTTP Server (OHS) were installed and deployed at
the Primary site on two Exalogic virtual servers and two Exalogic physical servers in an active/active
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configuration for availability and scalability purposes as depicted in Figure 8: Oracle E-Business Suite
MAA Architecture – Middle Tier – Primary Site. These servers are front-ended by two F5 load balancers
configured in an active/passive format. The load balancer presents a single URL to HTTP client
traffic, which is the entry point for all Oracle E-Business Suite application traffic. The incoming
connections are then routed to the appropriate components based on request type. The traffic is
routed by the load balancer to the Oracle E-Business Suite middle tiers in a round-robin manner as the
vServers are identical in capacity and sized such that they are capable of sustaining all traffic in the
event of a server failure. As detailed by the Oracle E-Business Suite MAA best practices, the
concurrent managers on the mid-tier were configured for parallel concurrent processing[1] to provide
fault-tolerant batch processing.

Figure 8: Oracle E-Business Suite MAA Architecture – Middle Tier – Primary Site

The configuration tested also employed shared APPL_TOPs deployed on NFS mounted file systems
from Exalogic’s ZFS Storage Appliance, replicated to the ZFS Storage Appliance on the Exalogic at
the standby site. Implementing shared APPL_TOPs is discussed in detail in the section Shared
APPL_TOP Configuration on Application Tiers for Primary and Standby Oracle E-Business Suite Environment.
The configuration for the ZFS replication is discussed in detail in
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Appendix B – Creating ZFS Custom Projects and Shares. Key directories are included in the replication
strategy which is designed to make failover and failback a relatively simple process, further minimizing
downtime at the middle tier level.

Figure 9: Oracle E-Business Suite MAA Architecture - Middle Tier - Secondary Site

5.2.1

F5 BigIP Networks Local Traffic Manager

F5 BigIP hardware load balancers at each site were used for distributing traffic across the Oracle EBusiness Suite Application and Web Servers. The BigIP Local Traffic Manager (LTM) was configured
at each site. The health of each web server within the BigIP server pool was monitored at the TCP
layer as well as at the application layer. The application-level monitor is a user-defined monitor to
determine the health of the Oracle E-Business Suite application and web servers. The combination of
the built in TCP monitor provided by F5 and the user-defined health monitor minimizes the impact on
users should a server node fail. The F5 Oracle E-Business Suite Deployment Guide (authored by F5)
“Deploying F5 with Oracle E-Business Suite 12” was used to guide the configuration of the F5 for the
case study described in this paper.

5.3

Database Tier – MAA

For this case study, identical hardware for the database tier was deployed for both the primary and
secondary sites. The hardware consisted of a quarter-rack Exadata X3-2 made up of two compute
nodes (database servers) and three storage cells.
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Each compute node comprises two socket eight-core Intel® Xeon® E5-2690 processors running at
2.9 GHz, with 256 GB memory, four 300 GB 10,000 RPM internal disks, two 40 gigabit/second
InfiniBand ports, two 10 gigabit Ethernet ports, four 10/1 gigabit Ethernet ports, and dual-redundant,
hot-swappable power supplies. The OS is Oracle Linux 5 Update 8 with the Unbreakable Enterprise
Kernel.

Figure 10: Software Architecture for an Exadata Quarter Rack Configuration [6]

The software stack for the database tier is illustrated in Figure 10. It includes the software that runs on
the compute nodes and storage cells. The software on the compute nodes comprise Oracle Database
11g Release 2 (11.2) with Oracle Real Application Clusters and Oracle Clusterware, Oracle Data Guard,
Oracle Recovery Manager, and Oracle Automatic Storage Management which manages the Exadata
storage disks presented to the compute nodes. The storage cells run the Exadata storage software in an
optimized Linux operating system, providing the smart scan, flash cache, flash logging and hybrid
columnar compression capabilities that differentiate the Exadata platform. The iDB is a data transfer
protocol implemented in the Oracle kernel that is built on Reliable Datagram Sockets (RDS v3)
protocol and runs over InfiniBand ZDP (Zero-loss Zero-copy Datagram Protocol).
5.3.1

Database Setup

Whether newly created or migrated to the new infrastructure, the Oracle E-Business Suite primary
database should be configured following the Oracle E-Business Suite documentation as well as
implementing the Exadata best practices. For this case study, the E-Business database for R 12.1.3 on
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the primary site was cloned from the test system provided by the Oracle Applications Benchmark Kit
onto Exadata using the cloning methods described in “Cloning Oracle Applications Release 12 with
Rapid Clone”. The standby database was created using the RMAN duplicate from active database
feature as described in “Section 4: Advanced Cloning Options - Option 6: Cloning the Database
Separately”. Once there, Exadata best practices for OLTP applications were implemented. For full
details of these best practices, refer to My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Oracle Sun
Database Machine Setup/Configuration Best Practices (Doc ID1274318.1)”. In addition the best
practices as outlined in the My Oracle Support Knowledge Document 396009.1 must be followed
along with those outlined in the white paper Oracle E-Business Suite on Exadata Database Machine.
The standard Exadata configuration was deployed at both the primary and secondary sites. This
includes the following:
•
•
•
5.3.2

ASM disk groups (DATA and RECO) with NORMAL redundancy
Oracle E-Business Suite database configured with Oracle RAC across both nodes of the X3-2
quarter rack Exadata
Database services registered in the Oracle Cluster Ready Services
Database Features for the DR Site

Once the primary site was established, the standby database was instantiated using the RMAN
duplicate feature, and Data Guard was configured with redo shipping from the primary and redo apply
at the standby. Once the standby database build was completed the Database Snapshot Standby
capability was used for the case study described in this paper for completing the application and web
tier configurations for the Oracle E-Business Suite on the standby. This is described in the section
“Complete Application Configuration Using Snapshot Standby”.
5.3.3

Delegation of Roles and Administration

This section describes the operating system user accounts, groups, and the administrative role at each
level: database tier on Exadata, the application and web servers on Exalogic. These OS accounts,
groups, and roles are consistent at both the primary and DR sites.
5.3.3.1

Administrative Roles on Exadata Database Machine

On Oracle Exadata Database Machine, the Oracle Grid Infrastructure (Oracle Clusterware and
Automatic Storage Manager – ASM) manages all cluster and storage services. Although not required, it
is recommended that the Oracle Grid Infrastructure be installed using a separate and dedicated OS
user. Application databases should be installed into their own OS user account so that the grid
infrastructure is managed separately from that of Oracle E-Business Suite application database. The
following table illustrates how this was configured in this case study.

Table 8: Exadata OS Users, Groups and Roles

OS User

OS

Role
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Groups
Oracle

oinstall,
dba

Clusterware and ASM
administrator(Grid)

oracle_ebs

oinstall,
dba

Oracle E-Business Suite database
administrator

The oinstall and dba OS groups are common between the “oracle” OS user account and that of
“oracle_ebs”. These groups are required so as to allow the oracle_ebs user managing the E-Business
database being to access the ASM services.
5.3.3.2

Administrative Roles on Exalogic Machine

On Exalogic, the Oracle E-Business Suite application suite was installed into the OS user account
oracle_ebs on the secondary and oracle on the primary with group oinstall as shown in the table
below:
Table 9: Exalogic OS Users, Groups and Roles

OS User
oracle_ebs(secondary)
oracle_ebs (primary)

OS Groups
oinstall

Role
Oracle E-Business Suite
Application

The users and groups were registered in NIS to facilitate the NFS v4 security model. NFS v4 is
recommended for use with ZFS mounts for higher performance when accessed across multiple
servers.
5.3.4

Oracle E-Business Suite Application and Web Tier Setup

In this case study, Oracle E-Business Suite shared APPL_TOPs were used as described in “Shared
APPL_TOP Configuration on Application Tiers for Primary and Standby Oracle E-Business Suite Environment”
using a shared APPL_TOP, ORACLE_HOME and IAS_ORACLE_HOME. The application servers
access the common software binary locations contained in the NFS mounts on which these shared
directories exist. Also shared are the concurrent manager logs and concurrent manager out directories
as described in “Shared APPL_TOP Configuration on Application Tiers for Primary and Standby Oracle EBusiness Suite Environment”.
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6 Appendix A – Case Study Site State Transitions
The process flow that accompanies the Site State Model and State Transitions shown in Figure 7: Oracle
E-Business Suite MAA Site State Model and State Transitions is represented in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Oracle E-Business Suite MAA Site State Model and State Transition Process Flow

This paper documents the creation of the standby environment from an existing primary database. It
also expounds somewhat the process of adopting shared APPL_TOP configuration due to its
relevance to the ZFS replication and load balancing solution implemented.

6.1
6.1.1

Primary Site Setup
Compute Node Set Up

To ensure the Exalogic and Exadata compute nodes have all required OS packages, refer to My Oracle
Support Knowledge Document “Oracle E-Business Suite Installation and Upgrade Notes Release 12
(12.1.1) for Linux x86-64 (Doc ID 761566.1)”.
To check that the required OS packages are installed, use the script provided in “Appendix E
Verify
Oracle E-Business Suite Required Packages (taken from “Installing Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 with
Exadata Database Machine”). Please note the script must always be updated to contain the latest
required packages.
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•

Set up OS users
Ensuring that user equivalence is configured for the primary and standby servers makes this
process relatively seamless and scriptable.

•

HugePages
HugePages were configured as described in “Configure HugePages”. It is critically important that
hugepages are configured when running Oracle E-Business Suite databases on Linux database
platforms.

•

CSS Misscount
The css misscount was configured as described in “Reduce Timeout on Oracle RAC Node Failure
(Exadata Only)” to facilitate faster Oracle RAC node failover.

6.1.2

Shared File System Creation

The projects and associated file systems described in Table 10 were created on the Exalogic ZFS
Storage Appliance for use on the Primary and Secondary site application tiers.
Table 10: Application File Systems
Purpose

Share
Type

Shared APPL_TOP,
COMMON_TOP,
IAS_ORACLE_HOME,
ORACLE_HOME

Local
ebsmaa
Replicated

Local NFS mounts for node
Local
specific INST_TOP

ZFSSA Project
Name

ebsprimary_local

Exported as
(Mounted as)

Site / State

Comments

/export/ebsshare
(/ebsshare)

Site 1
/Primary

NFS v4

/export/scan03cn26_local
(/u02),
/export/scan03cn28_local
(/u02),
/export/scan03vm0034e0ib1_local (/u03),
/export/scan03vm0050e0ib1_local (/u03)

Site 1
/Primary

NFS v4

Shared Concurrent log
directory
Outbound / Inbound files

Local
ebsmaalogs
Replicated

/export/ebslogs
(/ebsmaalogs)

Site 1
/Primary

NFS v4

Shared APPL_TOP,
COMMON_TOP,
IAS_ORACLE_HOME,
ORACLE_HOME

Replica

ebsmaa

/export/ebsshare
(/ebsshare)

Site 2
/Secondary

NFS v4

Site 2 Shared Concurrent
log directory
Outbound / Inbound files

Replica

ebsmaalogs

/export/ebslogs
(ebsmaalogs)

Site 2 /
Secondary

NFS v4

Site 2 /
Secondary

NFS v4

Local NFS mounts for node
Local
specific INST_TOP

/export/u01_scan04cn23
u01_scan04cn23, (/u03),
u01_scan04cn24 /export/ u01_scan04cn24
(/u03)

The details for creating the projects and their associated file systems is provided in “
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Appendix B – Creating ZFS Custom Projects and Shares.”
6.1.3

vServer Creation

vServers were used on the primary site, along with bare metal servers, and bare metal servers only on
the secondary site to document and test both styles of implementation.
vServer types were created with the following characteristics:
PURPOSE

VSERVER
TYPE NAME

VCPU PER
VSERVER

RAM PER
VSERVER

STORAGE PER
VSERVER

Oracle E-Business Suite
Application Tier Server

EBS-App

2

4

24

Distribution groups ensure that vServers are spread across the available Exalogic physical servers.
vServers in the same distribution group are not allowed to run on the same physical server. The
following distribution group was created for the e-Business Suite servers:

PURPOSE

DISTRIBUTION GROUP

Oracle E-Business Suite
Application Tier Server

EBS-Appserv-Group

vServers with the following characteristics were created for the E-Business primary site deployment:
PURPOSE

QUANTITY

VSERVER
TYPE NAME

DISTRIBUTION
GROUP

Oracle E-Business Suite
Application Tier Server

2

EBS-App

EBS-Appserv-Group

While creating the vServers the network interfaces were configured as shown to allow access to the
database servers, ZFS storage, clients and administrators.
PURPOSE

HOSTNAME

ZFS STORAGE NETWORK ADDRESS

Oracle E-Business Suite
Application Tier Server

scan03vm0034-eoib1

172.17.0.33

Oracle E-Business Suite
Application Tier Server

scan03vm0050-eoib1

172.17.0.33

After creation, each vServer was configured as follows:
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•

Hostname (/etc/sysconfig/network)

•

DNS (/etc/resolv.conf)

•

NTP was configured to synchronize the system clock

•

Root partition was extended to use spare space (expanded to approximately 23 GB) – see My
Oracle Support Knowledge Document MOS ID 1516025.1 “How To Configure NIS Master,
Slave And Client Configuration In Exalogic Virtual Environment” for an example of how this
is done.

•

NIS Client Configuration (see My Oracle Support Knowledge Document MOS ID 1516025.1
“How To Configure NIS Master, Slave And Client Configuration In Exalogic Virtual
Environment for details.)

•

TCP Keepalive Parameters were configured as follows on each vServer:
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time = 7200
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_probes = 9
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_intvl = 75

6.1.4

Shared File Systems Mounted on vServers

PURPOSE

MOUNTED
ON

EXPORTED AS /
(MOUNTED AS)

SITE
STATE

MOUNT OPTIONS

Oracle EBusiness
Suite Primary
Application
Server shared
file systems

All Primary
Oracle EBusiness Suite
Application
servers

/export/ebsshare
(/ebsshare)

Site 1
Primary

nfs4
rw,rsize=32768,wsize=
32768,bg,hard,
timeo=600

Oracle EBusiness
Suite Primary
Application
Server shared
file systems
replica

All Secondary
Oracle EBusiness Suite
Application
servers

/export/ebsshare
(/ebsshare)

Site 2
Secondary

nfs4
rw,rsize=32768,wsize=
32768,bg,hard,
timeo=600

Oracle EBusiness
Suite Primary
Application
Server log
and out file
systems

All Primary
Oracle EBusiness Suite
Application
servers

/export/ebsmaalogs
/ebsmaalogs

Site 1
Primary

nfs4
rw,rsize=32768,wsize=
32768,bg,hard,
timeo=600

Oracle EBusiness
Suite Primary
Application

All Secondary
Oracle EBusiness Suite
Application

/export/ebsmaalogs
/ebsmaalogs

Site 2
Secondary

nfs4
rw,rsize=32768,wsize=
32768,bg,hard,
timeo=600
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Server log
and out file
systems
replica

6.1.5

servers

File System Folders Created

The directories created on the primary site included the following:

PURPOSE

FOLDER NAME

LOCATION

OS
OWNER

Oracle E-Business
Suite shared
APPL_TOP

/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/ap
pl

On all primary
application
servers

oracle_ebs

Oracle E-Business
Suite shared
COMMON_TOP

/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/co
mn

On all primary
application
servers

oracle_ebs

Oracle E-Business
Suite shared
ORACLE_HOME

/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_st/10.
1.2

On all primary
application
servers

oracle_ebs

Oracle E-Business
Suite shared
IAS_ORACLE_HOME

/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_st/10.
1.3

On all primary
application
servers

oracle_ebs

Oracle E-Business
Suite instance home

/u03/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBS_scan0
3vm0034-eoib1

On
scan03vm0034eoib1

oracle_ebs

Oracle E-Business
Suite instance home

/u03/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBS_scan0
3vm0050-eoib1

On
scan03vm0050eoib1

oracle_ebs

Oracle E-Business
Suite instance home

/u02/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBS_scan0
3cn26

On scan03cn26

oracle_ebs

Oracle E-Business
Suite instance home

/u02/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBS_scan0
3cn28

On scan03cn28

oracle_ebs

All of the above folders were owned by the oinstall OS group.
6.1.6

Oracle E-Business Suite Database Setup
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6.1.6.1

Oracle E-Business Suite Database Creation

The primary database was created by it cloning from a test database provided in the Oracle E-Business
Suite Benchmark Kit (EBSBK), also known as the Oracle Applications Standard Benchmark (OASB).
The Oracle E-Business Suite Benchmark Kit provides a convenient and easy way to deploy a fully
functional Oracle E-Business Suite application, with sizeable data and workload, that lends itself to the
purpose of demonstrating architecture viability. The EBSBK provides two methods by which the
Oracle E-Business Suite is installed and deployed. The first method uses Rapid Clone, and the second
method uses Rapid Install. The Rapid Clone is the most appropriate method of deployment when the
target environment is 64-bit Linux based and it was the method employed for the work done in this
paper. The steps to create the clone are taken from My Oracle Support Knowledge Document
“Cloning Oracle Applications Release 12 with Rapid Clone [ID 406982.1]” and My Oracle Support
Knowledge Document “Cloning Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 RAC-Enabled Systems with Rapid
Clone [Doc ID 559518.1].”
If you need to migrate from a platform other than Linux, refer to My Oracle Support Knowledge
Document “Migrating an Oracle E-Business Suite Database to Oracle Exadata Database Machine
(Doc ID 1133355.1)” for migration options.
6.1.6.1.1

Copy EBSBK Files

Copy the EBSBK files to the appropriate locations on the target systems database.
$ scp <staging location>/ORAHOME.tar
scam02db07:/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st
$ scp <staging location>/*.dbf
scam02db07:/u01/oracle/EBS/db/apps_st/data
6.1.6.1.2

Extract the EBSBK Files

Extract the EBSBK files on the database as follows:
$
$
$
$
6.1.6.1.3

cd /u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st
tar –xvf ORAHOME.tar
cd /u01/oracle/EBS/db/apps_st/data
pbzip2 –d *
Configure the Database

Configure and start the database using the following commands:
$ cd /u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/appsutil/clone/bin
perl adcfgclone.pl dbTier

This script uses the templates and driver files created from the pre-clone process on the
source and contained in the untarred files to
• Modify and/or create files on the target system in the equivalent target system
directory locations.
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•
•
•
•

Check the target system for the os utilities: ld, ar, cc, and make and their versions.
Clones the context files, creating a new context file per the details of the target
instance
Re-links the oracle home and creates the database.
Runs AutoConfig, creating the environment and database connection related files of
tnsnames.ora, listener.ora and sqlnet.ora.

The ORACLE SID value of VIS was retained. Once the script completed, the single instance
database was brought up along with the listener.
6.1.6.1.4

Execute the Database Post Clone and Configuration Steps

Execute the post clone and configuration steps on the database as follows:
First, the initialization parameters listed below must be set to the minimum or more values provided:
sga_max_size=3G
sga_target=3G
shared_pool_reserved_size=1800M
shared_pool_size=180M
processes=2000
sessions=4000
undo_retention=3600

This was achieved by modifying the initVIS.ora file in the $ORACLE_HOME/dbs location and restarting the database.
Next add a datafile to the APPS_TS_SUMMARY tablespace:

SQL> alter tablespace APPS_TS_SUMMARY add datafile
/u01/oracle/EBS/db/apps_st/data/apps_ts_summary91.dbf' size 2G;

The addition of a data file to the APPS_TS_SUMMARY table was required because of the use of
OASB kit. This is not required typically for a clone.
Finally, any Oracle E-Business Suite specific database patches that need to be applied on top of the
current Exadata bundle patches should be applied. My Oracle Support Knowledge Document
“Database Machine and Exadata Storage Server 11g Release 2 (11.2) Supported Versions (Doc ID
888828.1)” should be referenced along with the Oracle E-Business Suite specific My Oracle Support
Knowledge Document “Oracle E-Business Suite Release 11i & R12 Patches Required with Oracle
Database 11g Release 2 (11.2.0) on Exadata (Doc ID 1392527.1)” for the most current information.
6.1.7

Oracle E-Business Suite Application Tier Setup
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My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Cloning Oracle Applications Release 12 with Rapid Clone
[ID 406982.1]” was referenced for the steps required to clone the files provided by the EBSBK kit to
set up and configure the application tiers.

Table 11: Oracle E-Business Suite Application Components – Primary Site
E-Business Suite Service Groups

Root Services
Web Entry Point Services

Processes

Site 1

Oracle Process Manager
(OPMN)
HTTP Server

vm34 and vm50 (dedicated Exalogic vServers)
vm34 and vm50 (dedicated Exalogic vServers)

OACORE OC4J
Web Application Services

Forms OC4J

vm34 and vm50 (dedicated Exalogic vServers)

OAFM OC4J
Applications TNS Listener
Batch Processing Services

Concurrent Managers

vm34 and vm50 (dedicated Exalogic vServers)

Fulfillment Server
Other Service Group

6.1.7.1.1

Oracle Forms Services
Oracle MWA Service

vm34 and vm50 (dedicated Exalogic vServers)

Copy EBSBK files

Copy the EBSBK files for the mid tier apps_st.tar.bz2, tech_st.tar.bz2 to the appropriate target system
location on the application tier nodes:
$ for server in scan03vm0034-eoib1 scan03vm0050-eoib1; do
> scp <staging location>/apps_st.tar.bz2
$server:/u01/appmgr/VIS/inst/apps
> scp <staging location > /tech_st.tar.bz2
$server:/u01/appmgr/VIS/inst/apps
> done
6.1.7.1.2

Extract the EBSBK files

Extract the EBSBK files for the mid tier (apps_st.tar.bz2, tech_st.tar.bz2) to the appropriate location.
On each application server:
cd /u01/appmgr/VIS/inst/apps
pbzip2 –d apps_st.tar.bz2
pbzip2 –d tech_st.tar.bz2
tar -xvf apps_st.tar
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tar –xvf tech_st.tar
6.1.7.1.3

Configure the Target System Application Tier Server Nodes

Configure the target system application tier server nodes using the following commands:
cd :/u01/appmgr/VIS/inst/apps/apps_st/comn/clone/bin
perl adcfgclone.pl appsTier

The script creates the context file for the target system application tier and re-links the
ORACLE_HOME, ORACLE_IAS_HOME, COMMON_TOP and APPL_TOPs using the driver
files contained in the pre-clone files created and contained within the zip files. The script also runs
AutoConfig, creating the environment and database connection related files of tnsnames.ora,
listener.ora and sqlnet.ora.
The tnsnames.ora, sqlnet.ora and listener.ora files were regenerated during each of the AutoConfig
runs that attended the Application Tier set up and configuration. The final connectivity details on the
primary application tiers are provided in Appendix F.
6.1.7.1.4

Execute the Post Clone and Configuration Steps

Ensure the following value (in minutes) is changed in the $APPL_TOP/VIS_<hostname>.env file:
#FORMS_TIMEOUT=”5”
FORMS_TIMEOUT=”120”
This parameter specifies the amount of time in elapsed minutes before the Form Services process is
terminated when there is no client communication with the Form Services. The value set here is
specific to the use of the EBSBK. For further information refer to My Oracle Support Knowledge
Document “Description List For Parameters Affecting Timeout In Webforms (Doc ID 549735.1)” for
minimum and maximum values for the parameter and the impact of its setting in relation to other
timeout parameters.
6.1.7.1.5

Validate Oracle E-Business Suite Application

Ensure that the application is accessible by starting the application services on each tier:
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ adstrtal.sh

Provide the apps password when prompted.
In an appropriate client browser, navigate to the login page for the application:
http://scan03vm0034-eoib1.us.oracle.com:8029
Once the application viability had been verified, the steps to convert to an Oracle RAC environment
were started.
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Convert EBSBK Single Instance to Oracle RAC

The Oracle E-Business Suite benchmark kit deploys a single instance database, with file-system based
data files. The database was converted to a 2-node Oracle RAC cluster and migrated to ASM storage
on Exadata using the steps outlined below. (For further information refer to My Oracle Support
Knowledge Document “Using Oracle 11g Release 2 Real Application Clusters with Oracle E-Business
Suite Release 12 [ID 823587.1]” for details on executing these steps.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Upgrade the Oracle E-Business Suite database to 11g Release 2 (11.2).
Configure the scan listener.
Configure shared storage.
Convert file-system based storage to automatic storage management (ASM).
Convert Oracle Database 11g Release 2 (11.2) to Oracle RAC
Execute any post-migration steps.
Enable AutoConfig on the database tier.
Establish the applications environment for Oracle RAC.

In addition to the above steps, Dead Connection Detection (DCD) was implemented as described in
“Oracle E-Business Suite Database Configuration Best Practices” by adding the following parameter to the
sqlnet.ora file in the $TNS_ADMIN directory on the database servers:
sqlnet.expire_time = 10

6.1.8.1

## 10 minutes

Database Initialization Parameters

The initialization parameters shown below are the final initialization parameters on the primary
database used in the case study. The parameters were finalized after running the exachk utility and
addressing any values flagged. They are a combination of Exadata best practices, Oracle E-Business
Suite best practices and Oracle E-Business Suite on Exadata best practices.
*._b_tree_bitmap_plans=FALSE # Required Oracle E-Business Suite setting
*._fast_full_scan_enabled=FALSE
*._file_size_increase_increment=2044M
*._immediate_commit_propagation=TRUE
*._like_with_bind_as_equality=TRUE
*._lm_global_posts=TRUE
*._sort_elimination_cost_ratio=5
*._system_trig_enabled=TRUE
*._trace_files_public=FALSE
*.aq_tm_processes=1
*.archive_lag_target=0
*.audit_sys_operations=TRUE
*.cell_offload_processing=TRUE
*.cluster_database=TRUE
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*.cluster_database_instances=2
EBS1.cluster_interconnects='192.168.44.227'
EBS2.cluster_interconnects='192.168.44.228'
*.compatible='11.2.0.3'
*.control_files='+DATA_SCAM02/ebs/controlfile/cntrl01.dbf','+DATA_SCAM02/ebs/controlfile/c
ntrl02.dbf','+DATA_SCAM02/ebs/controlfile/cntrl03.dbf'
*.cursor_sharing='EXACT' # Required Oracle E-Business Suite setting
*.db_block_checking='FALSE'
*.db_block_checksum='TRUE'
*.db_block_size=8192
*.db_file_name_convert='+DATA_SCAM02','+DATA_SCAM08'
*.db_files=1024# Max. no. of database files
*.db_name='EBS'
*.db_recovery_file_dest='+DATA_SCAM02'
*.db_recovery_file_dest_size=1000G
*.db_writer_processes=6
*.dg_broker_start=FALSE
EBS1.diagnostic_dest='/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/admin/EBS1_scam02db07'
EBS2.diagnostic_dest='/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/admin/EBS2_scam02db08'
*.dml_locks=10000
*.fal_client='EBSSY'
*.fal_server='EBS'
EBS1.instance_name='EBS1'
EBS2.instance_name='EBS2'
EBS1.instance_number=1
EBS2.instance_number=2
*.job_queue_processes=2
*.local_listener='LISTENER_EBS'
*.log_archive_config='DG_CONFIG=(ebs,ebssy)'
*.log_archive_dest_1='location=USE_DB_RECOVERY_FILE_DEST
valid_for=(ALL_LOGFILES,ALL_ROLES) db_unique_name=ebs'
*.log_archive_dest_2='SERVICE=ebssy LGWR ASYNC
VALID_FOR=(ONLINE_LOGFILES,PRIMARY_ROLE) DB_UNIQUE_NAME=ebssy'
*.log_archive_dest_state_1='ENABLE'
*.log_archive_dest_state_2='ENABLE'
EBS2.log_archive_format='%t_%s_%r.dbf'
EBS1.log_archive_format='%t_%s_%r.dbf'
*.log_archive_max_processes=4
*.log_archive_min_succeed_dest=1
EBS2.log_archive_trace=0
EBS1.log_archive_trace=0
*.log_buffer=104857600
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*.log_checkpoints_to_alert=TRUE
*.log_file_name_convert='+DATA_SCAM02','+DATA_SCAM08'
*.max_dump_file_size='unlimited'
*.nls_comp='binary' # Required Oracle E-Business Suite setting
*.nls_date_format='DD-MON-RR'
*.nls_length_semantics='BYTE' # Required Oracle E-Business Suite setting
*.nls_numeric_characters='.,'
*.nls_sort='binary'# Required Oracle E-Business Suite setting
*.nls_territory='america'
*.O7_DICTIONARY_ACCESSIBILITY=FALSE # Mandatory Parameter
*.olap_page_pool_size=4M
*.open_cursors=600
*.optimizer_secure_view_merging=FALSE
*.os_authent_prefix=''
*.parallel_max_servers=8
*.parallel_min_servers=0
*.pga_aggregate_target=9G
*.plsql_code_type='INTERPRETED' # Default Oracle E-Business Suite setting
*.plsql_optimize_level=2 # Required Oracle E-Business Suite setting
*.processes=6000
*.remote_listener='REMOTE_LISTENER_EBS'
*.sec_case_sensitive_logon=FALSE
*.service_names='EBS'
*.session_cached_cursors=1000
*.sga_target=12G
*.shared_pool_reserved_size=400M
*.shared_pool_size=2016M
*.sql92_security=TRUE
*.standby_file_management='MANUAL'
EBS1.thread=1
EBS2.thread=2
*.undo_management='AUTO' # Required Oracle E-Business Suite setting
EBS1.undo_tablespace='APPS_UNDOTS1' # Required Oracle E-Business Suite setting
EBS2.undo_tablespace='APPS_UNDOTS2' # Required Oracle E-Business Suite setting
*.use_large_pages='only' # see “Use Large Pages to Enable Huge Pages” best practice
EBS1.utl_file_dir='/usr/tmp','/tmp','/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/appsutil/outbound/EBS1
_scam02db07','/usr/tmp'
EBS2.utl_file_dir='/usr/tmp','/tmp','/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/appsutil/outbound/EBS2
_scam02db08','/usr/tmp'
*.workarea_size_policy='AUTO'
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Application Server Hardware Load Balancing Configuration

The My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Using Load-Balancers with Oracle E-Business Suite
Release 12 [ID 380489.1]” was used to configure the application tiers with the F5 hardware-based load
balancer. Specifically, the configuration used for the work described in this paper is the one outlined in
“Using Hardware Load Balancers with Single Web Entry Point”. In addition, the white paper
“Deploying F5 with Oracle E-Business Suite 12” (authored by F5) was used to complete the setup and
configuration of the F5 for use with the application servers. The configuration items of specific note
are the following:
•

HTTP health monitor:

PROPERTY

VALUE

Interval (seconds)

30

Timeout (seconds)

90

Send String

GET /OA_HTML/AppsLogin\r\n

•

Pool:

PROPERTY

VALUE

Load Balancing Method

Predictive (member)

Action on Service Down

None

•

Virtual Server:

PROPERTY

VALUE

Default Persistence Profile

Cookie persistence

Fallback Persistence Profile

None

The complete details of the procedure are provided in “Configuring Hardware Load Balancing for the
Application Tier.”
The specific configuration for the MAA Oracle E-Business Suite on Exalogic – Exadata Case Study
included the following:
Primary

Secondary

F5 Load Balancer

pd-bigip-sca-loan02-c.us.oracle.com

pd-bigip-sca-loan03-c.us.oracle.com

Virtual Servers

scan03_maaebs_web

scan04_maaebs_web
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Virtual Pools

scan03_maaebs_web

scan04_maaebs_web

Pool members

scan03vm0034-eoib1:8029,
scan03vm0050-eoib1:8029,
scan03cn26:8029,
scan03cn28:8029

scan04cn23:8029,
scan04cn24:8029

Monitors

MAAEBS_HTTPS,
MAAEBS

MAAEBSSY

6.1.10

Preparing the Primary Site for Creating the Standby

The steps involved in preparing the primary in readiness for creating the standby database include the
following:
6.1.10.1

Enable Archive Log Mode and Force Logging on Primary

Archive log mode and force logging were enabled on the primary database EBS as the user oracle_ebs.
$ srvctl stop database –d ebs
$ sqlplus / as sysdba <<EOF
startup mount
alter database archivelog;
alter database open;
alter database force logging;
EOF
$ srvctl start database –d ebs
6.1.10.2

Configure Oracle Net Communication to and From Standby

The following entry was added to the primary database’s tnsnames.ora ifile ( located at
$TNS_ADMIN/ EBS1_scam02db07_ifile.ora on scam02db07 and $TNS_ADMIN/
EBS2_scam02db08_ifile.ora on scam02db08) to enable network communication from the primary to
the standby database for Data Guard:
EBSSY=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS_LIST=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0803vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0804vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
)
(CONNECT_DATA=
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(SERVICE_NAME=EBSSY)
)
)

The initialization parameters necessary for establishing the Data Guard transmissions to the standby
database are considered separately and discussed in later on in the configuration process.
6.1.10.3

Set Up Secure Connections

Oracle Data Guard uses Oracle Net sessions to transport redo data and control messages between the
members of a Data Guard configuration. These redo transport sessions are authenticated using either
the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol or a remote login password file. For Oracle RAC
configuration, password files are created on every instance in the primary and on the standby.
A password file was created on scam02db07 and copied to all other nodes on the primary and
secondary sites, as oracle_ebs on scam02db07:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/dbs
$ orapwd file=orapwEBS1 password=welcome1
$ scp orapwEBS1 oracle_ebs@scam02db08:$ORACLE_HOME/dbs/orapwEBS2
$ scp orapwEBS1 oracle_ebs@scam08db03:$ORACLE_HOME/dbs/orapwEBSSY1
$ scp orapwEBS1 oracle_ebs@scam08db04:$ORACLE_HOME/dbs/orapwEBSSY2
6.1.10.4

Set Primary Database Data Guard Initialization Parameters

On the primary database, the initialization parameters that control redo transport services while the
database is in primary role are configured as follows:
$ sqlplus / as sysdba <<'EOF'
alter system set log_archive_config='dg_config=(ebs,ebssy)' scope=both
sid='*';
alter system set
log_archive_dest_1='LOCATION=USE_DB_RECOVERY_FILE_DEST' scope=both
sid='*';
alter system set log_archive_dest_2='SERVICE=EBSSY
valid_for=(online_logfiles,primary_role) db_unique_name=EBSSY'
scope=both sid='*';
alter system set log_archive_dest_state_2='DEFER' scope=both sid='*';
alter system set standby_file_management='AUTO' scope=both sid='*';
EOF
6.1.10.5

Add Standby Redo Logs

On the primary database, the size and number of redo logs and associated threads were obtained by
executing the following:
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$ sqlplus / as sysdba
select thread#, count(*) log_count, max(bytes) log_size from v$log
group by thread#;

The output of the above query is shown below:
THREAD#

LOG_COUNT

LOG_SIZE

---------- ---------- ---------1

3 1.0737E+10

2

3 1.0737E+10

Standby redo logs were created of the same size for each log file in each thread, plus one extra for each
thread:
sqlplus / as sysdba <<'EOF'
alter database add standby logfile thread 1 size 10737418240;
alter database add standby logfile thread 1 size 10737418240;
alter database add standby logfile thread 1 size 10737418240;
alter database add standby logfile thread 1 size 10737418240;
alter database add standby logfile thread 2 size 10737418240;
alter database add standby logfile thread 2 size 10737418240;
alter database add standby logfile thread 2 size 10737418240;
alter database add standby logfile thread 2 size 10737418240;
EOF
6.1.10.6

Services Added

The following command was used to add the service to the primary in the Data Guard Broker
configuration:
srvctl add service -d ebs -s EBS_PRIM -r "EBS1,EBS2"

-j LONG -l

PRIMARY -y AUTOMATIC

A similar command was used to add the primary service on the standby as shown here:
srvctl add service -d ebssy -s EBS_STBY -r "EBSSY1,EBSSY2" -j LONG -l
PHYSICAL_STANDBY -y AUTOMATIC

The commands were all executed as the oracle_ebs user; on the primary the command was executed on
scam02db07, and on the standby the command was executed on scam08db03.
6.1.10.7

Network Services Configuration for Data Guard Broker

The following aliases were added to the tnsnames.ora ifile in each Oracle home in the respective
TNS_ADMIN directories for each server on the primary and standby sites to allow service and broker
connectivity between sites:
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EBS_PRIM =
(DESCRIPTION =
(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = scam0207vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT = 1550))
(CONNECT_DATA =
(SERVER = DEDICATED)
(SERVICE_NAME = EBS_PRIM)
))
EBS_STBY =
(DESCRIPTION =
(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = scam0803vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT = 1550)
)
(CONNECT_DATA =
(SERVER = DEDICATED)
(SERVICE_NAME = EBS_STBY)
))

NODE

SID_NAME

SERVICE_NAME (DEFAULT ROLE)

scam02db07

ebs1

EBS_PRIM

scam02db08

ebs2

EBS_PRIM

scam08db03

ebssy1

EBS_STBY

scam08db04

ebssy2

EBS_STBY

6.1.10.8

Run the Application Tier and Database Pre-Clones

6.1.10.8.1

Apply Patches as Identified in “Table 12: Release 12.1 Rapid Clone Patches” to the Primary
Database ORACLE_HOME

To ensure the database itself is configured correctly and has the required patches, refer to:
• The steps provided in “Installing Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 with Exadata Database
Machine”
• The guidelines in My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Using AutoConfig to Manage
System Configurations in Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 [ID 387859.1]”
• Section 2 of My Oracle Support Knowledge Document 1070033.1
• The patch analysis utility described in My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Oracle
Applications Current Patchset Comparison Utility - patchsets.sh [ID 139684.1]”
Table 12: Release 12.1 Rapid Clone Patches
Patch

Description

9239089

R12.AD.B.DELTA.3

9171651:R12.OAM.B

12.1 RAPIDCLONE CONSOLIDATED FIXES JUL/2010

9833058:R12.OAM.B

HOT CLONE FAILS WITH ORA-00201 DURING RECOVERY MANAGER
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12404574:R12.OAM.B

ORACLE_HOME REGISTRATION DOES NOT HAPPEN WITH CENTRAL INVENTORY
ON LOZ

12598630:R12.OAM.B

R12.1 ONE-OFF FOR S_DB_LISTENER BUG 12362010

The pre-requisite patches identified in Table 12 were applied on the primary database
$ORACLE_HOME. For patches that can be applied in a rolling manner this mechanism can be
adopted to minimize impact on the primary while creating the standby environment.
6.1.10.8.2

Execute Pre-Clone Steps on Primary Database Tier

The database pre-clone steps were executed using the following command on each database node:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/scripts/[context_name]
$ perl adpreclone.pl dbTier

On scam02db07 the command was executed as follows:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/scripts/EBS1_scam02db07
$ perl adpreclone.pl dbTier

On scam02db08 the command was executed as follows:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/scripts/EBS2_scam02db08
$ perl adpreclone.pl dbTier
6.1.10.8.3

Execute Pre-Clone Steps on Primary Application Tier

The application tier pre-clone is executed on one application tier (shared APPL_TOP is discussed in
the section “Shared APPL_TOP Configuration on Application Tiers for Primary and Standby Oracle E-Business
Suite Environment”) with the following command:
$ cd $INST_TOP/admin/scripts/
$ perl adpreclone.pl appsTier

On scan03vm0034-eoib1:
$ cd $INST_TOP/admin/scripts/
$ perl adpreclone.pl appsTier
6.1.10.9

Copy the Primary Database ORACLE_HOME to the Standby Database Server

An archive of the source system ORACLE_HOME on the primary node was created as follows:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME
$ tar -cvzf rac_db_oh.tgz * --everything under the DATABASE TOP
LEVEL DIRECTORY]
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Data integrity utilities such as md5sum, sha1sum, or cksum can be used to validate the file sum
both before and after transfer to the target system.
To use cksum on the file created enter the following commands, using the above file name as the
example:
$ cksum rac_db_oh.tgz
$ 3915211400 45 rac_db_oh.tgz

The number highlighted in the example is the checksum value. After the file transfer is complete
(described below) the command can be used to check the checksum value.
The database may be left up and running during the ORACLE_HOME archive creation process; this
was the method adopted for the purposes of this white paper.
The source system ORACLE_HOME archive was transferred to the target system RAC nodes using
scp. Although not strictly necessary, the archive was created on each primary RAC node and

transferred to the corresponding standby server, e.g. node 1 primary to node 1 standby, node 2 primary
to node 2 standby, etc. This allowed the simultaneous creation and transfer of the ORACLE HOME
archive, limiting the time taken then for creation and transfer of the ORACLE_HOME archive to a
single node. An identical server configuration of primary and standby aids this approach.
The commands used were the following:
On scam02db07:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/
$ scp rac_db_oh.tgz
oracle_ebs@scam08db03:/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/

On scam02db08:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/
$ scp rac_db_oh.tgz
oracle_ebs@scam08db04:/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/

Once the transfer was complete, the archive was untarred using the standard commands. Once
untarred, OS level commands were used to make appropriate substitutions for primary server node
references (i.e. changed directory references from scam02db07 to scam08db03, from scam02db08 to
scam08db04).
6.1.10.10

Copy the Primary Application Tier Directories to the Standby Site Application Tier

The appropriate directories on the primary application tier to the standby application servers were
made available to the standby application servers using a cloned snapshot of the replicated primary
shared APPL_TOP.
The list of directories provided by My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Cloning Oracle
Applications Release 12 with Rapid Clone (Doc ID 406982.1)” include the following:
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•

[APPL_TOP]

•

[COMMON_TOP]

Applications Technology Stack:

6.1.10.10.1
6.1.10.10.1.1

•

[OracleAS Tools ORACLE_HOME]

•

[OracleAS Web IAS_ORACLE_HOME]

Create a Cloned Snapshot Copy of the Primary APPL_TOP
Stop EBS File System Replication at Source

•

Log in to the ZFSSA BUI on the primary site.

•

Locate the EBS File system project being replicated. For this case study the project ebsmaa
was used to export the share used for the shared APPL_TOP on the primary.

•

Navigate to the Replication tab and confirm that replication is up to date. The Last Sync
time should be later than when the primary site application pre-clone steps were executed.

•

Click Enable/disable action to disable replication, and wait for the STATUS column to
indicate a status of “disabled”.

Note: A status of “failed” may also appear if the disabled action and the next replication occur
within seconds of each other, particularly if continuous replication is being used. Scheduled
replication can and should be used if the write activity to the share is minimal, to minimize
bandwidth usage. As long as the Last Sync (successful) shows a time that is later than when the
pre-clone was executed the “failed” status can be safely ignored in this instance.
6.1.10.10.1.2

Perform EBS File System Clone Creation at Standby

•

Login to the ZFSSA BUI on the standby site.

•

Locate and click on the replica project on the standby (target) site
scan03sn01:ebsmaa (Click Projects and Replica to locate it)

•

Navigate to the Replication tab and confirm that replication is up to date. The Last Sync
time should be later than when the pre-clone steps were executed on the primary site.

•

Click Clone the most recently replicated snapshot.

•

Enter the new project name:
“ebsmaaclone”.

•

Configure the project so that the EBS application servers have access. This involves
configuring the NFS exceptions for the server- / -server network and defining root access and
ownership for the oracle_ebs user. The access privileges and NFS exceptions configured for
all the shares used on the primary and standby sites are described in “Appendix B – Creating
ZFS Custom Projects and Shares”.
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Note: If the users on the standby site have been configured with the same privileges and uids
as on the primary the inherited access should be sufficient. If they have not then it will be
necessary to make changes to the root directory access on the share to ensure that the
required privileges exist on the share for the standby application tiers.

•

6.2
6.2.1

Once the access and NFS exceptions and configurations have been completed, navigate to the
file systems which are the same as the primary, since the default is to inherit all properties
from the primary. Click Edit for the file system. In the window displayed, uncheck the inherit
from project checkbox. In the Mountpoint field, rename to a different name. For this case
study the mount point was renamed to “/export/ebscloneshare”. Click Apply once the edit is
complete.

Secondary Site Setup
OS Packages

The following required OS packages were installed on the standby application servers:
• compat-libstdc++-296-2.96-138.i386.rpm
• gdbm-1.8.0-28.el5.i386.rpm
• xorg-x11-libs-compat-6.8.2-1.EL.33.0.1
6.2.2

OS User Setup

The OS user oracle_ebs was created and/or modified across all the servers-–database and application
tiers—in the primary and standby sites to have the same user ID of 1002 and primary OS group of
oinstall (ID 1001). This simplified the ownership and access privileges model for the shared and
replicated file systems.
6.2.2.1

User Equivalence Setup

User equivalence was set up for the oracle_ebs user across the database nodes in the secondary site to
allow logins without passwords from each of the respective servers. The commands executed to
configure user equivalence are provided below.
As the oracle_ebs user the following commands were executed on each node:
$
$
$
$

cd ~oracle_ebs
mkdir ~/.ssh
chmod 700 ~/.ssh
/usr/bin/ssh-keygen -t rsa # The default settings were accepted.

The RSA public key is written to the ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub file and the private key to the ~/.ssh/id_rsa
file.
As the oracle_ebs user on scam08db03, an authorized_keys file was generated and copied to
scam08db04 using the following commands:
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$ cd ~/.ssh
$ cat id_rsa.pub >> authorized_keys
$ scp authorized_keys scam08db04:/home/oracle_ebs/.ssh/

Similarly, as the oracle_ebs user on scam08db04 an authorized_keys file was generated and
concatenated to the file previously copied across from scam08db03 and the concatenated copy copied
to scam08db03 using the following commands:
$ cd ~/.ssh
$ cat id_rsa.pub >> authorized_keys
$ scp authorized_keys sca08db03:/home/oracle_ebs/.ssh/

This ensured that the authorized_keys file on both servers contained the public keys generated on all
nodes.
To enable SSH user equivalency on the cluster member nodes the following commands were issued on
each node:
$
$
$
$
$

6.2.3

ssh scam08db03 date
ssh scam08db04 date
ssh scam08db03.us.oracle.com date
ssh scam08db04.us.oracle.com date
exec /usr/bin/ssh-agent $SHELL /usr/bin/ssh-add

Configure HugePages

HugePages were configured on the database servers on the secondary site as described in “Configure
HugePages”.
6.2.4

Configure CSS Misscount

CSS Misscount was set to 30 seconds on the database servers in the secondary site using the method
described in “Reduce Timeout on Oracle RAC Node Failure (Exadata Only)”
6.2.5

Create the Standby Database from an Existing Primary

The My Oracle Support Knowledge Documents referenced to create the standby database are the base
note 1070033.1 and My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Step by Step Guide on Creating
Physical Standby Using RMAN DUPLICATE...FROM ACTIVE DATABASE [1075908.1]”.
After executing the preliminary steps of ensuring the primary database is ready (see the section
“Preparing the Primary Site for Creating the Standby”) the standby database is created over the network using
the active (primary) database files which involves the following steps:
•

Create the password file

•

Create the initialization parameter file for the standby database (auxiliary database)

•

Create the necessary mount points or the folders for the database files

•

Run the standby creation ON STANDBY by connecting to primary as target database.
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Create the Password File

A password file was created on scam02db07 and copied to all other nodes on the primary and
secondary sites, as oracle_ebs on scam02db07 as indicated in the section “Set Up Secure Connections”
using the commands shown here:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/dbs
$ orapwd file=orapwebs1 password=welcome1
$ scp orapwebs1 oracle_ebs@scam02db08:$ORACLE_HOME/dbs/orapwebs2
$ scp orapwebs1 oracle_ebs@scam08db03:$ORACLE_HOME/dbs/orapwebssy1
$ scp orapwebs1 oracle_ebs@scam08db04:$ORACLE_HOME/dbs/orapwebssy2
6.2.5.2

Create the Initialization Parameter File for the Standby Database

The standby database is created using the RMAN DUPLICATE from ACTIVE database capabilities
of RMAN. An initial parameter file is used for the beginning of the process. The initialization
parameter file for the standby database must, at a minimum, contain the following entries:
DB_NAME=ebs
DB_UNIQUE_NAME=ebssy
DB_BLOCK_SIZE=<same as primary>

For the work done in this paper, it was found that an additional entry for the size of the SGA was
required otherwise an error was returned when an attempt was made to start the database; specifically,
the parameter file created as $ORACLE_HOME/dbs/initEBSSYdup.ora contained the following
entries:
DB_NAME=ebs
DB_UNIQUE_NAME=ebssy
DB_BLOCK_SIZE=8192
SGA_MAX_SIZE=12G

The RMAN Duplicate process creates a final spfile based on the primary and updates the appropriate
values for the standby, as defined in the duplicate script.
6.2.5.3

Create the Necessary Mount Points or the Folders for the Database Files

The database in an Exadata environment is by default using ASM storage. This step is to ensure that
the directory structure that maps to the “*_convert” entries in the RMAN duplicate command exist
with the appropriate privileges for the database user.
In an Oracle RAC environment, it is a best practice to separate the OS roles of the users that manage
the storage and the users that manage the database. This is typically done by creating a different OS
group to which the storage user belongs. The database user does however, require write privileges to
the storage locations. The configuration of the role separation must be identical across the primary
and standby sites and the database user must be a part of the OS group that is used for OS
authentication for ASM.
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For the work done in this paper, this step involved ensuring that the +DATA_SCAM08 and the
+RECO_SCAM08 top level directories existed in ASM storage with the appropriate privileges for the
database user (oracle_ebs); effected by making the user a part of the OS group dba the group created
for the OS storage user (oracle)(see “Administrative Roles on Exadata Database Machine”). By setting the
initialization parameters of db_create_file_dest and db_recovery_file_dest respectively to
+DATA_SCAM08 and +RECO_SCAM08 in the duplicate script the appropriate database specific
subdirectories are created.
The trace directory locations are also created and validated per the entries in the duplicate command,
as described in Table 13.
Table 13: Trace Directory Locations on scam08db03
Directory Name

/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11. 2.0/rdbms/audit

Audit

/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11. 2.0/admin/diag

Diagnostics
Background Dump

/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/admin/diag/diag/rdbms/ebssy/EBSSY1/trace
/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/admin/diag/diag/rdbms/ebssy/EBSSY1/cdump

Core Dump

/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/admin/diag/diag/rdbms/ebssy/EBSSY1/trace

User Dump

6.2.5.4

Directory Location

Run the Standby Creation on Standby by Connecting to Primary as Target Database

The following steps were followed to create the standby database. They were executed on a database
node on the standby Exadata database machine, as the oracle_ebs user.
The environment variable ORACLE_SID was set to the standby service, and the standby instance was
started, using the parameter file created with the entries as described in the section “Create the
Initialization Parameter File for the Standby Database”.
$ export ORACLE_SID=EBSSY1
$ sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> startup nomount pfile=$ORACLE_HOME/dbs/initEBSSYdup.ora

The RMAN executable was invoked and a connection to the primary and the auxiliary database (i.e.,
the standby) made using this command, embedded in a script:
export NLS_LANG=American_America.UTF8
export NLS_DATE_FORMAT="MM/DD/YYYY HH24:MI:SS"
rman target sys/welcome1@EBS auxiliary sys/welcome1@EBSSY <<EOF! | tee -a
rmanDupStbyLog_`date +%Y%m%d_%H%M%S`.log
duplicate target database for standby from active database
spfile
parameter_value_convert 'EBS','EBSSY','vis','ebs'
set cluster_database='true'
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set db_unique_name='EBSSY'
set db_file_name_convert='+DATA_SCAM02/ebs/','+DATA_SCAM08/ebssy/'
set log_file_name_convert='+RECO_SCAM02/ebs/','+RECO_SCAM08/ebssy/'
set log_archive_max_processes='5'
set fal_client='EBSSY'
set fal_server='EBS'
set standby_file_management='AUTO'
set log_archive_config='dg_config=(EBS,EBSSY)'
set log_archive_dest_2='service=EBS ASYNC
valid_for=(ONLINE_LOGFILE,PRIMARY_ROLE) db_unique_name=EBS'
set control_files='+DATA_SCAM08','+DATA_SCAM08'
set db_create_file_dest='+DATA_SCAM08'
set db_recovery_file_dest='+RECO_SCAM08'
set log_archive_max_processes='5'
set local_listener=''
set remote_listener=''
set diagnostic_dest='/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/admin/diag'
set audit_file_dest='/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/rdbms/audit'
set instance_name='EBSSY1'
set instance_number='1'
nofilenamecheck
;
EOF!

The parameters that need to be included in the duplicate command will vary depending on the
structure of the primary in comparison to the standby. The above entries were required in order to
create an Oracle RAC standby with the appropriate substitutions for the ASM based database file and
log locations.
6.2.5.5

Complete the Configuration of the Parameter File for the Standby Database

An spfile in a shared location is the standard for Oracle RAC and Exadata.
The RMAN duplicate creates an spfile at the end of the process which it places in the default location
of $ORACLE_HOME/dbs. It contains the bare minimum in terms of initialization parameters that
were included in the pfile used to start the instance to facilitate the database copy, along with entries
from the source database with the substituted values contained in the RMAN script. The spfile must be
modified to ensure it contains all of the necessary parameters for the Oracle E-Business Suite
environment and that it adheres to the best practices for Oracle E-Business Suite on Oracle RAC and
Exadata. The steps followed to accomplish this involved creating a text based file from the spfile on
the primary and a text based file from the spfile on the secondary. The text files were compared and
the differences between the files were obtained. Appropriate substitutions were made in the “diffed”
file for the standby environment. Once the entries were validated for both Oracle E-Business Suite and
Exadata best practices a new spfile was created from the modified text file and placed in ASM so it is
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accessible from all the Oracle RAC instances. The steps provided below detail exactly how this was
accomplished;
6.2.5.5.1

Validate Entries in the spfile Created

A clear text copy of the spfile on scam08db03 was created as the oracle_ebs user using the following
commands:
$ sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> create pfile=’/tmp/ebssy.ora’ from spfile;
SQL> exit

A temporary copy of the spfile on scam02db07 was created in a similar fashion and copied across to
scam08db03:
As oracle_ebs on scam02db07:
$ sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> create pfile=’/tmp/ebs.ora’

from spfile;

SQL> exit
$scp /tmp/ebs.ora oracle_ebs@scam08db03:/tmp

On scam08db03 a diff of the two parameter files was obtained using the command:
$ cd /tmp
$ diff ebs.ora ebssy.ora > diffebsebssy.ora

The diffebsebssy.ora file was examined and modified, first substituting for appropriate instance
and service names, i.e. replacing EBS1 with EBSSY1, EBS2 with EBSSY2, then removing any
duplicate entries, ensuring that the larger of any duplicate values were retained. The file was then added
to the pfile created from the spfile on the standby using the cat command as follows:
$ cat ebssy.ora diffebsebssy.ora |sort –d > ebssyv2.ora

Substitutions were then made for as above; replacing EBS1 with EBSSY1, EBS2 with EBSSY2, then
removing any duplicate entries, ensuring that the larger of any duplicate values were retained.
The entries for the cluster_interconnects were modified to the following;
EBSSY1.cluster_interconnects=’192.168.218.130’
EBSSY2.cluster_interconnects=’192.168.218.131’

All extraneous characters due to the diff command were removed from the file. The file was also
validated for best practice Oracle E-Business Suite initialization parameters for RAC and Exadata [16]
which include:
•

Setting the log_buffer to 64M or greater
*.log_buffer=104857600
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Unsetting the log_checkpoint_interval
*.log_checkpoint_interval=0

The Oracle E-Business Suite mandatory and recommended initialization parameters [17] were already
present in our standby.
Once the parameters in the file were deemed complete an spfile was created from the final version as
follows:
$ sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> create spfile=’+DATA_SCAM08/EBSSY/spebssy.ora’from pfile=’/tmp/
ebssyv2.ora’;
SQL> exit

To ensure that the database came up correctly the spfile created by RMAN (spfileEBSSY1.ora) was
first backed up (in the $ORACLE_HOME/dbs directory as the oracle_ebs user on scam088db03):
$ mv spfileEBSSY1.ora spfileEBSSY1.ora.bak

Then the files initEBSSY1.ora and initEBSSY2.ora were created on scam08db03 and scam08db04 in
the $ORACLE_HOME/dbs location with the entry:
spfile=’+DATA_SCAM08/EBSSY/spebssy.ora’

Each instance was brought up separately using the srvctl command as follows (on either database
node as the oracle_ebs user):
srvctl start instance –d ebssy –i EBSSY1 –o MOUNT
srvctl start instance –d ebssy –i EBSSY2 –o MOUNT

Any parameter errors were corrected by modifying the entry in /tmp/ebssyv2.ora, then restoring the
spfileEBSSY1.ora file and bringing up the EBSSY1 instance, recreating the spfile from the modified
file and bringing up the instances in turn until they are up and mounted without any parameter errors.
Once the validation was complete the database was brought down using the command (on either
database node as the oracle_ebs user):
srvctl stop database –d ebssy
6.2.6

Complete File-Based Configurations at Standby Database

The steps used for the cloning processes employed in the creation of the standby environment are
based on the My Oracle Support Knowledge Documents “Cloning Oracle Applications Release 12
with Rapid Clone [ID 406982.1]” and “Cloning Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 RAC-Enabled
Systems with Rapid Clone [Doc ID 559518.1]” The steps to complete the file-based configuration on
the standby database servers were taken from the My Oracle Support Knowledge Document 559518.1
“Section 8: Advanced Cloning Scenarios”. Specifically the steps are as outlined in “8.1 Cloning the
Database Separately”. The clone database was created using the RMAN duplicate command (see
“Create the Standby Database - Creating a Standby Oracle E-Business Suite Database from an Existing Primary”)
and configured for Data Guard Broker. The database was open read-only to enable Oracle Active Data
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Guard. The steps outlined below follow the basic steps outlined, where differences exist an explanation
is provided for the deviation.
6.2.6.1

Create Context Files and Environment Files for the Standby Database Servers

Once the database software copies were complete (see “Copy the Primary Database ORACLE_HOME to
the Standby Database Server”), the following commands were executed on each node of the database tier
to complete the file system configurations. Because the environment files had not yet been created, the
environment variables were set explicitly as follows:
$ export ORACLE_HOME=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0 **new Oracle
Home
$ export TNS_ADMIN=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/network/admin
$ export PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/bin:$PATH

Note: The software tar and copy can be done concurrently with the RMAN duplicate, and the
duplicate does not have to complete before completing the copy and untarring of the Oracle home on
the standby servers as long as the file systems provided in the duplicate script exist.
To create the context file on the database tiers, on scam08db03 as the oracle_ebs user first the
pairsfile.txt file was created at $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/pairsfile.txt with the content shown
below:
s_undo_tablespace=APPS_UNDOTS1
**UNDO table space for Initial Node**
s_dbClusterInst=2
**Total no. of Instances in the cluster**
s_db_oh=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0
**Location of new ORACLE_HOME**

Then the command below was executed as the oracle_ebs user:
perl $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/bin/adclonectx.pl \
contextfile=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/EBS1_scam02db07.xml \ ***source
database contextfile***
template=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/template/adxdbctx.tmp \
pairsfile=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/pairsfile.txt initialnode

The prompts and the responses provided are recorded in the section “Prompts While Running adclonectx.pl
on the Initial Node for RAC-RAC Cloning”.
The My Oracle Support Knowledge Document 559518.1 shows a requirement to run the script
$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/install/EBSSY1_scam08db03/adupdlib.sql when rapid clone
mechanism is not used to copy the data files. This script was not run for two reasons:
•

In order to run the script, the database needs to be open in read/write mode. Since this would
have invalidated the standby database this step was not executed.
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This script is relevant when the target operating system is different from the source. This is
not the case when setting up a disaster recovery environment.

Once the context file had been created, the following command was executed as the oracle_ebs user:
cd $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/bin
perl adclone.pl java=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/jre \
component=dbTechStack \
mode=apply \
stage=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone \
method=custom \
dbctxtg=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/EBSSY1_scam08db03.xml \
pwd=apps

On scam08db04 as the oracle_ebs user, the pairsfile.txt file was created at
$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/pairsfile.txt with the content shown below:
s_undo_tablespace=APPS_UNDOTS2
**UNDO table space for Initial Node**
s_dbClusterInst=2
**Total no. of Instances in the cluster**
s_db_oh=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0
**Location of new ORACLE_HOME**

And as the oracle_ebs user the commands below were executed:
$ perl $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/bin/adclonectx.pl \
contextfile=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/EBS2_scam02db08.xml \ ***source
database contextfile***
template=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/template/adxdbctx.tmp \
pairsfile=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/pairsfile.txt initialnode

For Oracle RAC configurations, for all of the nodes, the answer y must be provided to the prompt:
"Current node is the first node in an N Node RAC Cluster (y/n)[n]:y", otherwise it will prompt for
"Live RAC node", which is not available.
perl adclone.pl java=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/jre \
component=dbTechStack \
mode=apply \
stage=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone \
method=custom \
dbctxtg=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/EBSSY2_scam08db04.xml \
pwd=apps

The above commands create the context file and the environment files for the standby database. The
above commands also modify the init<SID>.ora (initEBSSY<n>.ora) file as well as the listener.ora
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and tnsnames.ora file. Thus, the init<SID>.ora was modified back to point to the spfile used in the
standby environment created as part of the RMAN duplicate command as shown below:
spfile='+DATA_SCAM08/ebssy/spfileebssy.ora'

The user environment scripts are available for use after the above commands are executed successfully.
It is sourced using the appropriate OS command as follows:
On scam08db03:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME
$ ./EBSSY1_scam08db03.env

On scam08db04:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME
$ ./EBSSY1_scam08db04.env

On scam08db03 bring up the instance as follows:
srvctl start instance –d ebssy –i EBSSY1
6.2.6.2

Modify Local and Remote Listener Entries for the Standby Database Servers

After the file system configurations to the database tier were complete, entries for the local and remote
listeners were modified to the following:
EBSSY1.local_listener=’EBSSY1_LOCAL’
EBSSY2.local_listener=’EBSSY2_LOCAL’
*.remote_listener=’EBSSY_REMOTE’

According to the conventions adopted by AutoConfig using the alter system command (on
scam08db03 as the oracle_ebs user):

$ sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> alter system set local_listener=EBSSY1_LOCAL sid=’EBSSY1’
scope=BOTH;
SQL> alter system set local_listener=EBSSY2_LOCAL sid=’EBSSY2’
scope=BOTH;
SQL> alter system set remote_listener=EBSSY_REMOTE sid=’*’ scope=BOTH;
SQL> exit;
6.2.7

Stop the Database Listener on Standby Database Servers

The commands executed in the previous step starts the database listener. The configuration is
incomplete, thus the listener needs to be stopped. On each node the following commands were
executed stop the listener:
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On scam08db03:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME
$ ./EBSSY1_scam08db03.env
$ lsnrctl stop LISTENER_EBS

On scam08db04:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME
$ ./EBSSY2_scam08db04.env
$ lsnrctl stop LISTENER_EBS

In the previous example, LISTENER_EBS is the name of the listener as configured in the
$TNS_ADMIN/listener.ora file.
6.2.8

Configure Oracle Net for Redo Transport and Start Listener

As part of the copy of the ORACLE_HOME from the primary database server to the standby (see
“Copy the Primary Database ORACLE_HOME to the Standby Database Server”) the primary servers’
listener_ifile.ora and <CONTEXT_NAME>_ifile.ora files were copied from the primary servers
$TNS_ADMIN directory, where CONTEXT_NAME were EBS1 and EBS2 respectively on
scamo8db03 and scam08db04. The files were renamed on the standby servers as follows:
EBS1_ifile.ora to EBSSY1_ifile.ora --- on scam08db03
EBS2_ifile.ora to EBSSY2_ifile.ora--- on scam08db04

The <CONTEXT_NAME>_ifile.ora on each standby node was modified to contain the appropriate
host references to the primary servers as follows:
EBS=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS_LIST=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0207vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0208vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
)
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SERVICE_NAME=EBS)
)
)

Once the changes were made, the listener was started as oracle_ebs on scam08db03 using the
command:
$ lsnrctl start LISTENER_EBS
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6.2.8.1

Add Standby Service on the Standby Database

As the oracle_ebs user on scam08db03, the service to be used for the Data Guard Broker on the
standby configuration was added using srvctl as follows:
srvctl add service -d ebssy -s EBS_STBY -r "EBSSY1,EBSSY2" -j LONG -l
PHYSICAL_STANDBY -y AUTOMATIC
6.2.8.2

Start Managed Recovery on the Standby Database

Once the database file configurations were complete, the managed recovery process was started using
the following procedure on the standby to complete the configuration and activation of the primary
and standby database:
Connect to standby using SQL*Plus and start the MRP (Managed Recovery Process):
$ sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> alter database recover managed standby database disconnect from
session;

Compare the primary last sequence and MRP (Managed Recovery Process) applying sequence by
executing the query below on the primary and the standby:
SQL>select sequence#, applied, to_char(first_time, 'mm/dd/yy
hh24:mi:ss') first from v$archived_log order by first_time;

Additionally, on the standby database server, the database alert log was monitored for recovery
progress by using the tail command as shown:
tail -f
/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/admin/diag/diag/rdbms/ebssy/EBSSY1/trace/al
ert_EBSSY1.log
6.2.9

Enable Redo Transport

As the oracle_ebs user on scam02db07 (one of our primary database nodes), the following command
was executed to enable redo shipping from the primary:
$ sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> alter system set log_archive_dest_state_2=ENABLE scope=BOTH
sid=’*’;

6.2.10

Verify Redo is Shipping

As the oracle_ebs user on scam02db07, the following commands were executed to verify that log
shipping was occurring as designed:
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First a log switch was initiated:
$ sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> alter system switch logfile;

Then the following query was executed to determine the status of the archive destinations to
determine the most recently archived redo log file at each redo transport destination:
SQL> select * from v$archive_dest_status where status != ‘INACTIVE’;

Then on scam02db07 and on scam02db08 the following query was executed to determine which logs
have been sent /received and applied:
SQL>select sequence#, applied, to_char(first_time, ‘mm/dd/yy
hh24:mi:ss’) first
from v$archived_log order by first_time;
6.2.10.1

Activate Oracle Active Data Guard

As the oracle_ebs user modify the databases to Oracle Active Data Guard by altering the database into
READ ONLY status and verifying the same on each instance on the standby:
sqlplus / as sysdba <<EOF
alter database open read only;
EOF

sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> SELECT 'Using Active Data Guard' ADG FROM V$MANAGED_STANDBY M,
SQL> V$DATABASE D WHERE M.PROCESS LIKE 'MRP%' AND D.OPEN_MODE LIKE
'READ ONLY%';
6.2.10.2
6.2.10.2.1

Configure and Start Data Guard Broker
Setting Up the Broker Configuration Files

After the build of the standby was completed, and the standby service EBS_STBY added as described,

Data Guard Broker was configured and enabled.
Two copies of the configuration file are used for each database so a record of the last known valid
state of the Data Guard Broker configuration is maintained. The first time the broker is started, the
configuration files are automatically created and named using a default path name and file name that is
operating-system specific. The default path and file name are overwritten by setting the
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dg_broker_config_file1 and the dg_broker_config_file2 initialization parameters. In

an Oracle RAC configuration, the parameters must be set to the same value for each instance and must
specify a raw device, ASM file, or cluster file system file that resolves to the same set of physical files
for all the Oracle RAC instances. On the primary and standby environments the following ASM
directories were created as the oracle user (on either database server):
The +DATA_SCAM02/EBS/dgbrokerfile directory was created using this command on the primary:
$ asmcmd
ASMCMD> mkdir DATA_SCAM02/EBS/dgbrokerfile

The +DATA_SCAM08/EBSSY/dgbrokerfile directory was created using this command on the
standby:
$ asmcmd
ASMCMD> mkdir DATA_SCAM08/EBSSY/dgbrokerfile

As the oracle_ebs user the Data Guard Broker configuration file initialization parameters were set as
follows:
On the primary:
sqlplus / as sysdba <<EOF
alter system set dg_broker_start=false scope=both sid='*';
EOF
sqlplus / as sysdba <<EOF
alter system set
dg_broker_config_file1='+DATA_SCAM02/EBS/dgbrokerfile/dr1EBS.dat'
sid='*' scope=BOTH;
alter system set
dg_broker_config_file2='+DATA_SCAM02/EBS/dgbrokerfile/dr2EBS.dat'
sid='*' scope=BOTH;
EOF

On the standby:
sqlplus / as sysdba <<EOF
alter system set dg_broker_start=false scope=both sid='*';
EOF
sqlplus / as sysdba <<EOF
alter system set
dg_broker_config_file1='+DATA_SCAM08/EBSSY/dgbrokerfile/dr1EBSSY.dat'
sid='*' scope=BOTH;
alter system set
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dg_broker_config_file2='+DATA_SCAM08/EBSSY/dgbrokerfile/dr2EBSSY.dat'
sid='*' scope=BOTH;
EOF
6.2.10.2.2

Enable Oracle Data Guard Broker

Enable Data Guard Broker on the primary and standby as user oracle_ebs:
sqlplus / as sysdba <<EOF
alter system set dg_broker_start=true scope=both sid='*';
EOF
6.2.10.2.3

Create Oracle Data Guard Broker Configuration

DGMGRL was used to create the Data Guard Broker configuration. The following command was
executed as oracle_ebs on scam02db07:
dgmgrl sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM
create configuration EBS_DGMGRL as primary database is ebs connect
identifier is ebs;
add database ebssy as connect identifier is ebssy;
enable configuration;
6.2.10.2.4

Validate Standby Operation

As user oracle_ebs on any server on in the DG Broker configuration the following was executed:
$ dgmgrl -silent sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM <<EOF
show configuration
show database ebs
show database ebssy
EOF

The output is shown here:
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Configure Static Listener Entries for the Oracle Data Guard Broker Configuration

To enable DGMGRL to restart instances during the course of broker operations, a static service was
registered with the local listener of each instance in the Data Guard Broker configuration. By default,
the broker assumes a static service name of db_unique_name_DGMGRL. The listener ifile on each
database server in the Data Guard configuration was edited to contain the entries as shown here:
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On scam02db07:
SID_LIST_LISTENER_EBS=
(SID_LIST=
(SID_DESC=
(SID_NAME = EBS1)
(GLOBAL_DBNAME=EBS)
(ORACLE_HOME = /u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0)
(ENVS="TNS_ADMIN=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/network/admin/EBS1_scam02d
b07")
)
(SID_DESC=
(SID_NAME=EBS1)
(GLOBAL_DBNAME=EBS_DGMGRL)
(ORACLE_HOME=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0)
(ENVS="TNS_ADMIN=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/network/admin/EBS1_scam02d
b07")
)
)

On scam02db08:
SID_LIST_LISTENER_EBS=
(SID_LIST=
(SID_DESC=
(SID_NAME = EBS2)
(GLOBAL_DBNAME=EBS)
(ORACLE_HOME = /u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0)
(ENVS="TNS_ADMIN=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/network/admin/EBS2_scam02d
b08")
)
(SID_DESC=
(SID_NAME=EBS2)
(GLOBAL_DBNAME=EBS_DGMGRL)
(ORACLE_HOME=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0)
(ENVS="TNS_ADMIN=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/network/admin/EBS2_scam02d
b08")
)
)

On scam08db03:
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SID_LIST_LISTENER_EBS=
(SID_LIST=
(SID_DESC=
(SID_NAME = EBSSY1)
(GLOBAL_DBNAME=EBSSY)
(ORACLE_HOME = /u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0)
(ENVS="TNS_ADMIN=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/network/admin/EBSSY1_scam0
8db03")
)
(SID_DESC=
(SID_NAME=EBS1)
(GLOBAL_DBNAME=EBSSY_DGMGRL)
(ORACLE_HOME=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0)
(ENVS="TNS_ADMIN=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/network/admin/EBSSY1_scam0
8db03")
)
)

On scam08db04:
SID_LIST_LISTENER_EBS=
(SID_LIST=
(SID_DESC=
(SID_NAME = EBSSY2)
(GLOBAL_DBNAME=EBSSY)
(ORACLE_HOME = /u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0)
(ENVS="TNS_ADMIN=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/network/admin/EBSSY2_scam0
8db04")
)
(SID_DESC=
(SID_NAME=EBSSY2)
(GLOBAL_DBNAME=EBSSY_DGMGRL)
(ORACLE_HOME=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0)
(ENVS="TNS_ADMIN=/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/network/admin/EBSSY2_scam0
8db04")
)
)
6.2.10.2.6

Configure Static Connect Descriptors for the Oracle Data Guard Broker Configuration

In an environment where multiple host names are in use because of different networks such as the
Exadata environment, it is extremely important to verify that the static connect descriptors correspond
to an actual host on which the static Data Guard Broker service is registered to. The static connect
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descriptor information is instance specific;, thus, to show the information the following command is
used (using the EBS1 instance as an example):
$ dgmgrl sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM
DGMGRL> show instance verbose 'EBS1'

The output is similar to the following; the static connect descriptor is highlighted:

The host name for each static connect descriptor was validated against the listener hosts shown when a
'listener services LISTENER_EBS' for each server and static service combination was executed,

and it was modified as appropriate where required; this was the case for the standby servers where the
static connect descriptor entries were created by the broker using scam0803.us.oracle.com and
scam0804.us.oracle.com respectively, rather than the VIPs of scam0803-vip.us.oracle.com and
scam0804-vip.us.oracle.com. The command used to edit the descriptor was the following (using
EBSSY1 as the example):
DGMGRL> edit instance 'EBSSY1' set property
'StaticConnectIdentifier'='(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=sc
am0803vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=EBSSY_DGMGRL)
(INSTANCE_NAME=EBSSY1)(SERVER=DEDICATED)))';
6.2.11

Standby Site Setup – Application Tier Configuration

The key pre-requisite steps required for the application tier configuration are principally the steps
outlined in the sections:
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•

Run the Application Tier and Database Pre-Clones

•

Copy the Primary Application Tier Directories to the Standby Site Application Tier

The application tier directories, including the pre-clone files created in the application pre-clone steps,
are made available to the standby application nodes using the cloned snapshot steps described in Copy
the Primary Application Tier Directories to the Standby Site Application Tier.
6.2.11.1

Mount the Shared APPL_TOP, IAS_HOME, IAS_ORACLE_HOME Snapshot Clone on the Standby

After the steps to create the snapshot clone for the ebsmaa project as described in “Create a Cloned
Snapshot Copy of the Primary APPL_TOP” are completed, the file system was mounted as root using the
following entry in the /etc/fstab on scan04cn23 and scan04cn24:
192.168.219.207:/export/ebscloneshare

/ebsshare nfs4

rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600

and the command:
mount /ebsshare

File-based configurations on the standby application tiers are completed according to the steps defined
in My Oracle Support Knowledge Document 1070033.1 “Section 5: Configuration on application tiers
after standby database is enabled” and outlined below.
6.2.11.2

Update the File System Configurations

The first step involves updating the file system configurations to reflect the new environment. To do
this on the application tiers, the commands outlined below were executed on each standby application
server as the application owner oracle_ebs. Since the environment scripts were not yet set up, the
references to <COMMON_TOP>, <APPL_TOP>, <ORACLE_HOME>
and<IAS_ORACLE_HOME> were manually resolved by explicitly setting the variables:
export ORACLE_HOME=/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_st/10.1.2
export IAS_ORACLE_HOME=/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_st/10.1.3
export APPL_TOP=/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl
export COMMON_TOP=/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/comn
export PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/bin:$PATH
export
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/fnd/12.0.0/bin:/
ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_st/10.1.2/lib32:/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps
/tech_st/10.1.2/lib:/usr/X11R6/lib:/usr/openwin/lib:/ebsshare/appmgr/EB
S/apps/tech_st/10.1.2/jdk/jre/lib/i386:/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_s
t/10.1.2/jdk/jre/lib/i386/server:/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_st/10.1
.2/jdk/jre/lib/i386/native_threads:/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/ap
pl/sht/12.0.0/lib
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Shared directories were used for the $APPL_TOP, $COMMON_TOP, $ORACLE_HOME and
$IAS_ORACLE_HOME locations.
NFS mounts were also used for the INST_TOP location for the servers. These were mounted using
the following entries in /etc/fstab (as root):
On scan04cn23:
192.168.219.207:/export/u01_scan04cn23 /u03 nfs4
rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600

On scan04cn24:
192.168.219.207:/export/u01_scan04cn24 /u03 nfs4
rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600

The local directories structures used for <INST_TOP> are as shown below:
On scan04cn23:
/u03/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBSSY_scan04cn23

On scan04cn24:
/u03/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBSSY_scan04cn24

The My Oracle Support Knowledge Document 406982.1, “Cloning Oracle Applications Release 12
with Rapid Clone” does not list the <INST_TOP> in the source directories to be copied. However, it
is recommended that at a minimum, the context file from the primary application tier is copied to a
location accessible to the standby application servers so that it is available to the application node being
configured.
The primary context file was copied to the respective secondary application tiers using the commands
below as the oracle_ebs user (from any primary application server scan03vm0034-eoib1,
scan03vm0051-eoib1, scan03cn26 or scan03cn28):
scp $CONTEXT_FILE oracle_ebs@scan04cn23:/tmp/
scp $CONTEXT_FILE oracle_ebs@scan04cn24:/tmp/

To create the context file for the secondary application tier nodes the first set of commands were
executed as follows as the oracle_ebs user:
$ cd <COMMON_TOP>/clone/bin
$ perl adclonectx.pl <path to primary context file location>/<PRIMARY
CONTEXT>.xml

Specifically the command was executed as:
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$ cd $COMMON_TOP/clone/bin
$ perl adclonectx.pl /tmp/EBS_scan03vm0034-eoib1.xml

After the script finished and the context file was created, there were some variables that had to be
manually modified in order to point to the standby database. The first sets of variables were related to
the SID of the database and were modified or validated for both application servers as follows:
<oa_system_name oa_var="s_systemname">EBSSY</oa_system_name>
<global_db_name oa_var="s_dbSid">EBSSY</global_db_name>
<global_db_name oa_var="s_dbGlnam">EBSSY</global_db_name>
<db_name_lower oa_var="s_dbSidLower">ebssy</db_name_lower>

The other set of variables relate to the load balancing configuration, specifically the server IP address
which must be modified as the clonectx.pl command will not.
On scan04cn23 the variable was set as:
<server_ip_address oa_var="s_server_ip_address"
customized="yes">10.133.219.199</server_ip_address>

On scan04cn24 the variable was set as:
<server_ip_address oa_var="s_server_ip_address"
customized="yes">10.133.219.200</server_ip_address>

In addition, the lock_pid_dir was modified from the default location under $INST_TOP to the
location below, consistent with the best practice regarding Apache lock files as described in Oracle EBusiness Suite Middle Tier Configuration Best Practices and Best Practices – Oracle E-Business Suite
Application High (Primary and Secondary) Availability.
<lock_pid_dir oa_var="s_lock_pid_dir">/ebslock</lock_pid_dir>

The following command was executed, resolving the reference to <APPL_TOP> by setting the
environment variables as shown previously:

$ cd $APPL_TOP/ad/12.0.0/bin
$ perl adconfig.pl contextfile=$INST_TOP/appl/admin/<STNDBY
CONTEXT>.xml

The above Perl command will fail on some steps by default because the script will attempt to connect
to the standby database which is not open at this stage. To avoid this, and to complete the
configuration of the application tier on the standby, the standby database was brought up as a snapshot
standby (see Convert Physical Standby to Snapshot Standby). The above command was executed when the
standby snapshot database was up and running. The detailed steps followed are provided in the next
section.
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Complete Application Configuration Using Snapshot Standby
Convert Physical Standby to Snapshot Standby using DG Broker

After the creation of the standby database is completed and Data Guard Broker is configured, the
standby database is converted to a snapshot standby by executing a single command. Prior to executing
the command, ensure that a fast recovery area has been configured. It is not necessary for Flashback
Database to be enabled 2. Non-zero values for the columns SPACE_LIMIT and SPACE_USED are
good indicators that a fast recovery area is configured:
SQL> select * from V$RECOVERY_FILE_DEST;

NAME------------------------------------------------------------------------------SPACE_LIMIT SPACE_USED SPACE_RECLAIMABLE NUMBER_OF_FILES
----------- ---------- ----------------- --------------+RECO_SCAM08
1.0737E+12 9.9062E+10
0
234

In the event that it is not configured, refer to Configuring the Fast Recovery Area as a guide for
configuring the fast recovery area.
Once the existence of a flash recovery area has been validated, the standby is converted to a snapshot
standby:
As the oracle_ebs user on any server in the Data Guard Broker configuration:
dgmgrl sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM
DGMGRL> convert database 'ebssy' to snapshot standby;

The outcome of executing the command is shown below.

2 Using a snapshot database essentially replaces the manual creation of the flashback database. It
incorporates the flashback database technology but automates many of the steps. In the MAA White
Paper Transitioning E-Business Suite to the Maximum Availability Architecture with Minimal
Downtime: E-Business Suite 11i.10.2 and Database 10gR2 the section titled “Task 4.4 - DR Testing
Procedure using Flashback Database” is essentially the methodology employed except the snapshot standby
database automates the steps around the flashback database and creating restore points
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6.2.11.3.2

Complete Application Tier Configuration on Snapshot Standby

6.2.11.3.2.1

Remove References to the Primary Database in the FND Tables

Once the database is open, complete the configuration of the application tier on the standby by first
connecting to the database and executing the following commands on the database as the APPS user to
remove references to the primary database in the FND tables.
SQL>connect apps/<apps password>
SQL>exec fnd_net_services.remove_system(<SID>);
SQL>commit;
SQL>exec fnd_conc_clone.setup_clean;
SQL>commit;

<SID> is the name of the primary database in quotes, eg ‘EBS’.
Use AutoConfig as the oracle_ebs user on the database to complete configuration for completing the
operations; specifically to allow and verify client connect ability, providing the APPS password when
prompted.

On scam08db03:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/scripts/EBSSY1_scam08db03
$ ./adautocfg.sh

On scam08db04:
$ cd $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/scripts/EBSSY2_scam08db04
$ ./adautocfg.sh
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6.2.11.3.2.2

Complete Application Tier Configuration

Once the database AutoConfig run completed successfully, the listeners on the respective database
node were stopped and then started as oracle_ebs.
$ lsnrctl stop LISTENER_EBS
$ lsnrctl start LISTENER_EBS

Once the listeners on the database were started, the last configuration command on the application
tiers was executed as the oracle_ebs user.
On scan04cn23:
$ export INST_TOP=/u03/appmgr/EBS/inst
$ cd $APPL_TOP/ad/12.0.0/bin
$ perl adconfig.pl
contextfile=$INST_TOP/appl/admin/EBSSY_scan04cn23.xml

On scan04cn24:
$ export INST_TOP=/u03/appmgr/EBS/inst
$ cd $APPL_TOP/ad/12.0.0/bin
$ perl adconfig.pl
contextfile=$INST_TOP/appl/admin/EBSSY_scan04cn24.xml

Once the command completes, the environment file for the application tier is created. This was used to
set the environment variables.
On scan04cn23:
. /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBSSY_scan04cn23.env

On scan04cn24:
. /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBSSY_scan04cn24.env

The environment files were copied to the local directories.
On scan04cn23:
cp /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBSSY_scan04cn23.env
$INST_TOP/appl/admin/APPSEBSSY_scan04cn23.env
cp /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/EBSSY_scan04cn23.env
$INST_TOP/appl/admin/EBSSY_scan04cn23.env
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On scan04cn24:
cp /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBSSY_scan04cn24.env
$INST_TOP/appl/admin/APPSEBSSY_scan04cn24.env
cp /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/EBSSY_scan04cn24.env
$INST_TOP/appl/admin/EBSSY_scan04cn24.env

In addition, the reference in the APPSEBSSY_* file to the EBSSY_* file was modified to point to the
local copy.
On scan04cn23 the entry :
. /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/EBSSY_scan04cn23.env

was changed to:
. /u03/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBSSY_scan04cn23/appl/admin/EBSSY_scan04cn23.env

On scan04cn24 the entry :
. /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/EBSSY_scan04cn24.env

was changed to:
. /u03/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBSSY_scan04cn23/appl/admin/EBSSY_scan04cn24.env

This is necessary in order to ensure that the environment file is available on the local disk when the
replication is re-started and the snapshot clone discarded, preventing the need for a rerun of the
adconfig.pl script on subsequent site changeovers (unless there are configuration changes).
Once the environment variables were set, the application services were brought up using the following
commands as the oracle_ebs user.
On scan04cn23:
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ adstrtal.sh

On scan04cn24:
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ adstrtal.sh

Provide the apps username and password when prompted. Once the services were brought up on the
application tiers clients connections to the application were verified by navigating to the appropriate
login URL on a client browser.
For scan04cn23:
http://scan04cn23.us.oracle.com:8029
For scan04cn24:
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http://scan04cn24.us.oracle.com:8029
Once the navigation to the individual servers was verified, the servers were then configured for loadbalancing as on the primary. Detailed steps for configuring the application tier for load-balancing are
provided in “Appendix D Configuring Hardware Load Balancing for the Oracle E-Business Suite Middle Tier.”
Specifically, the following variables were modified on each application tier’s context file.
<externURL oa_var="s_external_url">http://pd-bigip-scaloan03.us.oracle.com:8029</externURL>
<webentryhost oa_var="s_webentryhost" customized="yes">pd-bigip-scaloan03</webentryhost>
<login_page oa_var="s_login_page">http://pd-bigip-scaloan03.us.oracle.com:8029/OA_HTML/AppsLogin</login_page>

The application services were first stopped, the modifications made to the context files as shown
above, and AutoConfig re-run using the series of commands shown below as the oracle_ebs user.
On scan04cn23:
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ adstpall.sh
<make changes to context file>
$ adautocfg.sh
$ adstrtal.sh

On scan04cn24:
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ adstpall.sh
<make changes to context file>
$ adautocfg.sh
$ adstrtal.sh

Connect ability to the load-balanced application to the standby was verified by navigating to the loadbalanced URL:
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan03.us.oracle.com:8029
Once the complete configuration of the mid-tiers was verified, the application services were brought
down on the mid-tiers using the following commands as the oracle_ebs user, providing the apps
username and password when prompted.
On scan04cn23:
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$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ adstpall.sh

On scan04cn24:
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ adstpall.sh

6.2.11.3.3

Restore EBS File System Replication to Standby Site

First, the file system /ebsshare was unmounted as root on both application servers using:
$ umount /ebsshare

Next, the replication from the primary to the standby was restored using these steps.
On the primary ZFS GUI:
•
•
•

Login to the ZFSSA BUI on the primary site.
Locate the EBS file system project, ebsmaa.
Navigate to the Replication tab and click Enable/Disable beside the target designation
under Actions.

When the first successful sync completes (Last Sync time is updated, Last Attempt is updated, and
Status is Continuous) navigate to the secondary ZFS GUI and confirm that the replication is
occurring successfully.
•
•
•
•

Navigate to Projects.
Click REPLICA.
Click on the replicated project of the format scan03sn01:ebsmaa.
Click on the Replication tab which will show the Hostname of the ZFS the Last sync,
Last attempt and Status, all of which should be current, as shown in this graphic:
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6.2.11.3.4

Revert Snapshot Standby to Physical Standby

Once client connect ability was verified, the services on all the application tiers were shut down using
the command:
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ adstpall.sh

Then, the standby snapshot database reverted to a physical standby.
On any server in the Data Guard Broker configuration (scam02db07, scam02db08, scam08db03 or
scam08db04) as the oracle_ebs user log into DGMGRL as shown here (scam08db03 is the example).
$

. /u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/EBSSY1_scam08db03.env

$ dgmgrl sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM
DGMGRL> convert database 'ebssy' to physical standby;
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The result of executing the above command is as shown below.

The configuration is restored to the original physical standby using Oracle Active Data Guard (realtime apply and real-time query) as shown by executing this command:
$ dgmgrl -silent sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM <<EOF
show configuration
show database ebs
show database ebssy
EOF

The output of which is also shown here (executed as the oracle_ebs user on scam02db07).
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At this point, the file-system-based configuration of the standby site is complete, including the
application tiers, with no downtime required on the primary. The changes made in the standby
database were erased when the snapshot standby was converted back to a physical standby.
The final deployment of application tier components and nodes is shown in Table 14.
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Table 14: Oracle E-Business Suite Application Components - Secondary Site
Oracle E-Business Suite Service
Processes

Groups

Root Services
Web Entry Point Services

Site 2

Oracle Process Manager
(OPMN)
HTTP Server

cn23 and cn24 (bare metal Exalogic Nodes)
cn23 and cn24 (bare metal Exalogic Nodes)

OACORE OC4J
Web Application Services

Forms OC4J

cn23 and cn24 (bare metal Exalogic Nodes)

OAFM OC4J
Applications TNS Listener
Batch Processing Services

Concurrent Managers

cn23 and cn24 (bare metal Exalogic Nodes)

Fulfillment Server
Other Service Group

6.3

Oracle Forms Services
Oracle MWA Service

cn23 and cn24 (bare metal Exalogic Nodes)

Standby to Primary Site Test

The steps to establish the viability of the secondary site as a primary are similar to those executed to
complete the application configuration on the standby.
•

The physical standby database is converted to a snapshot database using the steps detailed in
the section “Convert Physical Standby to Snapshot Standby”.

•

A snapshot clone is created from the shared $APPL_TOP file system being replicated
described in “Create a Cloned Snapshot Copy of the Primary APPL_TOP” . NFS exceptions are
inherited from the source project and must be modified as described in “Configure the ZFS
Project File Systems and NFS Exceptions” for the standby application servers. Once configured
the file system export is mounted as root using the following entry in the /etc/fstab on
scan04cn23 and scan04cn24:
192.168.219.207:/export/ebscloneshare

/ebsshare nfs4

rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600

and the command:
mount /ebsshare

•

The FND_* tables need to point to the standby database, thus the SQL statements to clean
the respective tables need to be re-run [see “Remove References to the Primary Database in the FND
Tables”].
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Create a snapshot clone of the ebsmaalogs project by executing the steps outlined in “Create a
Cloned Snapshot Copy of the Primary APPL_TOP” substituting ebsmaalogs for the ebsmaa
project share and using the name ebsmaalogsclone for the new clone project name and
ebsmaalogscloneshare for the export mount point. To modify the export mount point select
the project from the left hand menu (Click Local and the project name ebsmaalogsclone)
then click on the Edit icon for the share as shown below:

Uncheck the inherit from project checkbox and enter the new export mount point name of
ebsmaalogscloneshare. Click Apply to accept the changes.

Mount the clone of the log and out file system project share by creating the following entry as
root on scan04cn23 and scan04cn24 in the /etc/fstab file:
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192.168.219.207:/export/ebsmaalogscloneshare

/ebsmaalogs nfs4

rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600

and execute the command:
mount /ebsmaalogs

•

The steps outlined in the section titled “Update Host Name in Fnd_Concurrent_Requests and
Fnd_Conc_Req_Outputs Tables” are executed to ensure the concurrent manager out and log
entries are pointing to the appropriate hosts.

•

The steps outlined in the section titled “Update Node Name in Fnd_Concurrent_Queues” are
executed to ensure that the concurrent manager queues have the appropriate primary and
secondary node names for parallel concurrent processing.

•

The script cmclean.sql as described in My Oracle Support Knowledge Document
“Concurrent Processing - CMCLEAN.SQL - Non Destructive Script to Clean Concurrent
Manager Tables (Doc ID 134007.1)” should be executed to ensure that all requests with
invalid or incomplete completion status codes are removed to prevent any inadvertent issues
with bringing up the concurrent managers on the standby nodes.

•

The topology in the database needs to be erased and rebuilt, as described in “Remove
References to the Primary Database in the FND Tables.” Once the steps are completed,
AutoConfig is run on each of the database tiers so that the topology is recreated for the
standby database servers. When AutoConfig is completed successfully on the database it is
then run on each of the application servers. The services are started on the application tiers
after AutoConfig completes successfully as the oracle_ebs user using the command:
$

cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME

$

./adstrtal.sh

Client connect ability is established by navigating to the application URL for the standby in
the load-balanced configuration:
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan03.us.oracle.com:8029
When the ability to access the application is verified, bring down the application services on
the application tiers as the oracle_ebs user:

•

$

cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME

$

./adstpall.sh

The snapshot clones created for the purpose of validating the viability of the standby site
were deleted by doing the following:
Unmount the file systems as root from both application servers:
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$ umount /ebsshare
$ umount /ebsmaalogs

On the ZFS BUI for the standby navigate to the projects created from the snapshot clones
(ebsmaaclone and ebsmaalogsclone) and delete each one:

On the ZFS BUI for the primary navigate to the source projects (ebsmaa and ebsmaalogs) and
ensure that replication is enabled / re-enabled:

6.4

Site Test to Standby

When application services on the standby application tier have been brought down, the snapshot
standby is reverted to a physical standby using the steps outlined in “Revert Snapshot Standby to Physical
Standby”. The database will be restored to an exact copy of the primary database, including the
production topology.

6.5

Execute Primary Site Switchover

The steps followed to convert the primary site to the standby and the standby to primary were
executed as described in the following sections.
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Shutdown Services on the Application Servers

The application was shut down on the primary application servers as oracle_ebs on scan03vm0034eoib1, scan03vm0050-eoib1, scan03cn26 and scan03cn28.
On scan03vm0034-eoib1:
$ . /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBS_scan03vm0034-eoib1.env
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adstpall.sh

On scan03vm0050-eoib1:
$ . /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBS_scan03vm0050-eoib1.env
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adstpall.sh

On scan03cn26:
$ . /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBS_scan03cn26.env
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adstpall.sh

On scan03cn28:
$ . /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBS_scan03cn28.env
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adstpall.sh
6.5.2.2

•

Perform Switchover

The following checks were performed prior to executing the switchover command. As the
oracle_ebs user on any of the servers in the Data Guard Broker configuration:
Verify the state of the databases in the Data Guard Broker configuration:
$ dgmgrl sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM
DGMGRL> show configuration;

•

For any status other than SUCCESS the appropriate logs were examined (alert logs, dg broker
logs) for the database for which the error condition is reported, and the error rectified. Once a
non-error status was obtained, the DGConnectIdentifier property for each database was modified
to use the db_unique_name, and the state of the primary and standby database re-enabled as
TRANSPORT-ON and APPLY-ON.
$ dgmgrl sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM
DGMGRL> edit database ebs set property 'DGConnectIdentifier'='ebs';
Property "DGConnectIdentifier" updated
DGMGRL> edit database ebssy set property 'DGConnectIdentifier'='ebssy';
Property "DGConnectIdentifier" updated
DGMGRL> edit database ebs set state=TRANSPORT-ON;
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Succeeded.
DGMGRL> edit database ebssy set state=APPLY-ON;
Succeeded.

The above was accomplished using the following script:
dgmgrl -silent sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM <<EOF
show configuration;
edit database ebs set property 'DGConnectIdentifier'='ebs';
edit database ebssy set property 'DGConnectIdentifier'='ebssy';
edit database ebs set state=TRANSPORT-ON;
edit database ebssy set state=APPLY-ON;
show configuration;
EOF

The primary – ebs - switchover to standby – ebssy - was conducted by executing the following
command:
$ dgmgrl sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM
DGMGRL> switchover to ebssy;
DGMGRL> show configuration;

As above, this was executed in a script:
dgmgrl -silent sys/welcome1@EBS_PRIM <<EOF
switchover to ebssy;
show configuration;
EOF

6.6

Configuring Application Tiers after Role Transition

6.6.1

Perform File System Switchover on Application Tier

6.6.1.1

•
•
•
•

Stop EBS File System Replication at Source

Log in to the ZFSSA BUI on the old primary (source) site.
Locate the EBS File system project being replicated, for example ebsmaa, by navigating to the
Local tab under projects and locating ebsmaa.
Navigate to the Replication tab and confirm that replication is up to date. The Last Sync
time should be later than when the EBS database roles were reversed.
Click Enable/disable action to disable replication as shown below, and wait for the
STATUS column to indicate a status of disabled.
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Perform EBS File System Role Reversal at Target

•

Log in to the ZFSSA BUI on the new primary site.
Locate the replica project on the standby (target) site. The replicated projects created for the
case study namely ebsmaa and ebsmaalogs were navigated to on the BUI by clicking on
Projects, then Replica, and then from the left hand menu the appropriate project selected.
For ebsmaa it was the scan03sn1:ebsmaa project and for ebsmaalogs the
scan03sn101:ebsmaalogs project.
Navigate to the Replication tab and confirm that replication is up to date – the Last Sync
time should be later than when the EBS File system was dismounted on the old primary site.
Click Reverse Direction of Replication as shown below:

•

Provide a new project name, ebsmaalogs, is the example shown, and click Apply.

•
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The project name used was consistently ebsmaa (or ebsmaalogs). The confirmation message
(shown below) was acknowledged by clicking OK, and the new project was created.

Start EBS File System Replication to New Standby Site

The default replication mode is Manual. This was modified to Continuous by first navigating
to the newly created EBS file system project, for example ebsmaalogs under Projects and
then Local, navigating to the Replication tab and clicking Edit Entry.
The Send Updates: Continuous option was enabled, and the Apply button clicked as
shown below.
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Wait until the sync completes and the Last Sync time is updated.
The NFS protocols for the newly created project and associated shares must also be modified
for access by the standby application servers as described in “Configure the ZFS Project File
Systems and NFS Exceptions.”
Mount the EBS File System

This procedure was performed on each EBS application server.
As root, make sure the current EBS File system is not mounted:
$ umount /ebsmaalogs
$ umount /ebsmaa

Once configured, the file system export was mounted as root by first commenting the entries for
192.168.219.207:/export/ebscloneshare and 192.168.219.207:/export/ebsmaalogscloneshare in
/etc/fstab and then un-commenting and using the following entries in /etc/fstab and commands on
scan04cn23 and scan04cn24:
192.168.219.207:/export/ebsshare

/ebsshare nfs4

rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600
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and the command:
mount /ebsshare
192.168.219.207:/export/ebsmaalogs

/ebsmaalogs nfs4

rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600

and the command:
mount /ebsmaalogs
6.6.1.5

Delete Old EBS File System Project

It is important to delete the old EBS file system projects (e.g ebsmaa and ebsmaalogs) after the
switchover so that a subsequent switchover or failover will not be slowed down. To clean up the
following steps were executed:
•
•
•
•

6.6.1.6

Log in to the ZFSSA BUI on the old primary (new standby) site.
Locate the EBS file system project, for example ebsmaalogs, by navigating to the Local tab
under projects on the standby ZFSSA BUI.
Establish that no shares and associated file systems were defined in the project as shown
below.
Delete the project.

Complete the Database Configurations

As user APPS connected to the new primary database using SQL*Plus the following commands were
executed:
SQL>exec fnd_net_services.remove_system (<SID>);
SQL>commit;
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SQL>exec fnd_conc_clone.setup_clean ;
<SID> is the former primary. For the work performed in this paper the <SID> is EBS. For the
switchback, where these steps are re-executed, it is important to remember that the appropriate <SID>
for that case would be EBSSY for the work discussed in this paper. It is also important to note that
SID must be in quotes. The commands executed as oracle_ebs on scam08db03 were as follows:
$ sqlplus apps/apps@EBSSY

<<EOF

exec fnd_net_services.remove_system('EBS');
commit;
exec fnd_conc_clone.setup_clean ;
commit;
EOF

As the oracle_ebs user on the new primary database server, AutoConfig was used to complete the
configuration for primary operations, providing the APPS password when prompted:
$ cd <RDBMS ORACLE_HOME>/appsutil/scripts/<context>
$ ./adautocfg.sh

It is important to note that running AutoConfig will re-create the sqlnet.ora, listener.ora and
tnsnames.ora files for each server on which it is run. Therefore, it is important to maintain any
configuration that is not the default as created by AutoConfig for these files in the respective ifiles.
Also, it is of crucial importance if using LOCAL_LISTENER and REMOTE_LISTENER entries
that do not use the AutoConfig standard of <INSTANCE>_LOCAL and <SID>_REMOTE.
AutoConfig will not update the spfile, so there is a potential for error if these listener entries have been
overwritten, as these parameters will not be recognized on any database re-start, whether primary or
standby. 3
When AutoConfig completes, stop and start the listener on the new primary database server:
$ lsnrctl stop <LISTENER_NAME>
$ lsnrctl start <LISTENER_NAME>

On the new standby server, stop and start the listener for standby services:
$ lsnrctl stop <LISTENER_NAME>
$ lsnrctl start <LISTENER_NAME>

AutoConfig will also not update the init.ora file, if it is being used and if it is in place with the proper EBusiness Suite naming standards. It is strongly recommended therefore that any non-standard initialization
parameter customizations be maintained in the init.ora ifile.

3
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For each instance now in the primary cluster (scam08db03 and scam08db04) AutoConfig was run and
the listener stopped and started as the oracle_ebs user using the commands shown above. Once this
had been run on all instances, AutoConfig was rerun on all nodes to update all configuration files with
all the nodes in the cluster.
6.6.2

Update Host Name in Fnd_Concurrent_Requests and Fnd_Conc_Req_Outputs Tables

For the work done in this paper the concurrent manager log and out directories were synchronized
using ZFS replication 4. Thus the host name in the fnd_concurrent_requests table was changed to the
standby server name using the anonymous PL/ SQL statements shown here:
As oracle_ebs on the application node scan04cn23:
$ sqlplus apps/apps@EBSSY <<EOF
set serveroutput on size 1000000;
declare
request_id_list1 FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.REQUEST_LIST;
request_id_list2 FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.REQUEST_LIST;
request_id_list3 FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.REQUEST_LIST;
request_id_list4 FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.REQUEST_LIST;
begin
fnd_global.apps_initialize(
1318,

-- "Operations"

21623,

-- "Order Management Super User"

660

-- "ONT"

);
apps.mo_global.init('ONT');
mo_global.set_policy_context('S',204);
begin
select request_id
bulk collect into request_id_list1
from fnd_concurrent_requests

If the concurrent manager log and out directories are not synchronized, blank out the host name in
the fnd_concurrent_requests table to avoid network timeout errors using the call to the API as follows:

4

SQL>FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.SET_REQUEST_NODE(FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.BOTH,
<request_id_list>, NULL);
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where logfile_node_name = 'SCAN03VM0034-EOIB1'
and outfile_node_name = 'SCAN03VM0034-EOIB1';

select request_id
bulk collect into request_id_list2
from fnd_concurrent_requests
where logfile_node_name = 'SCAN03VM0050-EOIB1'
and outfile_node_name = 'SCAN03VM0050-EOIB1';

select request_id
bulk collect into request_id_list3
from fnd_concurrent_requests
where logfile_node_name = 'SCAN03CN26'
and outfile_node_name = 'SCAN03CN26';

select request_id
bulk collect into request_id_list4
from fnd_concurrent_requests
where logfile_node_name = 'SCAN03CN28'
and outfile_node_name = 'SCAN03CN28';

FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.SET_REQUEST_NODE(FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.BOTH,
request_id_list1, 'SCAN04CN23');
FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.SET_REQUEST_NODE(FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.BOTH,
request_id_list2, 'SCAN04CN24');
FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.SET_REQUEST_NODE(FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.BOTH,
request_id_list3, 'SCAN04CN23');
FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.SET_REQUEST_NODE(FND_CONC_MAINTAIN.BOTH,
request_id_list4, 'SCAN04CN24');
END;
EXCEPTION
when others then
dbms_output.put_line(SQLERRM);
END;
/
EOF
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Update Node Name in Fnd_Concurrent_Queues

To update the primary and secondary node names for the parallel concurrent processing manager
configuration on the secondary site, the following anonymous PL/SQL statement was run as the APPS
user on the database from scan04cn23 as oracle_ebs:
sqlplus apps/apps@EBSSY <<EOF
set serveroutput on size 1000000;
declare
TYPE cmapp_list IS TABLE OF VARCHAR2(30) INDEX BY PLS_INTEGER;
TYPE app_list IS TABLE OF VARCHAR2(50) INDEX BY PLS_INTEGER;
l_ccmgr_short_name_list cmapp_list;
l_app_name_list app_list;
begin
fnd_global.apps_initialize(
1318,

-- "Operations"

21623,

-- "Order Management Super User"

660

-- "ONT"

);
apps.mo_global.init('ONT');
mo_global.set_policy_context('S',204);
begin
select fcq.CONCURRENT_QUEUE_NAME CMMGR_SHORT_NAME,
fap.APPLICATION_SHORT_NAME APP_NAME
bulk collect into l_ccmgr_short_name_list, l_app_name_list
from fnd_concurrent_queues fcq, fnd_application fap
where fcq.ENABLED_FLAG='Y'
and fcq.node_name in ('SCAN03VM0034-EOIB1', 'SCAN03CN26')
and fcq.node_name2 is not null
and fcq.application_id = fap.application_id;
FOR i IN l_ccmgr_short_name_list.FIRST
..l_ccmgr_short_name_list.LAST
LOOP
DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE
('Concurrent Manager Short Name = ' ||
l_ccmgr_short_name_list(i) || ' Application

= ' ||

l_app_name_list(i));
fnd_manager.update_node(l_ccmgr_short_name_list(i),
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l_app_name_list(i), 'SCAN04CN23', 'SCAN04CN24');
END LOOP;
l_ccmgr_short_name_list.DELETE;
l_app_name_list.DELETE;
select fcq.CONCURRENT_QUEUE_NAME CMMGR_SHORT_NAME,
fap.APPLICATION_SHORT_NAME APP_NAME
bulk collect into l_ccmgr_short_name_list, l_app_name_list
from fnd_concurrent_queues fcq, fnd_application fap
where fcq.ENABLED_FLAG='Y'
and fcq.node_name in ('SCAN03VM0050-EOIB1', 'SCAN03CN28')
and fcq.node_name2 is not null
and fcq.application_id = fap.application_id;
FOR i IN l_ccmgr_short_name_list.FIRST ..
l_ccmgr_short_name_list.LAST
LOOP
DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE
('Concurrent Manager Short Name = ' ||
l_ccmgr_short_name_list(i) || ' Application

= ' ||

l_app_name_list(i));
fnd_manager.update_node(l_ccmgr_short_name_list(i),
l_app_name_list(i), 'SCAN04CN24', 'SCAN04CN23');
END LOOP;
END;
EXCEPTION
when others then
dbms_output.put_line(SQLERRM);
END;
/
EOF

Optionally, the following SQL statement can be used to determine which node the concurrent
managers are configured for prior to making the changes in the preceding SQL statements:
sqlplus apps/apps@EBSSY <<EOF
set linesize 180
set pagesize 9999
select decode(CONCURRENT_QUEUE_NAME,'FNDICM','Internal
Manager','FNDCRM','Conflict Resolution Manager','AMSDMIN','Marketing
Data Mining Manager','C_AQCT_SVC','C AQCART
Service','FFTM','FastFormula Transaction Manager','FNDCPOPP','Output
Post Processor','FNDSCH','Scheduler/Prereleaser
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Manager','FNDSM_AQHERP','Service Manager:
AQHERP','FTE_TXN_MANAGER','Transportation Manager','IEU_SH_CS','Session
History Cleanup','IEU_WL_CS','UWQ Worklist Items Release for Crashed
session','INVMGR','Inventory Manager','INVTMRPM','INV Remote Procedure
Manager','OAMCOLMGR','OAM Metrics Collection Manager','PASMGR','PA
Streamline Manager','PODAMGR','PO Document Approval
Manager','RCVOLTM','Receiving Transaction Manager','STANDARD','Standard
Manager','WFALSNRSVC','Workflow Agent Listener
Service','WFMLRSVC','Workflow Mailer Service','WFWSSVC','Workflow
Document Web Services Service','WMSTAMGR','WMS Task Archiving
Manager','XDP_APPL_SVC','SFM Application Monitoring
Service','XDP_CTRL_SVC','SFM Controller Service','XDP_Q_EVENT_SVC','SFM
Event Manager Queue Service','XDP_Q_FA_SVC','SFM Fulfillment Actions
Queue Service','XDP_Q_FE_READY_SVC','SFM Fulfillment Element Ready
Queue Service','XDP_Q_IN_MSG_SVC','SFM Inbound Messages Queue
Service','XDP_Q_ORDER_SVC','SFM Order Queue
Service','XDP_Q_TIMER_SVC','SFM Timer Queue
Service','XDP_Q_WI_SVC','SFM Work Item Queue
Service','XDP_SMIT_SVC','SFM SM Interface Test Service') as "Concurrent
Manager's Name", TARGET_NODE,NODE_NAME,NODE_NAME2 from
fnd_concurrent_queues;
EOF

6.6.4

Complete the Configuration of Application Tiers

AutoConfig must also be run on the application tier also to ensure any former primary database
references are replaced with the new primary. This was executed by executing the following commands:
As the oracle_ebs user on scan04cn23:
$ .
/u03/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBSSY_scan04cn23/appl/admin/APPSEBSSY_scan04c
n23.env
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adautocfg.sh

As the oracle_ebs user on scan04cn24:
$ .
/u03/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBSSY_scan04cn24/appl/admin/APPSEBSSY_scan04c
n24.env
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adautocfg.sh

Provide the APPS password when prompted.
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When the commands were complete any final cloning tasks that may be required as outlined below
were performed, and the application started.
6.6.4.1

Perform the Cloning Finishing Tasks

The “Finishing Tasks” were performed as outlined in My Oracle Support Knowledge Document
406982.1, “Cloning Oracle Applications Release R12 with Rapid Clone”, and included validating and or
executing the following:
•

Update / Validate instance specific profile options at other than site level (Rapid Clone
updates the site level instance specific profile options)

•

Modify printer settings as necessary

•

Update / Validate workflow configuration settings

•

Update / Validate APPLCSF variable if necessary

6.6.4.2

Finishing Tasks

This section lists tasks that may be necessary, depending on implementation and the intended use of
the cloned system.
6.6.4.2.1

Update profile options

Rapid Clone updates only site0level profile options. If any other profile options are set to instancespecific values, they must be updated manually.
6.6.4.2.2

Update printer settings

If the new cloned system needs to utilize different printers, update the target system with the new
printer settings.
6.6.4.2.3

Update Workflow configuration settings

Cloning an Oracle Applications instance will not update the host and instance-specific information
used by Oracle Workflow. The tables and columns listed in Table 15 were reviewed to check for any
instance-specific data in the Workflow configuration on the target system.

Table 15: WORKFLOW CONFIGURATION SETTINGS
TABLE NAME

COLUMN NAME

WF_NOTIFICATION_ATTRIBUTES

TEXT_VALUE

COLUMN VALUE DETAILS
Value starts with http://[old web host]: Update to new
web host.

WF_ITEM_ATTRIBUTE_VALUES

TEXT_VALUE

Value starts with "http://[old web host]: Update to new
web host.

WF_SYSTEMS

GUID

Using the Workflow Administrator Web Applications
responsibility, create a new system defined as the new
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global database name.
WF_SYSTEMS

NAME

Replace value with the database global name.

WF_AGENTS

ADDRESS

Update database link with the new database global
name.

FND_FORM_FUNCTIONS

WEB_HOST_NAME

Update with the new web host name.

FND_FORM_FUNCTIONS

WEB_AGENT_NAME

Update to point at the new PL/SQL listener name.

FND_CONCURRENT_REQUESTS

LOGFILE_NAME

Update with the correct path to the logfile directory.

FND_CONCURRENT_REQUESTS

OUTFILE_NAME

Update with the new directory path on the target
system.

6.6.4.2.4

Verify the APPLCSF Variable Setting

Source the APPS environment and verify that the variable APPLCSF (identifying the top-level
directory for concurrent manager log and output files) points to a suitable directory. To modify it,
change the value of the s_applcsf variable in the context file and then run AutoConfig. For the
case study this directory was replicated thus the s_applcsf variable configured for the standby
remains unchanged and set to the same value as the primary (/ebsmaalogs).
6.6.4.2.5

Update the SESSION_COOKIE_DOMAIN Value in ICX_PARAMETERS

If the target system is in a different domain name than the source system and
SESSION_COOKIE_DOMAIN was not null in the source system, update that value to reflect the
new domain name.
6.6.4.2.6

Re-Implement SSL and SSO Configuration

If the Source System was SSL or SSO enabled, and the Target is required to be SSL or SSO enabled,
then reconfigure the Target by following the SSL/SSO documentation. Otherwise, if the Target is
required to be non-SSL or non-SSO, then follow the same SSL/SSO documentation to undo the
SSL/SSO setup.
6.6.4.3

Startup EBS as Production on New Primary Site

The standard procedure was used to start the EBS application middle tier services:
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adstrtal.sh

Provide the application user’s password when prompted.
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Execute Primary Site Failover

6.7.1

Perform Primary Site Failover Tasks

6.7.1.1

Shutdown Services on the Application Servers

The application was shut down on the primary application servers as oracle_ebs on scan03vm0034eoib1, scan03vm0050-eoib1, scan03cn26 and scan03cn28 using the commands shown here:
On scan03vm0034-eoib1:
$ . /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBS_scan03vm0034-eoib1.env
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adstpall.sh

On scan03vm0050-eoib1:
$ . /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBS_scan03vm0050-eoib1.env
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adstpall.sh

On scan03cn26:
$ . /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBS_scan03cn26.env
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adstpall.sh

On scan03cn28:
$ . /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl/APPSEBS_scan03cn28.env
$ cd $ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME
$ ./adstpall.sh
6.7.1.2

Perform Failover

In order to perform the failover, unlike other commands using the Data Guard Broker command line
interface, a connection must be made to the standby to which the failover is to occur. To ensure this an
explicit connect statement was used irrespective of where the connection to DGMGRL occurred. For
an Oracle RAC standby, the connection must be made to the APPLY instance. The failover was
performed on scam08db03 as the oracle_ebs user using the following script:
dgmgrl sys/welcome1@ebssy << EOF
connect sys/welcome1@EBSSY1;
failover to ebssy;
show configuration;
EOF

The outcome of executing the failover is shown below:
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Snippets of the respective log files are also shown below to illustrate the mechanics of the failover.
The Data Guard Broker log on the non-apply instance of the standby being failed over to (for the case
study this was EBSSY2) showed the following:
01/05/2014 16:43:46
Notifying DMON of db close
01/05/2014 16:43:52
Protection mode set to MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
01/05/2014 16:44:00
Command FAILOVER TO ebssy completed

The Data Guard Broker log on the apply instance the standby being failed over to (for the case study
this was EBSSY1) showed the following:
01/05/2014 16:43:29
FAILOVER TO ebssy
Beginning failover to database ebssy
Notifying Oracle Clusterware to teardown database for FAILOVER
01/05/2014 16:43:42
Notifying DMON of db close
01/05/2014 16:43:54
Protection mode set to MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
01/05/2014 16:43:58
Deferring associated archivelog destinations of sites permanently
disabled due to Failover
Notifying Oracle Clusterware to buildup primary database after FAILOVER
Data Guard notifying Oracle Clusterware to start services and other
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instances change
01/05/2014 16:44:00
Posting DB_DOWN alert ...
... with reason Data Guard Failover
Command FAILOVER TO ebssy completed

The Data Guard Broker log on the primary instance being failed over from (for the case study this was
EBS1) showed the following:
01/05/2014 16:44:06
Redo transport problem detected: redo transport for database ebssy has
the following error:
ORA-03135: connection lost contact
01/05/2014 16:44:07
Site ebssy returned ORA-16623.
Database ebssy indicates failover has occurred
This database is no longer the primary
Redo transport will be disabled on this database
Database failover has occurred to another database
This database will be prepared for reinstatement

6.8

Configuring Application after Failover

6.8.1

Configuring Application Tiers after Failover

The steps to configure the application tiers after failover to the standby are identical to those executed
after a switchover and were executed as described in ‘Configuring Application Tiers after Role Transition’.

6.8.2

Re-instantiate Former Primary as Standby

If the primary site is, to all intents and purposes destroyed, the database needs to be re-instantiated at
the primary site as a standby. There are currently several viable tested options for the Oracle EBusiness Suite re-instantiation of the primary database as a standby database.
1.

Re-instantiate the database using Data Guard Broker
By far the most efficient mechanism for database re-instantiation is using the Data Guard Broker.
The Data Guard Broker effectively performs the steps described in option 2 below once the reinstate command is issued. A re-instantiation using the Data Guard Broker is possible provided
failover was executed in a broker configuration and flashback enabled on both the primary and
target standby. For the case study described in this paper, this was the mechanism employed and
the steps for re-instantiation are described in “Re-instantiate Former Primary using Data Guard Broker”.

2.

Re-instantiate the database using Flashback Database.
The current best practice recommendation for the Oracle E-Business Suite regarding the use of
Flashback Database is that it should not be turned on if the modules being used make heavy use
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of LOBs. This is because of the performance penalty experienced when LOBs are in use and
Flashback Database is turned on. If, however, testing has established that either LOBs are not in
use, or the performance penalty when they are in use is acceptable, then it is recommended that
Flashback be enabled on the primary, because using Flashback Database to restore a previously
failed primary is the most efficient approach. The complete details of how this is done are
obtained at “Flashing Back a Failed Primary Database into a Physical Standby Database”. The
steps include the following:
a)

Determine the SCN at which the old standby database became the primary database on the
new primary.

b) Flash back the failed primary database to the SCN at which the old standby database became
the primary.
c)

Convert the database to a physical standby database.

d) Start redo transport to the reinstated physical standby database.
e) Start Redo Apply on the new physical standby database.
It should be noted that Redo Apply will automatically stop each time it encounters a redo record
that is generated as the result of a role transition. Therefore the Redo Apply process must be
monitored and restarted one or more times until it has applied beyond the SCN at which the new
primary database became the primary database. Once the failed primary database is restored and is
running in the standby role a switchover can be performed if desired to transition the databases to
their original (pre-failure) roles. The steps to do this are documented in “Execute Primary Site
Switchover”. Once the database is in the desired and appropriate roles, the steps detailed in
“Configuring Application Tiers after Role Transition” must also be followed, either as part of performing
a switchover as detailed in the section referenced or as completing the build of the new standby.
3.

Recreate the database using the RMAN backups.
If Flashback Database is not enabled on the primary, a viable option exists for recreating the
database using RMAN backups. The complete details of how this is done can be obtained at
“Converting a Failed Primary into a Physical Standby Using RMAN Backups”. The steps include
the following:
a)

Determine the SCN at which the old standby database became the primary database.

b) Restore and recover the entire database to the point in time at which the old standby became
the primary.
c) Convert the database to a physical standby database.
d) Open the database as read-only to synchronize control file with the database by using a
dictionary check. The alert log should be examined for any manual steps that may be required
as a result of the dictionary check.
e) Shutdown the database and open again in mount status.
f)

Restart transporting redo to the new physical standby database from the new primary.
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g) Start Redo Apply on the new physical standby database.
Once the failed primary database is restored and is running in the standby role a switchover can be
performed if desired to transition the databases to their original (pre-failure) roles. The steps to do
this are documented in “Execute Primary Site Switchover”. When the database is in the desired and
appropriate roles, the steps detailed in “Configuring Application Tiers after Role Transition” must also be
followed, either as part of performing a switchover as detailed in the section referenced or as
completing the build of the new standby.
4.

Recreate the database using the RMAN backups and using RMAN Incremental Backups.
The circumstances under which the failover was performed will determine which method is
appropriate for re-instantiating the former primary as a standby. In certain circumstances, the
restore of the database using the method described in (2) above creates a database that lags the
primary by a substantial amount, because of the distinct possibility of the lack of a viable backup
that predates the failover by only a few hours. In such situations it could be beneficial to use an
incremental backup on the new primary to roll forward the re-created standby. The steps to create
and apply an incremental backup from the new primary on the re-created standby can be obtained
at “Using RMAN Incremental Backups to Roll Forward a Physical Standby Database”. The steps
to create and apply the incremental include (Note: Oracle recommends the use of a recovery
catalog when performing this operation. These steps are possible without a recovery catalog, but
great care must be taken to correct the file names in the restored control file.):
a)

Stop Redo Apply on the standby database if it has been started.

b) On the standby database, compute the FROM SCN for the incremental backup.
c) Create an incremental backup from the FROM SCN on the new primary on storage shared
between the primary and standby if possible.
d) Transfer all the backup pieces created on the primary to the standby if no shared storage
exists for the standby and primary database.
e) Catalog the new backup pieces on the standby.
f)

Ensure the standby database site is automatically registered by using the RMAN “REPORT
SCHEMA” statement.

g) Apply incremental backups.
h) Start Redo Apply on the physical standby database.
5.

Recreate the database using the “RMAN Duplicate from Active Primary” approach.
This method and the accompanying application configurations are described in “Create the Standby
Database - Creating a Standby Oracle E-Business Suite Database from an Existing Primary”.

6.8.2.1

Re-instantiate Former Primary using Data Guard Broker

If a database can be reinstated, it will show the following status after a complete failover:
ORA-16661: the standby database needs to be reinstated
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As illustrated in the preceding section, “Perform Failover”, for the case study described in this paper the
conditions for Data Guard Broker-managed database re-instantiation were met. Thus, the former
primary was re-instantiated as a standby for the new primary using the following script, run as the
oracle_ebs user on any server and connected to any database in the Data Guard configuration (except
the database to be re-instated):
dgmgrl sys/welcome1@ebssy <<EOF
reinstate database ebs;
show configuration;
EOF

The result of executing the above command as the oracle_ebs user on scam08db04 is shown below:

Snippets of the respective log files are also shown below to illustrate the mechanics of the reinstatement.
The Data Guard Broker log on the non-apply instance of the former primary being reinstated as a
standby to the new primary (for the case study this was EBS2) showed the following:
01/05/2014 19:26:13
>> Starting Data Guard Broker bootstrap <<
Broker Configuration File Locations:
dg_broker_config_file1 =
"+DATA_SCAM02/ebs/dgbrokerfile/dr1ebs.dat"
dg_broker_config_file2 =
"+DATA_SCAM02/ebs/dgbrokerfile/dr2ebs.dat"
01/05/2014 19:26:15
DMON Registering service EBS_DGB with listener(s)
Broker Configuration:
Protection Mode:

"ebs_dgmgrl"
Maximum Performance

Fast-Start Failover (FSFO): Disabled, flags=0x0, version=0
Primary Database:

ebssy (0x01010000)
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Standby Database:

ebs, Enabled Physical Standby

0x02010000)
01/05/2014 19:26:19
ebs version check successfully completed
ebs has current configuration metadata,
completing bootstrap
Creating process RSM0

The Data Guard Broker log on the apply instance of the former primary being reinstated as a standby
to the new primary (for the case study this was EBS1) showed the following:
01/05/2014 19:19:47
DMON Registering service EBS_DGB with listener(s)
01/05/2014 19:19:50
Data Guard notifying Oracle Clusterware of database role change
Creating process RSM0
01/05/2014 19:20:04
Physical RSM: Reinstatement... Converting old primary control file to
physical standby control file
01/05/2014 19:21:44
Purging diverged redos on resetlogs branch 804871192, starting SCN
9664194030349
01/05/2014 19:21:46
Purged 0 archived logs
01/05/2014 19:21:51
Data Guard Broker shutting down
RSM0 successfully terminated
01/05/2014 19:21:53
>> DMON Process Shutdown <<
01/05/2014 19:24:19
>> Starting Data Guard Broker bootstrap <<
Broker Configuration File Locations:
dg_broker_config_file1 =
"+DATA_SCAM02/ebs/dgbrokerfile/dr1ebs.dat"
dg_broker_config_file2 =
"+DATA_SCAM02/ebs/dgbrokerfile/dr2ebs.dat"
01/05/2014 19:24:22
Database needs to be reinstated or re-created, Data Guard broker ready
01/05/2014 19:24:55
DMON Registering service EBS_DGB with listener(s)
01/05/2014 19:24:58
Apply Instance for Database ebs set to EBS1
Data Guard notifying Oracle Clusterware of database role change
01/05/2014 19:25:26
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Creating process RSM0
01/05/2014 19:26:01
Notifying Oracle Clusterware to buildup after REINSTATEMENT
Data Guard notifying Oracle Clusterware to start services and other
instances change
Command REINSTATE DATABASE ebs completed
01/05/2014 19:26:02
Command EDIT DATABASE ebs SET PROPERTY ActualApplyInstance = EBS1
completed

The Data Guard Broker log on instance one the new primary database (for the case study this was
EBSSY1) showed the following:
01/05/2014 19:24:54
REINSTATE DATABASE ebs
Database ebs can be reinstated
01/05/2014 19:25:42
Successfully completed reinstatement of database 0x02001000; removing
ReinstateContextArray property
01/05/2014 19:26:01
Command REINSTATE DATABASE ebs completed
EDIT DATABASE ebs SET PROPERTY ActualApplyInstance = EBS1
Apply Instance for database ebs is EBS1
Command EDIT DATABASE ebs SET PROPERTY ActualApplyInstance = EBS1
completed

6.9

MAA Best Practices for ZFS Storage Appliance

In order to implement ZFS replication as the availability strategy for critical directories on the middle
tiers, the ZFS shares first needed to be created and configured.
6.9.1

Shared APPL_TOP Configuration

ZFS allows file systems to be organized into arbitrary hierarchies, where each file system has only a
single parent. The root of the hierarchy is always the pool name. ZFS leverages this hierarchy by
supporting property inheritance so that common properties can be set quickly and easily on entire trees
of file systems.
A best practice configuration for ZFS file systems is one that implements a file system per user or
project, as this model allows properties, snapshots, and backups to be controlled on a per-user or perproject basis.
The steps to create the shares on the respective ZFS servers in use on the primary and standby sites
were as follows:
•

Create a project.
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Two projects are in use for the work done and described in this paper. The first, ebsshare on the
primary and replicated to the standby site is used to encapsulate the shares that are used for the shared
APPL_TOP locations. The second, ebsmaalogs, on the primary and replicated from the primary to the
standby sites is used to encapsulate the shares that are used for the concurrent manager logs and the
directories that are typically included in the rsync recommendation made in the Oracle E-Business
Suite MAA paper [16], specifically the directories matching to the APPLCSF environment variables
(APPLCSF/out and APPLCSF/log directories).
•

Define replication properties for the projects for which replication is required (ebsmaalogs,
ebsmaa).

Create the shares within the actual projects that are to be used as NFS shares for the shared
APPL_TOP configuration and for the replicated directories.
Complete details for setting up the shares is provided in “Creating ZFS Custom Projects and Shares.”
Once the shares were created and configured, they were mounted on the respective application tiers
with the following entries in the /etc/fstab files on the servers.
On the primary:
# Mount the EBS primary shares
172.17.0.9:/export/ebsshare /ebsshare nfs
rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600
172.17.0.9:/export/ebsmaalogs

/ebsmaalogs nfs

rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600

On the standby:
# Mount the EBS standby shares
192.168.219.207:/export/ebsshare /ebssshare nfs4
rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600
192.168.219.207:/export/ebsmaalogs

/ebsmaalogs nfs4

rw,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,bg,hard,timeo=600

It should be noted that setting actimeo=0 is extremely common as it is a recommendation that is
typically made in file systems used in an Oracle RAC environment. It cannot be stressed enough
however that this setting should not exist for the NFS shares being used on the application tier,
because of the detrimental performance impact.
Configuring the shared APPL_TOP was done by using My Oracle Support Knowledge Document
384248.1 “Sharing The Application Tier file system in Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12” as a guide.
The note describes using Rapid Install to configure shared APL_TOP as this is the default. For the
work done in this paper the steps to configure the nodes were executed manually as follows (detailed
steps and the results of the commands executed are provided in “Appendix C - Adding a Node to a Shared
Application Tier File System”):
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Pre-configuration tasks
o

Allocate the shared file system for the installation from the ZFS Storage Appliance
using the steps outlined in
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o

Ensure that the application user has the appropriate privileges on the share created;
the user ID and group ID for the applications user (oracle_ebs) is created the same
on all the applicable nodes.

o

Mount the shared file system on all the application nodes. 5

o

Run adpreclone on all nodes of the database tier and all nodes of the application
tiers.
On the database tier:
$

cd $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/scripts

$

perl adpreclone.pl dbTier

On the applications tier:
$ cd $INST_TOP/admin/scripts
$ perl adpreclone.pl appsTier

•

Take a backup of the database and make a tar file copy of the database tier (from either node)
Oracle E-Business Suite code tree and application tier (from any node) Oracle E-Business
Suite code tree. This is both for restore purposes as well as for configuring the shared file
system (The directories to include in the tar files are detailed in “Copy the Primary Database
ORACLE_HOME to the Standby Database Server” and “Copy the Primary Application Tier
Directories to the Standby Site Application Tier”). The application services and database do not
need to be shut down for the backups and tar copies to occur, however it is a “cleaner”
approach and was the method adopted for the work described in this paper.

•

Create the shared directory file structures on the shared mount point.

•

Restore a copy of the application tier tar files into the new ZFS shares location.

•

Configure the first middle tier from APPL_TOP=<non-shared location> to
APPL_TOP=<shared location>.

•

Ensure that the OracleAS 10.1.2 ORACLE_HOME and the OracleAS 10.1.3
ORACLE_HOME environment variables are pointing to the new shared location, for
example:
export ORACLE_HOME=/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_st/10.1.2
export IAS_ORACLE_HOME=/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_st/10.1.3

•

Run the adclone command:
$ cd /ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/comn/clone/bin
$ perl adcfgclone.pl appsTier

5 See section “Shared APPL_TOP Configuration on Application Tiers for Primary and Standby Oracle E-Business
Suite Environment” for the mount options used in /etc/fstab and observations on the impact of various
settings most notably actimeo-0
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Once the clone completes successfully, add the subsequent node(s) according to the My Oracle
Support Knowledge Document section 4. The steps are detailed in “Appendix C - Adding a Node to a
Shared Application Tier File System”. It is important to note that on the nodes to be added, after mounting
the shared file system disk, the environment variables COMMON_TOP, APPL_TOP,
ORACLE_HOME and IAS_ORACLE_HOME need to be set to the new share location before
running the steps outlined. In addition, it is important to ensure that the context file for the first node
is available to the subsequent node(s), either by copying it across to the node to be added, or by using
the shared location for all context files. For the work described in this paper the latter approach was
adopted.

6.9.2

Hardware Based Load Balancing

The My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Using Load-Balancers with Oracle E-Business Suite
Release 12 [ID 380489.1]” was used to configure the application tiers with a hardware based load
balancer. Specifically, the configuration used for the work described in this paper is the one outlined in
the section “Using Hardware Load Balancers with Single Web Entry Point” and illustrated in below.
It is essential to ensure that the application servers can be individually routed to before implementing
the hardware load balancer. Once the application tiers have been added using the methods described,
the individual servers should be tested by starting all the services on them and validating that the
application can be reached using the server specific URLs. To ensure that all of the necessary
configuration is in place for the multiple application server hosts, refer to the My Oracle Support
Knowledge Document 380489.1 “Using Load-Balancers with Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12”
section titled “Using Hardware Load Balancers with Multiple Web Entry Points”.
Some specific items that must be validated for server availability include:
Ensure that the Profile Options Hierarchy Type is appropriately updated as per the My Oracle Support
Knowledge Document. Configuration of the Oracle E-Business Suite environment for access from
multiple entry points requires the profile options hierarchy type to be changed from the default of
SECURITY to SERVRESP.
Ensure that the appropriate values in the context files for web entry and web hosts for the respective
application servers are appropriately configured. Table 16 provides the values used for the
configuration described in this paper before incorporating the hardware load balancer.

Table 16: CONTEXT VARIABLES FOR MULTIPLE APPLICATION TIERS – PRIMARY SITE
CONTEXT VARIABLE NAME

CONTEXT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

CONTEXT VALUE

s_webentryurlprotocol

Protocol that desktop clients use to

http

communicate with the entry point server

s_webentryhost

Name of the host that receives the first
HTTP request from the desktop client

scan03vm0034-eoib1 on Application Server 1
scan03vm0050-eoib1 on Application Server 2
scan03cn26 on Application Server 3
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CONTEXT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

CONTEXT VALUE

scan03cn28 on Application Server 4
s_webentrydomain

Domain name of the host that receives

us.oracle.com

the first HTTP request from the desktop
client

s_active_webport

Port on the web server or load balancer
that listens for HTTP requests

s_login_page

URL used to access the Applications
logon page

s_external_url

URL that third party tools use to connect
to the Oracle E-Business Suite System.
This is used only by the Oracle Web
Services product.

s_server_ip_address

8029 on scan03vm0034-eoib1, scan03vm0050eoib1, scan03cn26, scan03cn28
http://scan03vm0034eoib1.us.oracle.com:8029/OA_HTML/AppsLogin
on Application Server 1
http://scan03vm0050eoib1.us.oracle.com:8029/OA_HTML/AppsLogin
on Application Server 2
http://scan03cn26.us.oracle.com:8029/OA_HTML/
AppsLogin on Application Server 3
http://scan03cn28.us.oracle.com:8029/OA_HTML/
AppsLogin on Application Server 4
http://scan03vm0034-eoib1.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 1
http://scan03vm0050-eoib1.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 2
http://scan03cn26.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 3
http://scan03cn28.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 4
10.133.227.7 on Application Server 1
10.133.227.23 on Application Server 2
10.133.47.63 on Application Server 3
10.133.47.65 on Application Server 4

Table 17: CONTEXT VARIABLES FOR MULTIPLE APPLICATION TIERS – SECONDARY SITE
CONTEXT VARIABLE NAME

CONTEXT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

CONTEXT VALUE

s_webentryurlprotocol

Protocol that desktop clients use to

http

communicate with the entry point server

s_webentryhost
s_webentrydomain

HTTP request from the desktop client

scan04cn23 on Application Server 1
scan04cn24 on Application Server 2

Domain name of the host that receives

us.oracle.com

Name of the host that receives the first

the first HTTP request from the desktop
client

s_active_webport

Port on the web server or load balancer

8029 on scan04cn23, scan04cn24

that listens for HTTP requests

s_login_page

URL used to access the Applications

http://scan04cn23.us.oracle.com:8029/OA_HTML/
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CONTEXT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

CONTEXT VALUE

logon page

AppsLogin on Application Server 1
http://scan04cn24.us.oracle.com:8029/OA_HTML/
AppsLogin on Application Server 2

URL that third party tools use to connect

http://scan04cn23.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 1
http://scan04cn24.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 2

to the Oracle E-Business Suite System.
This is used only by the Oracle Web
Services product.

s_server_ip_address

10.133.219.199 on Application Server 1
10.133.219.200 on Application Server 2

The steps to incorporate hardware load balancing are detailed in Appendix D Configuring Hardware Load
Balancing for the Oracle E-Business Suite Middle Tier. The high-level steps include the following:
On the Application Servers:
i) Update the application context file on each mid-tier server to include the variables referencing the
load balancer entry point.
ii) Run the AutoConfig utility on all the application tier servers.
iii) Restart application server processes.
iv) Test sign on from the load balancer entry point.
On the load balancer:
i) The Hardware Load Balancer must be configured for session persistence (see “Application Server
Hardware Load Balancing Configuration” ). The set up and configuration of the hardware load balancer is
detailed in the white paper “Deploying F5 with Oracle E-Business Suite 12”.

Figure 12: Hardware Load Balancer Configuration
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7 Appendix B – Creating ZFS Custom Projects and Shares
7.1

Create the ZFS Project
•

Log in to the ZFSSA BUI.
On the primary: Navigate in a browser to https://scan03sn-fe:215.
On the secondary: Navigate in a browser to https://scan04sn-fe:215.

•

Click on the Shares tab to bring up the projects
Click on the arrow beside Projects to expand

•

Click on the + button on the expanded Projects menu to bring up the New Project dialogue
window.

•

Enter a project name and click Apply.

7.2

Configure Project File Systems and NFS Exceptions
•

Click on the newly created project name in the left hand pane, and in the window displayed
click on the + button to add file systems.
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Click on the Protocols tab and the + beside NFS Exceptions to define appropriate NFS
protocol exceptions.
On the primary site ZFSSA the following exceptions were added for each project created:

On the secondary site ZFSSA the following exceptions were added for each project created:

•

To configure default access privileges for the project click General.

For the primary and secondary ZFSSA projects, all the file systems were designed to be owned by the
application user oracle_ebs with a primary OS group of oinstall. Thus the default settings for the file
systems were defined as shown:

1002 is the unique ID (uid) for the user oracle_ebs and 1001 is the unique group id (gid) for the OS
group oinstall on both the primary and the standby.
All of the file systems were created so that they would inherit privileges from the project; thus the
access privileges for all file systems were as shown in the image below:
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All of the NFS exceptions and root directory access privileges were also inherited from the project for
all the file systems on the primary and on the standby as shown below:
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8 Appendix C - Adding Node to Shared App Tier File System
This section describes how to add a node to a shared application tier file system.

8.1

Prepare Existing Node

Execute Rapid Clone on the existing node.
As the oracle_ebs user, the node that was sharing the file system was logged into and the following
commands executed:
$ cd <INST_TOP>/admin/scripts/
$ perl adpreclone.pl appsTier

8.2

Make the Applications Files Accessible

Ensure that the shared file system disk is mounted to the application node to be added. For the work
done for this paper, after mounting the shared file system disk, the following file systems were visible
from both the application nodes:
o
o
o
o

Shared COMMON_TOP:
/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/comn
Shared APPL_TOP:
/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/appl
Shared OracleAS 10.1.2 ORACLE_HOME:
/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_st/10.1.2
Shared OracleAS 10.1.3 ORACLE_HOME:
/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/tech_st/10.1.3

Note: User ID and group ID should be consistent across nodes using a shared file system to
avoid file access permission issues. The same absolute path must be retained for the mount
points of the shared file system on each node. The value for the context variable s_atName
must be same in the context file for all the application tier nodes.

8.3

Configure the Node To Be Added
The Applications context file for the existing node will need to be copied to the current node
if the Applications context file for the existing node is not accessible from the current node.
The commands listed below should then be executed. Refer to “Prompts While Running
adclonectx.pl” for an example on prompts while running adclonectx.pl.
As the oracle_ebs user log in to the node to be added.
$ cd $COMMON_TOP/clone/bin
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$ perl adclonectx.pl addnode \
contextfile=
/ebsshare/appmgr/EBS/apps/apps_st/comn/clone/bin/EBS_scan03vm0034eoib1.xml :path to an existing context file from a node using the
shared file system, including the file name

The above command creates a new context file for the node that is added to the multi-node
system. The next step is to run the AutoConfig utility which will generate the new Instance
Home for the node and update the required tables in the database.

$ perl $AD_TOP/bin/adconfig.pl \
contextfile= /u01/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBS_ scan03vm0050-eoib1
/appl/admin/EBS_ scan03vm0050-eoib1.xml :path to the new context file,
including the file name

The last step is to run the AutoConfig utility on all of the other nodes so that the required
configuration files on those are updated with the new node information.

8.4

Prompts While Running adclonectx.pl

adclonectx.pl is a Perl script that clones the context file. This utility should not be used standalone.
This section provides an example of the typical answers to the prompts displayed while running
adclonectx.pl.
$ perl adclonectx.pl addnode \
contextfile= /u01/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBS_scan03vm0034-eoib1
/appl/admin/EBS_scan03vm0034-eoib1.xml
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Table 18: Example Responses for adclonectx.pl on the Application Tier
Prompts
Enter the APPS password:

Response Example
APPS

Description
Enter the ORACLE password for
Application Object Library.

Target hostname (virtual or normal) [scan03vm0050-

scan03vm0050-eoib1

eoib1]:

Enter the current hostname. Most
of the time it will be the same as
default value.

Do you want the inputs to be validated (y/n) [n] ?:

y

Checks for resource conflicts when
response is 'y'.

Target system service groups - enable Root

enabled

Services [enabled] [enabled]:

Must be enabled if configuring
'Web Entry Point Services' or 'Web
Application Services'.

Target system service groups - enable Web Entry

enabled

Point Services [enabled] [enabled]:
Target system service groups - enable Web

'Web Entry Point Services'.
enabled

Application Services [enabled] [enabled]:
Target system service groups - enable Batch

enabled

Must be enabled if configuring
'Batch Processing Services'.

enabled

Group [enabled] [enabled]:
Do you want to preserve the Display set to

Must be enabled if configuring
'Web Entry Point Services'.

Processing Services [enabled] [enabled]:
Target system service groups - enable Other Service

Must be enabled if configuring

Must be enabled if configuring
'Other Service Group'.

n

localhost:5.0 (y/n) [y] ?:

If you want to continue using your
previous display value, respond 'y'.
Otherwise, respond 'n' to enter a
new value.

Target system Display [scan03vm0050-eoib1:0.0]:

scan03vm0050-

Enter a valid display value.

eoib1:0.0
Do you want the the target system to have the same

n

port values as the source system (y/n) [y] ?:

If you want to continue using your
previous port values , respond 'y'.
Otherwise, respond 'n' to enter a
new value.

Enter the port pool to be used for the target system

1

node [0-99]:

The port pool provides a way to
use a set of predefined server
ports.

Target system proxy hostname:

www-proxy

Enter a valid proxy hostname.

Target system proxy port:

80

Enter a valid proxy port.
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3

Select a value from the list

following directories:

provided. The selected value will

1. /usr/tmp

be assigned to APPLPTMP by the

2 /u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st / /11.2.0/appsutil/ou

utility in the newly cloned context

tbound/EBS1_scam02db07

file.

3. /u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st / /11.2.0/appsutil/ou
tbound/EBS2_scam02db08
4. /usr/tmp
Choose a value which will be set as APPLPTMP
value on the target node [1]:
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9 Prompts Running adclonectx.pl on Initial Node for RACRAC Cloning
The command run to create the new context file on the initial Oracle RAC node on the cloned standby
environment (scam08db03) was the following:
perl $ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/bin/adclonectx.pl \
contextfile=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/EBS1_scam02db07.xml \ ***source
database contextfile***
template=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/template/adxdbctx.tmp \
pairsfile=$ORACLE_HOME/appsutil/clone/pairsfile.txt initialnode

The answers provided to the prompts are provided in Table 19.
Table 19 Prompts While Running adcontext.pl on the Database Tier
Prompt
Target System Hostname (virtual or normal)
[scam08db03]
Do you want the inputs to be validated (y/n)
[n] ? :
Target Instance is RAC (y/n) [y] :
Target System Database Name :

Case Study Value
scam08db03

Comment
Enter appropriate value if not defaulted

n

Enter n

y
ebssy

Do you want the target system to have the
same port values as the source system
(y/n) [y] ? :
Host name [scam08db03] :

y

Enter y
Enter new desired global DB name, not a
SID
Select yes or no

Virtual Host name [null] :

scam0803-vip

Instance number [1] :

1

Private interconnect name [scam08db03]

scam08db03-priv

Target System Base Directory :

/u01/oracle/EBS

Oracle OS User [oracle_ebs] :

Oracle_ebs

Oracle OS Group [oinstall] :

oinstall

Target System utl_file_dir Directory List :
/usr/tmp
Number of DATA_TOP's on the Target
System [4] :
Target System DATA_TOP Directory 1 :

/usr/tmp

Do you want to preserve the Display [null]
(y/n) ? :
Target System Display [scam08db03:0.0] :

n

New context path and file name
[/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/appsutil/
ebssy1_scam08db03.xml] :

[/u01/oracle/EBS/db/tech_st/11.2.0/app
sutil/ebssy1_scam08db03.xml

scam08db03

1
+DATA_SCAM08

scam08db03:0.0

Provide information for the initial RAC
node, the value always needs to be set to
the current public machine name
Enter the Clusterware VIP interconnect
name
Enter 1, as this will always be the
instance number when you are on the
primary target node
Always need to change this value to the
private interconnect name
Enter the base directory that contains the
new_oh_loc dir
Should default to correct current user; just
hit enter
Should default to correct current group;
just hit enter
Specify an appropriate value; this can be
modified after the fact
Only one data_top is allowed currently
with RAC-To-RAC cloning
The shared storage location e.g. ASM
diskgroup
Respond according to requirements
Hit enter to accept default provided after n
is entered for the previous prompt
Double-check proposed location, and
amend if needed
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10 Appendix D Configuring Hardware Load Balancing for
Middle Tier
The My Oracle Support Knowledge Document “Using Load-Balancers with Oracle E-Business Suite
Release 12 (Doc ID 380489.1)” was used as reference for configuring the hardware load balancer in the
case study presented in this white paper. The configuration used was a hardware load balancer with a
single web entry point. The steps performed to configure the hardware load balancer for a single web
entry point and the relevant entries in the application context file are detailed in the sections that
follow.

10.1 Configuration Changes on the Application Tier
10.1.2

Update the Applications Context Files

The context files on each application server on the primary and secondary sites were updated to
include the values indicated in Table 20 and Table 21 using the references provided below:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Load Balancer Entry Point: pd-bigip-sca-loan02.us.oracle.com(primary), pd-bigip-scaloan03.us.oracle.com(secondary)
Application Server 1: scan03vm0034-eoib1.us.oracle.com(primary),
scan04cn23.us.oracle.com(secondary)
Application Server 2: scan03vm0050-eoib1.us.oracle.com(primary),
scan04cn24.us.oracle.com(secondary)
Application Server 3: scan03cn26.us.oracle.com(primary)
Application Server 4: scan03cn28.us.oracle.com(primary)
Web Entry protocol: http
Application Tier Web Protocol: http
Application Tier Web Port: 8029
Active Web Port:8029

Table 20: CONTEXT VARIABLES FOR LOAD BALANCED APPLICATION TIERS – PRIMARY SITE
CONTEXT VARIABLE NAME

CONTEXT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

CONTEXT VALUE FOR LOAD BALANCING

s_webentryurlprotocol

Protocol that desktop clients use to

http

communicate with the entry point
server

s_webentryhost

Name of the host that receives the
first HTTP request from the desktop
client

s_webentrydomain

Domain name of the host that

pd-bigip-sca-loan02 on Application Server 1
pd-bigip-sca-loan02 on Application Server 2
pd-bigip-sca-loan02 on Application Server 3
pd-bigip-sca-loan02 on Application Server 4
us.oracle.com

receives the first HTTP request from
the desktop client

s_active_webport

Port on the web server or load

8029 on scan03vm0034-eoib1, scan03vm0050-eoib1,
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CONTEXT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

CONTEXT VALUE FOR LOAD BALANCING

balancer that listens for HTTP

scan03cn26, scan03cn28

requests

s_login_page

URL used to access the Applications
logon page

s_external_url

URL that third party tools use to
connect to the Oracle E-Business
Suite System. This is used only by the
Oracle Web Services product.

http://pd-bigip-sca-loan02.us.oracle.com:8029
/OA_HTML/AppsLogin on Application Server 1
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan02.us.oracle.com:8029
/OA_HTML/AppsLogin on Application Server 2
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan02.us.oracle.com:8029
/OA_HTML/AppsLogin on Application Server 3
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan02.us.oracle.com:8029
/OA_HTML/AppsLogin on Application Server 4
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan02.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 1
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan02.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 2
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan02.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 3
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan02.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 4

Table 21: CONTEXT VARIABLES FOR LOAD BALANCED APPLICATION TIERS – SECONDARY SITE
CONTEXT VARIABLE NAME

CONTEXT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

CONTEXT VALUE FOR LOAD BALANCING

s_webentryurlprotocol

Protocol that desktop clients use to

http

communicate with the entry point
server

s_webentryhost

Name of the host that receives the
first HTTP request from the desktop

pd-bigip-sca-loan03 on Application Server 1
pd-bigip-sca-loan03 on Application Server 2

client

s_webentrydomain

Domain name of the host that

us.oracle.com

receives the first HTTP request from
the desktop client

s_active_webport

Port on the web server or load

8029 on scan04cn23, scan04cn24

balancer that listens for HTTP
requests

s_login_page

URL used to access the Applications
logon page

s_external_url

URL that third party tools use to
connect to the Oracle E-Business
Suite System. This is used only by the
Oracle Web Services product.

http://pd-bigip-sca-loan03.us.oracle.com:8029
/OA_HTML/AppsLogin on Application Server 1
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan03.us.oracle.com:8029
/OA_HTML/AppsLogin on Application Server 2
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan03.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 1
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan03.us.oracle.com:8029 on
Application Server 2
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Run AutoConfig

After the changes have been made to all the context files on all the application tiers, the AutoConfig
command was run on each server using the command shown:
$ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME/adautocfg.sh

Supply the apps user password when prompted.
10.1.4

Restart Application Services

Once the AutoConfig utility completed successfully on each application server, the application services
were started on each server using the command shown:
$ADMIN_SCRIPTS_HOME/adstrtal.sh
10.1.5

Test Sign On from Load Balancer Entry Point

Once the application services were started, access to the application was tested by navigating to the
applications log in page using the external URL:
http://pd-bigip-sca-loan02.us.oracle.com:8029
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11 Appendix E Verify Oracle E-Business Suite Required
Packages
For the latest list of required packages see My Oracle Support Knowledge Document 761566.1
“Oracle Applications Installation and Upgrade Notes Release 12 (12.1.1) for Linux x86-64.” The
following command is an example use of the RPM command to check for the required packages.
Always consult My Oracle Support Knowledge Document ID 761566.1 for the latest requirements.
$ rpm -q --qf '%{NAME}-%{VERSION}-%{RELEASE} (%{ARCH})\n' \
openmotif21 \
xorg-x11-libs-compat \
gcc \
gcc-c++ \
glibc \
glibc-common \
glibc-devel \
libgcc \
libstdc++-devel \
libstdc++ \
libXi \
libXp \
libaio \
libgomp \
make \
gdbm \
sysstat \
util-linux \
compat-libstdc++-296 \
compat-libstdc++-33 \
elfutils-libelf-devel \
elfutils-libelf-devel-static \
libaio-devel \
unixODBC \
unixODBC-devel \
kernel-uek-headers \
| grep "not installed"
package openmotif21 is not installed
package xorg-x11-libs-compat is not installed

Note: Exadata uses the kernel-uek-headers RPM rather than the kernel-headers
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12 Appendix F TNSNAMES.ORA Content on Primary
###############################################################
#
# This file is automatically generated by AutoConfig. It will be read and
# overwritten. If you were instructed to edit this file, or if you are not
# able to use the settings created by AutoConfig, refer to Metalink Note
# 387859.1 for assistance.
#
#$Header: NetServiceHandler.java 120.19.12010000.6 2010/03/09 08:11:36
jmajumde ship $
#
###############################################################
EBS=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0207vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SERVICE_NAME=EBS)
(INSTANCE_NAME=EBS1)
)
)
EBS1=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0207vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SERVICE_NAME=EBS)
(INSTANCE_NAME=EBS1)
)
)
EBS1_FO=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0207vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SERVICE_NAME=EBS)
(INSTANCE_NAME=EBS1)
)
)
EBS2=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0208vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SERVICE_NAME=EBS)
(INSTANCE_NAME=EBS2)
)
)
EBS2_FO=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0208vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
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(CONNECT_DATA=
(SERVICE_NAME=EBS)
(INSTANCE_NAME=EBS2)
)
)
EBS_FO=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0207vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SERVICE_NAME=EBS)
(INSTANCE_NAME=EBS1)
)
)
EBS_BALANCE=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS_LIST=
(LOAD_BALANCE=YES)
(FAILOVER=YES)
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0207vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=scam0208vip.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1550))
)
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SERVICE_NAME=EBS)
)
)

FNDFS_SCAN03CN26=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN26.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_SCAN03CN26.us.oracle.com=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN26.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_EBS_SCAN03CN26=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN26.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
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FNDFS_EBS_SCAN03CN26.us.oracle.com=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN26.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)

FNDFS_SCAN03CN28=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN28.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_SCAN03CN28.us.oracle.com=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN28.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_EBS_SCAN03CN28=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN28.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_EBS_SCAN03CN28.us.oracle.com=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN28.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)

FNDFS_SCAN03VM0034-EOIB1=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0034EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_SCAN03VM0034-EOIB1.us.oracle.com=
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(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0034EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_EBS_SCAN03VM0034-EOIB1=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0034EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_EBS_SCAN03VM0034-EOIB1.us.oracle.com=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0034EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)

FNDFS_SCAN03VM0050-EOIB1=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0050EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_SCAN03VM0050-EOIB1.us.oracle.com=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0050EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_EBS_SCAN03VM0050-EOIB1=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0050EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)
FNDFS_EBS_SCAN03VM0050-EOIB1.us.oracle.com=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0050EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
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(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)

FNDSM_SCAN03CN26_EBS=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN26.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDSM)
)
)
FNDSM_SCAN03CN26.us.oracle.com_EBS=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN26.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDSM)
)
)

FNDSM_SCAN03CN28_EBS=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN28.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDSM)
)
)
FNDSM_SCAN03CN28.us.oracle.com_EBS=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN28.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDSM)
)
)

FNDSM_SCAN03VM0034-EOIB1_EBS=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0034EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDSM)
)
)
FNDSM_SCAN03VM0034-EOIB1.us.oracle.com_EBS=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0034EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
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(SID=FNDSM)
)
)

FNDSM_SCAN03VM0050-EOIB1_EBS=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0050EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDSM)
)
)
FNDSM_SCAN03VM0050-EOIB1.us.oracle.com_EBS=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0050EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDSM)
)
)
FNDFS_APPLTOP_AT_ebsserver1=
(DESCRIPTION=
(ADDRESS_LIST=
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN26.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03CN28.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0034EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=SCAN03VM0050EOIB1.us.oracle.com)(PORT=1655))
)
(CONNECT_DATA=
(SID=FNDFS)
)
)

IFILE=/u01/appmgr/EBS/inst/apps/EBS_scan03vm0034eoib1/ora/10.1.2/network/admin/EBS_scan03vm0034-eoib1_ifile.ora
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13 Appendix G References
The primary references for the integration of Oracle MAA (MAA) operational and configuration best
practices with Oracle Exadata Database Machine (Exadata MAA) are provided below:
[1]. MAA Best Practices for Oracle Exadata Database Machine (technical white paper)
[2]. Oracle Exadata Database Machine exachk or HealthCheck [Doc ID 1070954.1]
The primary reference used for creating MAA for disaster recovery for Oracle E-Business Suite is
provided in the following My Oracle Support Knowledge Document:
[3]. Business Continuity for Oracle E-Business Release 12 Using Oracle 11g Release 2 and later
Physical Standby Database (Doc ID 1070033.1)
The following note was used as reference for creating the physical standby database from an active
primary:
[4]. Step by Step Guide on Creating Physical Standby Using RMAN DUPLICATE...FROM
ACTIVE DATABASE [1075908.1]
Technology stack details for the Oracle E-Business Suite can be obtained at:
[5]. Oracle E-Business Suite - Technology Stack : Navigation (landing) Page (Doc ID 1480550.1)]
Software and architecture details of the Exadata machine are provided at the following location:
[6]. A Technical Overview of the Oracle Exadata Database Machine and Exadata Storage Server
(An Oracle white paper)
The following references provide information about the configuration of HugePages:
[7]. MOS ID 361468.1, “HugePages on Oracle Linux 64-bit”
[8]. MOS ID 749851.1 “HugePages and Oracle Database 11g Automatic Memory Management
(AMM) on Linux”
[9]. MOS ID 1392497.1 “USE_LARGE_PAGES To Enable HugePages”
For detailed results of Oracle E-Business Suite compression tests, see:
[10].MOS ID 1110648.1: "Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1 with Oracle Database 11g
Advanced Compression"
For best practices on password expiration for the Oracle E-Business Suite application users and
administrators see:
[11].MOS ID 403537.1 “Secure Configuration Guide for Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12”
The following My Oracle Support Knowledge Document also provides information on the
maintenance of application user passwords:
[12].How to Change Applications Passwords using Applications Schema Password Change Utility
(FNDCPASS or AFPASSWD) (Doc ID 437260.1)
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The Oracle Exadata Database Machine best practices support notes include the following:
[13].Oracle Sun Database Machine Performance Best Practices (Doc ID 1067520.1)
[14].Best Practices for OLTP on the Sun Oracle Database Machine (Doc ID 1269706.1)
[15].Oracle Sun Database Machine Setup/Configuration Best Practices (Doc ID 1274318.1)
The creation of the primary database environment is not covered in exhaustive detail in this paper.
There are several MAA white papers and My Oracle Support Knowledge Documents that provide
comprehensive guidance about how to install and configure Oracle E-Business Suite on Exadata. For
installation and configuration they include:
[16].Oracle E-Business Suite on Exadata Database Machine
[17].Installing Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 with Exadata Database Machine
[18].Using AutoConfig to Manage System Configurations in Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12
[ID 387859.1]
[19].Oracle E-Business Suite Release 11i & R12 Patches Required with Oracle Database 11g
Release 2 (11.2.0) on Exadata (Doc ID 1392527.1)
[20].Oracle E-Business Suite Installation and Upgrade Notes Release 12 (12.1.1) for Linux x86-64
(Doc ID 761566.1)
To migrate an existing environment:
[21].Migrating Oracle E-Business Suite to Exadata Database Machine Using Oracle Data Pump
[22].Migrating Oracle E-Business Suite to Exadata Database Machine Using Transportable
Tablespaces
[23].Migrating an Oracle E-Business Suite Database to Oracle Exadata Database Machine (Doc ID
1133355.1)
In addition to the above, the following can also be accessed and referenced for source database
supportability:
[24].New Source Database Added for Oracle E-Business Suite 12 + 11gR2 Transportable
Tablespaces (Oracle E-Business Suite Technology) 6

6 The requirements on the source for the R12/11gR2 database migration process have been expanded to
now include 10gR2 (10.2.0.5). Previously, it was required that the source be on 11gR1 or 11gR2 prior to
proceeding with the platform migration of the database. A new controlled utility patch has also been
released to support 10gR2 as a source, and customers wishing to perform the upgrade and migration
using Transportable Tablespaces must use this patch following the updated document: Using
Transportable Tablespaces to Migrate Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 Using Oracle Database 11g
Release 2 Enterprise Edition (My Oracle Support Knowledge Document 1311487.1).
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The following provides guidelines for the use and conversion of Oracle E-Business Suite to Oracle
RAC:
[25].Using Oracle 11g Release 2 Real Application Clusters with Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12
[ID 823587.1]
The following MOS note provides information about the configuration and management of Oracle EBusiness Suite Middle Tiers for Oracle RAC:
[26].Configuring and Managing E-Business Application Tier for RAC (Doc ID 1311528.1)
To clone an Oracle E-Business Suite environment the following My Oracle Support Knowledge
Documents can be referenced:
[27].Cloning Oracle Applications Release 12 with Rapid Clone [ID 406982.1]
[28].Cloning Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 RAC-Enabled Systems with Rapid Clone [Doc
ID 559518.1]
The following reference provides information about load balancing options for the Oracle E-Business
Suite:
[29].Using Load-Balancers with Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12( Doc ID 380489.1)
A deployment guideline for using the F5 Hardware Load Balancer with the Oracle E-Business Suite is
provided at the following location:
[30].Deploying F5 with Oracle E-Business Suite 12
For Flashback Database best practices the following My Oracle Support Knowledge Document
provides some detail, including the use of pre-allocated flashback logs for optimal performance:
[31].Flashback Database Best Practices & Performance (Doc ID 565535.1)
The following MOS note provides details on the use of Oracle Active Data Guard with the Oracle EBusiness Suite:
[32].Using Active Data Guard Reporting with Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1 and Oracle
Database 11g (Doc ID 1070491.1)
The following My Oracle Support Knowledge Documents provide details about configuration and best
practices for concurrent managers and parallel concurrent processing:
[33].Concurrent Processing - Parallel Concurrent Processing Failover/Failback Expectations (Doc
ID 271090.1)
[34].Concurrent Processing - Best Practices for Performance for Concurrent Managers in Oracle
E-Business Suite (Doc ID 1057802.1)
[35].Concurrent Processing - Product Information Center (PIC) (Doc ID 1304305.1)
Details about cleaning the concurrent manager tables in a non-destructive fashion are provided in this
My Oracle Support Knowledge Document:
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[36].Concurrent Processing - CMCLEAN.SQL - Non Destructive Script to Clean Concurrent
Manager Tables (Doc ID 134007.1)
Details about managing concurrent manager log and out directories are provided in this My Oracle
Support Knowledge Document:
[37].Managing Concurrent Manager Log and Out Directories (Doc ID 1616827.1)
Details about timeout parameters for Web Forms are provided in this My Oracle Support Knowledge
Document:
[38].Description List For Parameters Affecting Timeout In Webforms (Doc ID 549735.1)
The following My Oracle Support Knowledge Document provides configuration and best practices for
configuring application services on application servers:
[39].Configuring Applications Node Services in Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 (Doc ID
406558.1)
[40].Configuring and Managing E-Business Application Tier for RAC (Doc ID 1311528.1)
The following My Oracle Support Knowledge Document provides the reference for Oracle E-Business
Suite initialization parameters:
[41].Database Initialization Parameters for Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 (Doc ID 396009.1)
The following My Oracle Support Knowledge Document provides information about the memory
pressure issues that can be seen around MTU settings for the InfiniBand Exadata cluster network:
[42].[Linux OS] System Hung with Large Numbers of Page Allocation Failures with "order:5" on
Exadata Environments (Doc ID 1546861.1)
The following My Oracle Support Knowledge Documents provide information about the best
practices for gathering statistics for fixed objects and for the Oracle E-Business Suite:
[43].Fixed Objects Statistics Considerations [Doc ID 798257.1]
[44].Best Practices for Gathering Statistics with Oracle E-Business Suite (Doc ID 1586374.1)
To deploy Oracle E-Business Suite on Exalogic and Exadata reference the following MOS note:
[45].Deploying Oracle E-Business Suite on Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud and Oracle Exadata
Database Machine [Doc ID 1460742.1]
For specific information about best practices for backup and recovery on the Exalogic platform, the
following white paper is a useful reference:
[46]. Exalogic Backup and Recovery Best Practices.
For information about NFS 4 Services the following reference provides some detail 7

7

The document is Solaris-centric, however it is relevant for all Linux and Unix OS servers.
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[47].How the NFS Service Works - Features in NFS Version 4
The following document provides an in-depth overview of Exalogic:
[48].Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud: System Overview
The following article provides references to useful My Oracle Support Knowledge Documents for
details about Oracle Exalogic, Exalogic documentation, Exalogic concepts and overview, Exalogic
product announcements and Exalogic configuration and administration:.
[49].Master Note for Oracle Exalogic[Article ID 1301247.1]
The following MOS note provides information about known issues on the Exalogic platform; the ZFS
section is was used to determine best practice recommendations [see “Configure NIS” for the work
done in this paper]:
[50].Exalogic Elastic Cloud Software Known Issues (Doc ID 1268557.1)
The following article provides steps for troubleshooting hang issues with NFSv4 on the ZFS Storage
Appliance in Exalogic:
[51].Troubleshooting Guide For NFSv4 File Lock & Hang Issues On Exalogic Linux
Environments[Article ID 1492780.1]
The following article provides detailed steps on disabling NFS delegation on the ZFS Storage
Appliance heads:
[52].NFSv4 mount directories hang on Exalogic Machine[Article ID 1481713.1]
The following MOS note provides information about extending the root partition on an Exalogic
vServer to use spare space and configuring NIS for use on the Exalogic platform:
[53].How To Configure NIS Master, Slave And Client Configuration In Exalogic Virtual
Environment [Article ID 1516025.1]
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